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NOTE BY THE SECRETARIAT

As the urge to improve collective living standards has steadily developed through-

out O.E.C.D. countries in the last 20 years institutions of higher education have had to

switch at short notice from a situation in which they provided training for an elite to

a situation in which they are callc.d upon to meet the needs and aspirations of a rapidly

growing student population from widely varying backgrounds. Universities and other post-,

secondary institutions have therefore had to accept new objectives and roles which are

uneasily poised between the scientific, cultural and pedagogical functions of higher

education and research. This trend was bound to involve thorny problems for those whose

responsibility it is to plan and control university development. The task of bringing

the objectives of the university, with all the resources it has been assigned to dis-

charge its traditional functions, into line with the functions arising from its new _

vocations is fraught with difficulties. All aspects of planning and institutional

It management in higher education have therefore. become vitally important and have resulted

in investigations and studies whose novelty and originality cannot be over-emphasized.

But hardly has the university begun to become aware of its new vocations and responsi-

bilities, at least in Europe, when it has had to face a slowdown in the demand for

higher education accompanied by increasingly severe criticism of its functions in the

. community and a stagnation in the flow of national resources allocated to teaching and

research. The convergence of these new developments has necessitated further intensive

thinking and further efforts to devise new methods of management.

From its inception, the O.E.C.D. -CERI Programme on institutional management in

higher education has focussed on the solution of problems which undeniably arise from

the fact that universities and other institutions were often ill-prepared for the task

of managing the resources made available to them with the maximum efficiency. In its

first stage (1969-1971) the Programme set itself the-task of showing how these insti-

tutions might learn to manage their resources more effectively by improving their

decision-making procedures with particular regard to information systems, financial

administration; the analysis of student flows, the use of premises, the organisation

of curricula and syllabuses, etc.

The Programme's initial objectives were achieved in the first instance through

the specific studies and research conducted by the CERI Secretariat and subsequently

by the investigations carried out by 8 universities - one in Denmark, France, Germany,

the Netherlands, Sweden and Yugoslavia and two in the United Kingdom - which devoted

their attention to one or more of the above problems. This task of -.exploration mobi-

lised some 52 specialists and cost F.Frs.1,700,000 of which ovei-,three-quarters were

financed by the national authorities of the countries participating. Mist of this work

has been published by the O.E.C.D. in the collection "Studies in Institutional manage-

ment in Higher Education".

An evaluation of the work done in the first phase of the Programme was the main

subject of a Conference organised in November 1971 which was attended by 192 partici-

pants from 21 O.E.C.D. countries representing the universities, the government

ments concerned and the main international bodies. Expressing the hope that this

activity would be pursued, the Conference considered it advisable that:

7



(i) CERI should develop its functions io the field of information, co-ordination

and training in university management and planning;

(ii) CERI should promote all activities likely to foster broader inter-

institutional co-operation 'n research and investigation.

These discussions and recommendations led to the second phase of the CERI Prograffime

on institutional management in higher education which is now characterised by the active

participation of a large number of institutions of higher education over 100) and

particularly by.an appreciable increase in the number' of multi-institutional and multi-

disciplinary research groups working on subjects of joint interest. In short, although

the general objectives of the Programme are the game as thqse which brought it into

being, the experience acquired in the last few years has enabled it to improve its

methods of work and adapt them more effectively to the requirements of its member

institutions.

Since the initiation of the second stage of its activities, the Programme

Secretariat, in co-operation with the national universities and authorities concerned,

has endeavoured, to encourage the establishment of research groups.. For this purpose,

q list of priority subjects for research and investigation on various aspects of

management was drawn up with the assistance of a special group of experts and circulated

to the institutions concerned. Those which, then decided to join the programme were thus

able to express their preference as to the types of investigation in which they wished

to participate. In practice, certain of the proposed subjects aroUsed the simultaneous

interest of several institutions with the result that the latter formed a number of

groups which were able to approach the problems not only more comprehensively but also

n greater depth than a single isolated institution could have done. Three groups(1) .

were set up between the end of 1972 and the beginning of 1973 for periods of one to two

years and it is their final reports whica are now submitted for the attention of the

. participants in this Conference.

In accordancp with the general principles stated above, the Programme Secretariat

invited seven French universities (Dijon, Grenoble II; Paris I-Pantheon-Sorbonne, Paris

IX-Dauphine, Paris X-Nanterre, Toulouee-le-Mirail, Toulouse-Paul Sabatier) which had

expressed a common interest in cost accounting methods and budget control procedures

to submit plans for studies on this subject. After several co-ordinating meetings in

1972, this group which was subsequently joined by the Catholic University of Louvain,

the University of Liege (Belgium) and the University of Fribourg (Switzerland) began,

in January 1973, to work out a system for the collection and processing of data required

for the evaluation of the global and unit economic costs of university activities in

connection with teaching, administration and even research.

The teams which were sot up by the seven French universities concerned first

reached agreement on the principals of a joint method for calculating various types of

costs and subsequently carried out a number of calculations specific to certain sectors

of university activity.

(1) - Research group n° 1: "Measuring student success: a systematic statistical
analysis" (co-operation between two Austrian universities).

- Research group n° 2: "Budget control procedures and methods for calculating
unit costs of activities and outputs of higher educational institutions"
(co-operationbetween 10 French, Belgian and Swiss universities).

- Research group n° 3: "Study of the comparative eff'ectiveness of university
administrative structures" (co-operation between 20 universities).
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The present paper(1) outlines a "method of calculating unit activity and output

costs in French universities". Its authors who were commissioned by the Group as a

whole, are Mr. A. Babeau, Mr. C. Cossu and Mr. S. Cumin. We are convinced that the.

efforts that they have made to achieve a clear presentation of the elements of an

operational cost accounting system adapted to the particular type of organisation

represented by institutions of higher education will prove of great service to all who

arnXious to pursue investigations in this field.

The Centre for Educational Research and Innovation (CERI) wishes to thank the

authors of the present Report and all the leaders and members of the teams set up by

each of the universities which has participated in the project. In the course of the

15 or so working sessions which they attended throughout their 18 months of co-operation

they have undoubtedly contributed, by their criticisms, comments and suggestions, to

improve the initial versions of this methodological Report. Our gratitude is also due

to the Presidents of the universities mentioned above for the aid and support that they

have unfailingly afforded to the CERI Programme on Institutional Management in Higher

Education and the teams which were set up in their institutions. We likewise wish to

extend our thanks to Professor Abraham-Frois who has co-ordinated the activities of the

French-speaking group.

The necessary resources for the financing of all the work done by the French

universities was allocated to them by:

- the French Ministry of Education,

- the Societe Shell-Frangaise, in the form of a donation to CERI.

(1)-.,The results of the practical application of the joint method developed by the French
universities, the results of parallel investigations conducted by French-speaking
institutions participating in the Group's work and a tentative synthesis of all
these projects are being published separately.
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INTRODUCTION

The present report is the result-of a study assigned to Andre BABEAU, Claude COSSU

and Serge CUENIN at the meeting of the OECD-CERIFrench-speaking group at Grenoble on

4th and 5th May, 1973. The authors were not given "carte blanche" but simply delegated

to make proposals for ways of calculating unit costs of activities and outputs, using a

body of methods common to the universities which are members of the group. A first

draft of the rePart was discussed by the whole French-speaking Group at a meeting in

Toulouse on 20th and 21st September, 1973. .As a result of these discussions, the draft

was amended on-a number of points, particularly to simplify somewhat the methods pro-__

posed. The report submitted here is therefore the revised-version: revised but not

final, since the reader will soon perceive its incompleteness with regard to:
---

- the theoretical development of the choices implicitly or explicitly made;

- the practical development of the methods, proposed so as td make them

immediately usable by each of the establishments participating in the

Group's work.

(1) From the theoretical standpoint, it As not, possible to speak of a cost funcr

tion in the strictest sense unless the production function of the university has first'

been explained. But although mention is ndeed made of inputs and outputs, nowhere in

the report is the form of the chosen prod ction function actually specified. This

deficiency has at least two consequences: for one thing, it leaves the way open-to a

strict application of the production then to French universities (and probably not

only French universities); for another, t e costs determined by the methods proposed are

"apparent" costs that are empirically cal ulated and certainly not obtained by a process

of optimisation at a, particular level. IP

In fact, quite apart from this problem of the production function, it will be

seen in nearly every chapter that the proposals put forward need to be supplemented by

as many lengthy annexes, which would provide-further matter for reflection and might

reveal other solutions.

(2) From the practical standpoint, in spite of the wish expressed by the members

of the Group, it was not possible to go into minute detail in every situation. The

situations are in fact too diverse and not enough is known about them yet. The enactment,

of the 1968 Loi d'Orientation in France had the effect of accentuating a twofold dif-

ferentiation in university structure and the structure of studies. Where university

structure is concerned, the decentralisation of management at the level of Units of

Education and Research (UERs) is by no means the same in all universities. With regard

to studies, the same VER will have degree courses with a credit structure alongside

courses with e-year structuret For these reasons, an exhaustive and detailed description

of-a standard university in which everyone would recognise his own establishment was, in

the present state of our knowledge, all but impossible. Our first endeavour was there-
,

fore to make the proposals adaptable to every possible situation. But the actual adapt-

ing still has to be done; this fact must be faced. The hope may be ventured that the

work of adaptation will not take too long and that it will be done with some homogeneity



of approach, which must surely be a prereqUisite for the work of the French-speaking

Study Group.

The report comprises 12 chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the general approach taken

by the study and the remaining chapters are grouped into four parts:

Part I: Production inputs and cost components in French universities.

Part II: Identification of activities and calculation of activity costs.

- Part III: CalUlation of output costs.

Part IV: he ,first elements of budget control.

L- astly, it was thought advisable to end the report with a glossary of terms used.

11
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CHAPTER 1

AIMS AND GENERAL APPROACHES OF THE STUDY ON

CALCULATION OF UNIT COSTS IN.FRENCH UNIVERSITIES

The study of unit costs in French universities has to be seen against the back--

ground of all the work acne abroad on higher education costs under the leadership of the

OECD-CERI experts. It also has to be placed in the general context of the efforts mad

in France for some years now to introduce the Planning, Programming and Budgeting System

(PPBS). Even if the present report does not takethe form of a conventional cost-

efficiency or cost-benefit analysis it will nevertheless be seen that some oZ the' con-

cepts proposed ate fairly close to the concepts of input and output indicators used in

budget prograA mming.

More _specifically, the approach proposed in the chapters that follow may be

likened to tlie,outlook adopted by the Public Accounts Directorate of the French'Ministry

for Economic and Financial_Affairs in regard to the calculation of posts and the intro-

duction of cost accounting into public administration. In a wider context, the aim is

to put forward ideas for conaideration with a view to the use of economic calculation in

the broad sense in higher edudation establishments and throughout the university sector

of the national education system.

The suggested approach of starting out from the smallest "units of production of

education" is a micro-economic one: the use of certain business accounting methods,

like the use of certain concepts of activity analysis, will leave no doubt in the

reader's mind-on this score. But what is actually involved is public sector micro-

economics: in some cases, therefore, different methods of calculating cost components

will be proposed according to whether the framework of reference is the relatively nar-

row one of the university or the Ministry of Education, the broader area of the central

government and its budget, or the overall context of the nation.

In view of the studies carried out abroad on the same subject, it may be asked

whether the French research group could not quite simply have adapted the methodology

used elsewhere to the case of the French universities. In fact the radical differences

in university structures and functioning from one country to another would alone suffice

to preclude a simple transposition of methods irrespective of the siecific nature of the

educational establishments in the country concerned. The next drawback in this connec-

tion is that cost calculation implies a certain number of options which Ire a consider-

able influence on the significance attached to the results Obtained and which the reader

may prefer not to adopt. Last but not least, the detailed documents relating to the

calculation of costs in foreign universities came to hand very late, so that in most

cases the similarity of outlook and the convergence (or divergence) of solutions to a

given problem were only established retrospectively.

Before describing the specific approach adopted in the French study and reviewing

the aims it sets out to achieve, it is however, interesting to take a quick look at the

work done abroad in this field.

12
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1.1 Earlier studies on unit costs in higher education

With the exception of certain studies carried out in all too small a number oft

Frenoh universities(1), it is chiefly in Great Britain, Australia, Canada and the United

States that work on university cots at micro-economic level has developed over the past

few years. For a chronological account and a more theoretical overview of cost studies

in higher education, the reader is referred to the paper written by D.R. Witmer of the

University of WiSconsin(2).

The papers which we were able to examine in detail were the following, listed

here in their order of publication:

- Committee of Presidents of the University of Ontario

"A Method for Developing Unit Cost in Educational Programmes."

C.P.U.O. - Report No. 70-3, December 1970.

- National Center forHigher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) at WICHE

"Cost Finding - Principles and Procedures, "QNovember, 1971.

- University af Copenhagen

"Decision, Planning and Budgeting," OECD-CERI, 1972.

- National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) at WICHE

"Program Classification Structure," 1972.

- Office of Institutional Research

"Companion to the University of Calgary Response to the Report Of the

Commission on Educational Planning," October, 1972.

- University of Bradford

"Costs and Potential 'Economies." OECD-CERI, 1972.

- West's= Australian Institute of Technology, South Bentley, Australia

"A Model for the Analysis of Historical Costs and a Model of Simulation for

the Production of Alternative. Triennial Plans," 1972.

- NCHEMS - California State University

"Implementation of NCHEMS Planning and Management Tools at California State

University, Fullerton," August 1972.

- P. LAYARD and D. VERRY

"Cost Functions for Teaching and Research in Universities',"

2nd January, 1973.

1.1.1 Aims of the studies and-type of cost chosen

In early attempts at calculating university costs all that was often done was to

divide a university's total operating expenditure by the number of students at that

university. This calculation was done without any carefully determined flan and the

result was virtually unusable. The recent costing exercises have had much more specific

aims.

(1) "Les colts unitaires danellenseignement sUperieur: l'exemple de l'Universite de
Dijon", IREDU - Dijon, 1973.

(2) "Cost Studies in Higher Education", Review of EdUcational Research, Winter 1972,
Volume 42, No. 1. -

4 ..

1 0
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For example, the research done by the Ontario universities relates to unit costs

per full-time equivalent stUdent in the various engineering "programmes". The cost is

:calculated for eact.year of the "programme" and should show the impact of the different

decision variables, as for Instance:

- teachers' salaries;

- definition of the service performed by teachers;

'- number of course hours per student;

- average size of classes;

- University overheads, etc.

The research done 1t the University of Calgary and by the University of Alberta,

was designed to compare costs per student in the different study "programmes" (Fine

Arts, Management, Engineering, etc.). The Canadian provincial governments in fact'sub-

sidise the universities on the basis of the number of student enrolments weighted by

coefficients that are supposed to represent the cost of the various degree courses.

The problem was therefore to test the validity of these coefficients,

The UniverLitY of Bradford study calculates unit costs per student in the various

first-cycle (undergraduate) "programmes" and courses. Emphasis is placed on the savings

that can. be made'in teaching through a more rational use of the university's facilities.

At the/Western Australian Institute of Technology the approach appears fairly

similar to those of the University of Bradford in that a model of analysis of historical

costs has led to a substantial improvement in the utilisation of premises and has made

it possible, on the basis of:enrolment forecasts, to determine the physical resources

that will be necessary.

The purpose of the handbook put out by KOBE is to standardize unit cost cal-

culationsso as to permit comparisons in respect of place and time. The costs calculated

relate to the different subjects taught at a number of levels (e.g. Lower Division

Physics), students and sudeint/hours in the various disciplines, and lastly graduates by`

type of degree. As applied to the California State University at Fullerton, for instance,

these costs are used at a second stage in working out a medium-term planning schedule.

Finally, the study by LAYARD and VERRY.is based on a cross-section analysis of

Current "outputs" and costs in :United Kingdoth universities (other than Oxford and

Cambridge) for the 1968-69 academic year. It has the\Ori inality of using an aggregate

index of production obtained by weighting the number of aduates and drOp-outs by their

..respective salaries on the market. In working out the ost functions emphasis is placed

on the existence of economies of scale and on the calculation of marginal costs of

graduates, as distinct from marginal costs'of research.

Although the objectives of the above studies may seem different, the various

problems they represent are therefore in fact closely interlinked:

- determining the optimum size of 'gher education establishments;

- making better use of available r sources and hence introduding efficient

management machinery;

-,- making provision for essential /facilities,for accommodating a given number

of students in the future, and therefore assigning variable co-efficients

to subsidise according to the student's discipline.

1
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1..1.2 Methode used
.

.

It is obviously impossible to consider in detail all the methods used, which

incidentally overlap fairly considerably in a.number of areas. The following comments

therefore merely emphasize the specific nature of the choices made. .

(a) The concept of opportunity cost which is so important in an economic approach

to calculating university costs, seems to have been unevenly used. The two major types

'of opportunity cost 'to be considered in a study of this kind are, on the one hand, the

cost of the sacrific Implied by the fact that students choose to continue their studies

instead, of seeking em loyment on...completion of their secondary education (sacrifice of

potential earnings by 'the students, loss to the state of corresponding income tax revenue)

and, on the other, the cost implied by the.univerSity's use of its capital assets. This

cost which appears seldom takes either the form of an interest on the value of the capital

used or the form of a "rent". Both aspects are discarded from the method advocated by

WICHE (op. cit. pp. 12 and 13). The Bradford method incorporates the second aspect but

not the first (op. cit. p. 34). The same would seem to have been the case with the

Western Australian Institute of Technology, which provides for an'annual "charge" for

buildings and equipment equal to 10 per cent of their total value without stating how

this percentage was arrived at (P . Pit.'pp, 150 and. 151). Other studies (Fullerton)

conform to the guidelines of the WICHE handbook and do not allow for the opportunity

cost. Layard and Very use no data on capital impute (land, buildings, equipment).

(b) The methdds of allocating "indirect" or "semi-direct" costs, i.e., the costs

of administrative activities and of service 'activitieb (see Chapter 4 for a more precise

definition .of these activities) differ appreciably from one study to another. In the

cost study on engineering teaohing in the province of Ontario, the "overhead costs" are

apportioned evenly over all the students (op. cit. p. 24). The WICHE handbook. hbweVer,

proposes rather precise distribution cri,eria, e.g.:

for maintenance, caretaking and depreciation of buildings and equipment:

the number of sq. m of floor space used;

- for the printing and copying shop:, the real or estimated use of the shop

by the departments;

- for postal and telephone charges, etc.: the total number of full-time

employees.

Most of the studies do not on the whole go as far in their breakdown as WICHE

would have advocated: in many cases the- essential information is lacking.

(c).The transition from costs per student or per student/hour (class-hour,

contact hour) in a particular subject or department to unit coots of graduates seems

partionlarly difficult to make. It requires inforMation on student flows up to" the time

of graduation and on the costs over the different years concerned; This means that there

is no alternative but to make a time-series analysis with all the problems pozed by dis-

Counting costs to allow for monetary depreciation. The calculation of unit costs or

graduates on the basis of cross-section analyses necessitates numerous assumptions in-

volving a-number of debatable approximations. 'However, as a very last resort, this

calculation has to be used. The studies concerned use the first method, as far as pos-

sible, but some of them stick to costs per subject and department and.do/not really go

as far as output costs.
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1.2 Aims of the study on French universities

A great many questions are being asked about the university sector of the French

education system. -Is the tendency to lengthen the duration of studies before taking up

employment really beneficial to studentS and to the nation? ,Does the nation's expendi-

ture on higher education really pay? Are the outputs of this education worth what they

cost? Which is more advantageous: to produce more graduates, to combat pollution more

effectively or to increase the number of low-cost housing units?

It is certain that the results of the present study will not furnish a direct

answer to these questiohs, on which other research has been done(1), but they are likely

to provide food for thought in regard to the ex-post costs of university "outputs" and

the introduction of budget control machinery.

1.2.1 Retrospective unit costs of university activities and outputs

The unit costs calculated will in most cases be average costs. But on the basis

of a detailed study of the structure of total costs, it should be possibleto think of

calculating certain "marginal" costs (or variable unit costs) such as the cost of

accepting an additional student in a "credit" (period of study in an approved subject

counting towards a degree), cost of opening a new "credit", and so forth.

It is important not to makerany mistalse about the significance of these costs.

In the first place they arepositiVe costs and not, at this stage of our work, normative

costs. A study on normative costs would require, among other things, research on the

average "quality" of. outputs (e.g. level and extent of knowledge of the holder of a

master's degree in business management) and on the efficiency of the teaching methods

used (e.g. formal lectures in an amphitheatre as opposed to lectures on closed-circuit

television). Thus, from differences in the average cost of a master's degree in mathe-

matics in two, universities it cannot be inferred that there is spoilage in the "more

expensive" university, for it may be that its "output" is of better quality.

Within the positive costs category itself, the unit costs of a university cannot

be equated with production costs in an industrial process, for example. to the university

context, it is more a question of "consumption of appropriations" than of costs in the

strict sense of the term: in other words, every additional resource (in teachers, in

capital) granted to the university is automatically "consumed" and will therefore be

debited to various "cost" items under the allocation process. The result, given the

importance of government appropriations to the functioning of French universities, is

that many "cost" differences revealed in the present study are little more than a

reflection of the. rules of resource allocation applied by the Ministry of Education

(e.g. higher weighting factor assigned to science students than to law students in the

state subsidy to operating costs).

Treating these average appropriations as the objective costs of the different

outputs and using these costs to determine the future distribution of resources among

universities, would therefore mean perpetuating a situation which may well seem ques-

tionable in the present instance. Our\stUdy does not purport to be a substitute for

other investigations of the kind now being conducted by the Conference of Un versity

Presidents or by the Comite National de l'Enseignement Superieur et de 1S' R cherche

(CNESER).

(1) J. Benard: "Un modble d'affectation optimale des ressources entre l'economie et
le systbme educatif", CEPREL Bulletin, July 1966.
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While bearing in mind their real significance, it is possible, however, to use

the results expected from this, study for a revealing analysis of the causes of the

divergences-between the different costs. For instance, is the higher cost per student

of a computer science credit compared with the cost per student of an international

law credit in the same university due solely to differences in teaching methods (use of
a computer or of specialist staff) or is it due to other factors such as the respective

number of students in the two credits, the use of premises with very different floor

space, substantial differences in the salaries of the senior teaching staff, and so

forth? Between two universities, do different costs for the same degree reflect charges

'specific to one university (campus area or others), different age structures in the

teaching staffs, or wide discrepancies in the pass ratios in the various credits of the

degree course?

These cost comparisons should therefore above all enable the authorities of the

university or Unit of Education and Research (UER) to realise the cost impact of the

specific characteristics of their establishment and its various activities.. It is pro -

bable that certain instances of inefficient resource allocation in the university Will

already-,:heoome apparent at-this stage, for example:

- /co-existence of-over-occupied and under-occupied premises;

- first and second cycle credits opened with an insufficient number of students;

- unduly high cost of sertain service activities, whereas others are

inadequately financed;

- insufficiently co-ordinated use of facilities and equipment as between

different UERs or research teams.

1.2.2 Programme budgets and budget control

A second aim of the French study is the progressive establishment of budget con-

trol in 'universities. This is of course a much longer-term objective than those refer-

red to in the previous paragraph.

Where operating budgets are concerned(1), French universities are administered

in very different ways. Some universities are little more than ex-faculties juxtaposed

,which in fact haye kept their former budgets almost intact (operating subsidy, additional

hours,. overall appropriation for research, etc.): the joint services of such,universi-

ties are therefore reduced:to their simplest form. Other universities, however (e.g.

those with a single location), have a centralised management and their joint services

budget covers expenditures directly connected with UERs (postal and telephone charges

etc., maintenance of buildings, caretaking, heating, lighting, etc.). In either case,

the supervision of expenditure may be inadequate, with the result that there are often

setbacks in the execution ofone operation or another.

The overall management of expenditure would naturally be more effective if the

university had a structure of programmes with an underlying structure of objective.

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that the practice at present is to do roughly the

same thing as before at the conclusion of a procedure which smacks much more_ of a "free

for all" than reasoned discussion. An the manner in which allocationsare utilised

Often leads to haphazard commitments having no direct link with any clearly specified.

objectives.

(1) The situations differ widely but it may be estimated that the operating budgets of
the universities represent between one-fifth and one-foUrth of the resources put
at their disposal each year by the government7'

C"/11/
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The establishment of programme budgets should enable the expenditure financed

from university budgets to be more effectively discussed and more efficiently distributed.

The role of the budget with its conventional classification of charges is becoming

increasingly inadequate at a time when the budget of a large university runs to well

over Prs.10 million: a more functional presentation has become essential. Further-

more,. budget implementation on the basis of programme budgets in which funds were

granted for specific objectives might involve a quarterly verification of expenditure.

Analysis of the discrepancies between forecasts and final figures (in respect of

quantities and prices) might show how programmes could be-satisfactorily completed, for

instance by adjusting.certain targets and/or granting further resources.

Without underestimating the difficulties involved in drawing up these programme

budgets, we have set out a number of considerations in Chapters 11 and 12 on how to

calculate the costs used in budget control.

It would of course be desirable to be able to incorporate these progfamme budgets

into a multi-annual plan for the universities. But although the need for such planning

is alieady clearly felt by the authorities of institutions of higher education, the

mean (enrolment forecasts, trend,in subsidies) are often lacking.

_1.3 ain methodological approaches used in the study

In the c'cntext of systems analysis, the university may 1p regarded as a production

system(1) the complexity of which derives mainly from the fact'that the outputs are often

diffidlt to identify and some of them are particularly hard to quantify. It is a system

of "limited rationality" in that it does not appear to obey a set of objective rules

aimed at aximising a utility function. It is also a system with very slight 'co-

ortinatio ,be-Eween activities: there is practically no communication between many of

the sub-systems. The result is that each sub-system tends to organise itself at,a level

of operation that is satisfactory locally but without taking into account the objective

of the overall system, which are often,yery difficult to discern.

The study of costs should be the occasion for defining the objectives of the

system more cleaky and showing up the inter-relationships between the different sub-

systems, which are; often ill-perceived.

1.3.1 Identification of final outputs and intermediate outputs

A "final output" is any "product delivered to the outside". However, whether the

output is final or intermediate depends on the level chosen:

- Elementary unit of activity (UEA);

- Unit of Educationand'Research (UER);

- University;

- Educational system.

For example, a student having obtained a "credit" (elementary unit of educational

activity) and remaining in the same UER will be regarded as a "final output" at the

level of the UEA but as an intermediate product at the other levels. In the rest of

this report the final or intermediate nature of an output will depend on the level of

the university concerned. Thus, the computing hours spent by a UER of the university

in its computing centre constitute an intermediate output; but if they are 'supplied

(1) See N. Communod: "Une methodelogie d'analyse pour le systeme de formation continue
. a llUniersite: l'analyse fflodulaire." OECD -CERI project, Grenoble, April 1973.

a
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1

(free or not) to the outside, they oonstitutee final output. Similarly, the student

taking a cycle of courses within thel:university is an intermediate output; the student

who leaves the university (after passing or failing) is a final output. The convention

must also be accepted that every graduate, at whatever level, "leaves" the university,

- even if he comes back immediately to take another degree course.

These outputs are "manufactured" in the different centres of production which,

at the most baic le'vel, are called Elementary Units of Activity (UEA).

- (a) The intermediate outputs of the university include:

- the outputs of service UEAs (UEATSs): computing centre, document-

copying shop, library etc.;

- the outputs of administrative UEAs (UEAAs): central services of the

uni ersity, administration of a TIER or department, etc.

/ Othtintermedate utputs are students taking a cycle of courses within the university

Studen. t at4-ser i.Oes (scholarships, university canteen, hostels, etc.).

(b) Final outputs comprise:
-

- the principal final outputs:

. of education: number of graduates at the different levels, number.

of students dropping. out of university, etc.; \'
4

. of research: discoveries, publications, patents, etc.

ancillary final outputs, including:

services to the public or the nation: libraries open to non-

students, consultations at'the university's medical centre,

dissemination of knoW) dge to non-students (radio broadcasts);

outputs or services not entirely consumed and-sold outside, computer

hours, hiring out of stadium,' swimming pool, etc.

(c) The outputs of education should also be differentiated according to

whether the Student is considered in the course of the university year

(in which case we shall refer to outputs awaiting allocation), or -

whether:he is considered at the end of the year after the decision

concerning his year (in which case he can be classed as a final or an

intermediate output'). The chart below shows the final position.

Outputs of education

Prior to decision

Outputs awaiting allocation

e.g.

Studies with a year structure:

- students Ln a year

- students in a cycle

- student in a UER

Studies with 'a-nraait structure:

- students in -a credit

- students on a course leading to a
university diploma in literary or
scientific studies, a first degree,
a master's degree.

After decision.

Graduates

Final outputs
i Students leaving the

university

\
Transfer to another
university

Dropouts

Repeaters

Intermediate outputs

Students working
through a cycle
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1.3.2 Aggregate research costs and unit education costs

The Group decided 'to concentrate its efforts on calculating the costs of the

principal final outputs. But education and research raise very different problems.

1.3.2.1 Aggregate research costs

In the case of research, the Group soon realised that until detailed publica-

tions were available about the work now being done by the Delegation Generale a la

Recherche Scientifique et Technique and the Centre National de la Recherche

Scientifique concerning tha.measurement of research outputs, it would be Virtually

impossible to make the transition from aggregate costs to significant unit costs. Thus,

although the members of the Group will have to take research costs into account, they

will probably be obliged to make do with calculating research costs as a proportion of

the universities total costs (see, in particular, the survey on time budgets of tea-

chersin Chapter 5 and the absorption of the cost of premises in Chapter 6).

1.3.2.2 Unit education costs

Where, education costs are. concerned, a distinction has.to be made between

activity costs and output costs. The elementary units of educational activity (unites

olementaires dtactivite dtenseignement - UEAE) provide courses or credits. Certain
r .

unit costs will therefore be calculated at the level of UEAEs (see Chapter 7), e.g.

unit cost per student per UEAE. Unit costs in respect of final outputs or outputs

awaiting allocation will be computed on the basis of unit activity costs. However, at

this last stage, the problem will differ according to whether or not the university has

information about student flows and costs over the past few years. It will also greatly

depend on whether a UER provides all the courses for a given degree (e.g. a UER for

legal science covering all the courses for the four-year law degree)or whether it gives

only a minority of the courses required or the degree (e.g. a UER for geography pro-

viding fewer than half the credits needed for the degree in geography). A clear dis-

tinction has also to be made between degrees with a year structure (e.g. a four-year

law degree) and degrees with a credit structure (e.g. 24 cx7pdits needed to obtain a

degree, although no credit can be pinned down to a particular year). For degrees with

a year structure it As possible, for instance, _to consider calculating an average

student cost for a given year or a .given cycle (for the four-year degree: 1st and

2nd years = 1st cycle; 3rd and 4th years ='2nd cycle). For the other degrees, an

average cost will be calculated per student doing a degree course. Similarly, slightly

'different prooedures may be envisaged for calculating the cost of graduates in the two

cases (see Chapters 8, 9 and 10).

It should be pointed out that this separate treatment of education costs andr7,:v

reseath costs presupposes, or at any rate implies, that education and research o not

constitute joint.outputs in the strict sense and that they can therefore vary, within

certain limits, independently of one another. This hypothesis is also found in Layard

and Verryts publication (op. cit. p, 2).

1.3.3 Reference to the university year 1971 -1972,

For universities which do not-have data files extending back aoiumber.of years,

the Group decided to concentrate on collecting information for the university year

1971-1972. This information essentially comprises two sets of data:

- data on student flows for the different courses, credits and degrees;

2
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- data on "commitments" for expenditure of all kind con3ected with the

running of:the university.

Since the budget year does not correspond to the university Year, the problem is

to choose an annual framework of reference. . A priori, two solutions were possible: to

, choose the bUdget year and "adjust" the numbers of students, taking into account enrol-

ments over'two university years; or else to take the university year and recalculate

the "commitments" for that period (e.g. 1pt October, 1971 to 30th September, 1972)..

It is the second 'of these solutions which is proposed here:

- teaching appointments are made in most cases in October of each year;

- the "adjustment" of enrolments, courses and credits to the framework of

the calendar year raises quite complex problems,, especially when costs

have to be calculated at a fairly basie level (unit cost of activities

At the level of credits, student cost in a given year of a degree course,

etc.) and when enrolments fluctuate sharply from one year to the next. .

For certain items such as staff,salaries, it will be relatively easy to calculate

commitments over the 12 months from 1/10/t-1 to -30/9/t (cf. Chapter 3). On the other

hand, for the breakdown of commitments financed from the university budget, it is pro-

posed to attach one-third of the budget for the year t-1 and two-thirds of the budget

for the year t to the fictitious budget for the university year (t-1, t). It is pre-

ferable to take three terms rather than four, since clearly the university is only

. really productive over three terms.

Reference has been made above to an accounting system showing expenditure,

"commitments" since asystem,based on "payments", which is the method used for the

financial accounts of universities deviates too much from the real "consumption" of

resources by these establishments. HoweVer, in some cases a commitment may not be

followed up: as a result, the, commitment figures themselves will have to be reviewed.

In reality, what corresponds most closely to the beginning of "consumption" is the date

of delivery of equipment' and supplies.,

1.3.4 -Standpoint chosen for. cost calculations

From the strict standpoint of calculating "costs" at the level of the university,,

it would be conceivable to consider solely the expenditures financed through the

university budget (including the. various bUdgets attached to it: university library,

sports centre, etc.). It is certain -that a calculationof this kind would be pointless.

From a broad standpoint, which is greatly preferable, iti.s.possible to think of focus-

sing an economic cost comprising all the implicit costs and opportunity costs envisaged\

from the standpoint of the university, the Ministni. of Education; the government ?T'

even the nation.

But the precise definition_of the economic cost finally adopted depends on the.,

decision-making level chosen. In this study, the basis chosen is the university and/or

the-Ministry of Education. It will in fact be seen later that for certain cost coM-

ponenta (notably staff costs) these two "levels" merge.

This basis having been chosen, the proposed_ procedure is to try to ascertain:

(1) in the first place, the cost of all the inputs made available to the

. university (staff, operating facilities, 'materials, equipment,

buildings and land);

17



(2) secondarily, the various forms of assistance given by the Ministry to

students (scholarships, restaurants, university hostels)

The report will mainly concentrate on ascertaining the costs mentioned in (1)

above.

On the other hand,. the present study deliberately disregards certain components

which can perhaps be reincorporated into a subsequent phase of research, namely:

- costs to the student, his family or the nation resulting from the fact. that

he postpones the date of his entry into working life;

- certain implied costs to the community resulting from the existence of the

university (costs of central and regional administration, maintenance-of

road, on university land by the local authorities, protection against fire,

police protection).

With the aim of identifying the suggested line of approach more precisely, four.

'comments may be made.

1.3.4.1 It might seem that the only costs the proposed method ultimately takes into

account are those financed by the national education budget and recorded in the national

accounts, without any allowance for the basic economic concept of opportunity costs.

But this is not so. In the case of land and buildings in particular, the proposal

approach is typicarof the concept of the opportunity costs. This represents the

"profit" that is forgone through using a certain resource for one purpose rather than

another. It is therefore quite conceivable that this cost should vary according to who

makes the decisions: for instance, in the case of a university free to_lease its

premises to outsiders, the opportunity costs may be all or.part of the potential rent

at market prices. If the possibility of a rental does not exist, the opportunity costs

to the university can be considered nil. At Ministry of EdUcation.level, the opportunity

cost is equal to the "benefit" that would-have been derived from assigning the buildings

to another purpose in the public education sector. In handling building costs (Chapter 3),

it is suggested that these different viewpoints be taken into account.

Depreciation, which it is also planned to take into account when calculating

real estate costs, is another example of the economic cost which as yet is never re-

flected explicitly in the national accounts.

1.3.4.2 The choice of the decision-making body at the leyel of the university and/or

the Ministry of-Education also affects the calculation of the social security charges

related to wages and salaries. These costs may be regarded from two standpoints, i.e.

as benefits received or contributions paid. The first, it would seem, is more appro-

priate to the calculation of costs at government or state level. It is therefore the

second that was chosen: sacial secuxity.costs will be calculated by reference to the

contributions paid by the employer.

3.4.3 . Although it is planned to allow for such costs as aid to students, the costs

will be accounted for at the en ,of the process and there is no a priori reason why

they should vary between studen s of different disoiplines in the_ same University (see,

however, the allowances drawn 12)y third-cycle science students ?). But perhaps they are

liable to vary from.one university to another (university hostels?).

- 1.3.4.4 The essence of the procedure proposed here derives, however, from cost

accounting and centres on absorption costing, or assigning the cost of indirectly

2 3



productive activities to directly productive activities. The lat er ultimately lead to

the different types of final outputs. Absorption costing is there ore a matter of

identifying the relationships between the various components of th production system

and taking account of these relationships. Not all production cost in regard to

higher education are involved in this central procedure, so that certain cost com-

ponents will still have to be reintegrated subsequently.

2'
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PART I

PRODUCTION INPUTS AND COST COMPONENTS IN FRENCH UNIVERSITIES
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CHAPTER 2

RESOURCES AT THE DISPOSAL OF THE UNIVERSITY

To'carry out its functions, the University has three types of resources: staff,

fixed assets and operating funds, to which the sums intended for aid to students should

be added.
1

Independently of the way in which these resources are financed, it is necessary

to-know-how they are used in the many activities of the university.

The previous chapter showed .that it-was possible to distinguish between a number

of different production centres:

- centres producing a final output: these are to be found within the U.E.R.s;

- centres producing an intermediate output: these break down into two distinct

groups:

service units.whose output is directly or indirectly measurable;

. administrative units whose output is not measurable in physical terms.

Before analysing university cost components (Chapter 3), it is important to:

(i) identify the production centres;

(ii) catalogue and classify the resources at the disposal of these centres.

These are the two aspects which are dealt with in this chapter.

2.1 Identification of production cell--

There is no typical university structure: the number and nature of the production

centres vary, although they appear in one form or another in the specific organisation

of each university.

Although it is not possible to draw up an exhaustive list of these centres in

the present study, the annex provides a list of the main services to be found in uni-

versities (Annex 2-1).

The organisation chart shows:

1. U.E.R.s whose chief outputs are education and research, with possibly some

ancillary outruts.

2. Service units.

3. Administrative units.

These last two categories may ber

- attached to a unit of education or a unit of research; or

- common to the education and/or research units of a U.E.R. (e.g. a document-.

copying service); or

26
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- common to a number of U.E.R.s (e.g. a library); or

- common to the university as a whole (general_Adminibtrative services); or

- less frequently, common to a number of uniVersities (e.g. inter-university

library).

From the practical standpoint, it will probably be useful to classify the'ed units.

Two points may be made herec

- first, the destination of outputs frqm the different services will not be con-

, sidered here; this question will be dealt with in the chapter on the assignment

of intermediate outputs (Chapter 6);

- secondly, production centres do not coincide exactly with cost centres: there

may be nominal cost centres (e.g. a centre of "building costs", c.f. Chapter 6).

2.2 Resources at the disposal of production centres

All the centres of activity use staff, fixed capital and appropriations for current

operations.

It is proposed in this chapter to describe and catalogue the components from which

the costs associated with these centres will subsequently be calculated, assignment of

costs being studied in a later chapter.

2.2.1 OperatiOn

This term should be understood in its strict sense: it does not cover staffing

costs which, with some excepti3Ons, are met out of the national budget. Some universities

devote a considerable share c/If their own budget to the remuneration of personnel, i.e.,

not only teachers but partiotlarly administrative, technical, manual and service staff.

To meet its operating costs, the niversity has two types of resources:

A. Its own resources.

These consist essentially of fees paid by students (fees for tuition, practical

work, medical care).

B. State subsidies.

These are of three kinds:
.1

1'. Subsidies from the Ministry of Education (teaching), awarded according to

different criteria:

- A proportion of the subsidies is common to all disciplines (operating subsidies).

For this proportion the criteria used in 1971-72 were as follows:

. a subsidy of Frs.30 per sq.m of premises;

a subsidy of Frs.100per student.

For universities with a campus layout, an additional subsidy of Frs.0.30 per

sq.m of area exceeding twice the. built -on area was awarded.

- A proportion of the subsidies is adjustable according to discipline (practical

work).- The following coefficients used in 1971-72:

Law and economics: coeff. 1 Frs.40 per student

Humanities: coeff. 1.5 Prs.60 per student

Medicine and Pharmacy: coeff. 5.5 Frs.220 per student

Science: coeff. 1.5 Fre.600 per student

27
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2. A subsidy from the Ministry of Education (research) awarded according to other

criteria.
A

3. A subsidy from the. Ministere de la Jeunesse et des Spirts (Ministry for Youth

and Sporting Activities).

These resources are apportAned among the units of the university by the Conseil

de ltUniversite (University Council) (operation) and the Conseil Scientifique (University

Science Council)-(research).

The scale of the appropriations administered directly by the central services of

the university varies according to the way in which the university is organised. For

e,tample, in the case of a university organised along campus lines, there are at least.

three major items in the budget:

- joint "expenses" (heating, water, fuel oil, etc., telephone, upkeep of grounds,

etc.);'

- functioning of the central administration;

- appropriations assigned to the'U.E.R.0 according to rules specific to each

university.

It does not seem necessary here to go any further into this aspect, estimation of

,:operating costs being dealt with in Chapter 3.

2.2.2 Staff

, Whether the staff employed in the different centres of activity are paid out of

he government or the university budget, it will be necessary to identify the number and

/kind of staff employed in each unit. 1"

Examples: Document copying service common to U.E.R.s 7, 8 and 9.

- 3 technical secretaries: Miss X, Miss Y and Miss Z.

- 1 5B technician: Mr. Dupont.

- 1 3B technician: Mr. Durand.

Insofar as'an exact breakdown of university staff assignments iS required, names

will appear for each service, the use of a code number making it/possible to process the

information more rapidly.

The assignment of staff to a given unit of activity is a suffic.tently familiar

procedure to make it familiar procedure to make it unnecessary to go further into this

question.

Where teachers are concernedt however, the application of rules for the division

of thei time between teaching and resarch will make it possible to arrive at full-time

equiv .,.ents (these rules may be based on an analysis of "time-budg4" questionnaires).

2.2.3 Fixed assets

The most difficult questions arise in connection with fixed assets.

There are several types of fixed assets:

. land

premises

. furniture

. office equipment

. scientific equipment
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It is not intended. at this point to discuss the problems that arise in Connection.

with estimating the Valuelof these fixed assets; that question will be dealt with in

Chapter 3. It is proposed here simply to check off thesefiiced'

Few French universities have a complete inventory of the equipment they po

The main reasons for this are well known:

- recentness of most universities, so that there has not been time to drew up* this

inventory;

- diversity of the funds for certain fixed assets (equipment supplied by the

Centre National de la Recherce Scientifique, purchases under research'contracts,

etc.).

In many cases, hewever, universities have systematically catalogued equipment

purchased recently (equipment purchased with funds allocated to them). But an exhaustive

listing and, above all, estimation of the value of the -stock of materials-and equipment,

require time and resources far in excess of what is provided for in the contracts signed

with the Q.E.C.D. This work is, incidentally, more appropriate to the competent'services

of the university than to a research team.

Bearing in mind that the French group will give pride of place to education in the

computing of unit costs, it is still possible to know fairly accurately the number and

the characteristics of the fixed assets required in order to arrive at this final output:

even accounting for all the fixed assets of branches working for both education and

research, it is possible to draw' tip descriptions for each unit. Although it seems un--;

realistic to expect exhaustive accounting on'the part of universities'Agith a large pro-

portion of science units, it should be much easier to catalogue materials and equipment

in universities with units doing research CrChuman sciences, as this research requires

less equipment.

From a practical standpoint, it seems easier to catalogue fixed assets by premises,

which is a way of avoiding oversights.

Very brpadly, the procedure could be as follows:

- for each building in the university, a listing of premises with a record of"

their main features;

- for each set of premises, a record of the staff and equipment working therein

or assigned thereto.

Some very, simple draft descriptions are given in Annexes 2.and 3.
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ANNEX 2.1

EXAMPLES OF A UNIVERSITY'S MAIN CENTRES OF ACTIVITY

I. President's and Vice-President's offices

II. General Secretariat

III. General administration

III-1 General affairs

- Science Council

- University Council

Elections

- Creation of courses

National degrees and diplomas

etc.

Information - Public relations

- Relations with the press

Student information

- University newsletter

- Documentation

- International relations

etc.

111-3 Management of teaching staff

- Appointments

- Promotion

- etc.

111-4 Management of administrative, technical 4 manual and service staff

111-5 Student enrolments and renords, etc.

- Students' files

- Enrolments

- Equivalent foreign qualifications

-.Degrees and diplomas

Statistics

- I.P.E.S. (Institutions training secondary school teachers)

- etc.
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111-6 Government accounts

- Salaries

- Additional, beaching service

- Miscellaneous increments and allowances

- etc.

IV. ' Financial services: universiti. accounts

IV -1, General accounts

IV-2 Payments control and authorisation

IV-3 Payments branch

V. Other joint services

(These may be common to all U.E.11:s or only to some. No standard plan is given

here, butisimply a non-exhaustive list of the services that may be met with.)

- Medical service

Computing centric

Printing shop

- Typing pool

- Un iversity library

- Reception of foreign students

- Document-copying service

Television courses

Pedagogical documentation cent/a

0.N.I.S.E.P. (information on careers and-outlets)

- Technical service

- Student placement service

- etc,

VI. Units of education and research (U.E.R.)

(Some of the services listed below may be attached to one U.E.R. only or be

common to a number of 71.E.R.$).

Director's office

- Director's secretariat

- Student enrolments

Timetables

- Students' files

Examinations

Scholarships and'- grants

- Education: Degree and'diploma courses

Institutes and Centres providing courses

- Research: Research teams and groups

(Institutes and Centres performing research)
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,VII. U.E.R.s with special status

These generally have an individual administration which is more developed than

those of the U.E.R.s mentioned above. They also use their appropriations with a greater

degree of autonomy.

VIII. Other services

VIII-1,University welfare services

restaurants

- hostels ,

outside lodgings

general'administration

- reception, information

social service

- cultural service

- etc.

VIII-2 Rectorial and central administration

VIII-3 etc.

Note: The numbering Used here is intended simpiy as a guide: each university may, of

course, use its own coding system.
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ANNEX 2.2

MAIN ITEMS TN A BUILDING DESCRIPTION

Name and location of building:

General features

Legal specifications: owned
rented

Date of construction: beginning of work
completion of work

Date of entry into service

Built-on area

Aggregate floor space: withou'., basements
with basements

Usable floor space

Total built-on area

Financial particulars

Total cost of construction

(with date and amount of payment allocations granted)

Allocations for initial equipment
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ANNEX 2.3

EXAMPLE OF A DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES

. Building in which premises are located e.g. Science Facylty,

2 Boulevard Gabriel

Amphitheatre

,

Type of premises

Name
_,

Pasteur

620

482

Nature

1

Nature

Make and
type

Make and
type

'Floor space (sq. m)

.Number of seats (in the case of

teaching premises)

Furniture assigned to the premises (not
including allocations for initial
equipment)

Date of
purchase

Da!te'ef
purchase

Purchase
Trice

Purchase
price(Frs.Equipment assigned to the premises-

Projec- Leitz 1970
ter . M 12

645

Normal use of premises during the Exclusive use IUse by more than Total

academic year by one U!E.R. one U.E.R. or hours of
or department department uee per

(name) (names) -- week

Physics U.E.R. 2Q hrs.
Chemistry U.E.R. 18 hrs.
Economics U.E.R. 4 hrs.'

Exceptional uses
(hours per year

ri

3"
'31

Conferences
Conventions
Entertainment
Vacation courses
Other
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CHAPTER 3

DIFFERENT TYPES OF COSTS

Four main types of,costs are discussed in this chapter:.

- staff costs

- capital costs

- operating'oosts

- transfer costs.

As has been seen in Chapter 1, their importance. will vary according.to the sand-

'point adopted. This will therefore be specified wherever necessary.

3.1 Staff costs

The first problem is the cost concept to be adopted to evaluate this typeof cost.

..Although use of the opportunity cost concept is desirable in any study designed to

improve decision-making, it. seems difficult to go very far in estimating this cost to the
.t

body which pays the staff concerned. The cost used will be essentially an accounting

cost: the different components of the latter which figure, collectively or .individually,
. .

in the financial documents will have to be estimated. ,

Although,- in the cpse of the university, the costs relating to the staff which it

pays from its budget can easily be estimated from that budget, the real cost ofthe staff

paid directly out of the Ministry of Education budget is much more difficult'ta

Moreover, to have a complete picture of the costs connected with staff employed,

it is necessary to go to government level; knOwledge of these costs at Ministty qf

Education level only is not enough, since the cost components are not all handled by

this decision-making centre.

Before these components are analysed; the degree of accuracy which is expected ih'

the evaluation must be clearly stated. This problem in fact is partly concerned with

the significance of cost differences.

Simplifying somewhat, there are six different approaches which may be listed in

pairs:

- services actually performed or average estimate of these services from

contributions;

- individual or average approach in respect of a homogeneous group. of staff;

- observations over the whole period under consideration or sample survey. .

Between the systematic application of the first alternatives of the last two

pairs (individual approach', observations throughout the period under review) whose

results are more detailed but often take longer to obtain, and the application of the

second alternatives whose results are more general but available sooner there are four

possible choices based on a combination of these approaChes.

,Without going into the details of the calculations, the main problem's of each

approach are briefly as follows:

t)t)
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(a) When estimating the cost of 'an emplOyee, numerous charges must be added to the

main component of remuneration. 'These must be evaluated on the basis Of the benefits

actually Paid out if the intention is to evaluate the cost to the nation, since an

evaluation of contributions would reflect the standpoint of the employer, i.e. in the

present case, the Ministry of Education. In view of the comments made by the majority

of the group of French universities taking part in the project, the cost of staff will

be estimated from the second standpoint: the charges willtherefore, be expressed in

the form of contributions.

(b) Should the method of estimation described'above.be applied toeach.staff

member, or should a less detailed estimate based on average costs be adopted by

grouping together staff with common oharaoteristics,-for example?

A classification for, this purpoSe may be suggested here:

- staff maybe grouped into three "categories ":.

- teachers

research workers

- administrative, technical, manual and service personnel;

- a more detailed analysis would be based on "grades" (e.g. professor, assistant

technician 1B, university administration secretary, Otc.);

- however, if this degree of detail is not required, staff may be classified in

flgroups",that are fairly homogeneous from the standtioint of status.

For teaching staff we propose the following groups:

1. Professeurs (professors), maitres de conferences (Senior lecturers),

charges d'enseignement (lecturers).

2. Charges de courS' (lecturers in law and econothic7).

3. Maiires-assistants (established assistant lecturers).

4. Assistants (assistant-lecturers),

Technical assistants who do teaching work in thlir department (a fairly rare

occurrence) will be equated with the grade corresponding to their qualifications.

Research pe+onnel will.be classified as a single category, as one aggregate

research cost will be calculated for the purposes of/this-study,

The last category of personnel - administrative, technical, manual and service

personnel - may be broken-down into groups in different ways. The first method is. to

retain the. administrative classification and to identify three groups:

1. Administrative personnel.

2. Technical personnel.

3. Manual and service personnel.

This method has two disadvantages, however, where the first two groups are concerned.

In the first place,'the services actually required of certain administrative and

technical staff are often very similar if identical; secondly, these two groups are

themselves very diverse. A second method would be to use a four-group breakdown based

on the civil service claSsification (A, B,'C, D), the above three groups being reclas-

sified in this new range according to their pay index (the equivalence between the two

classifications is shown in Annex 3-1). To make. comparisons easier, it is suggested

that this last breakdown be used. Some universities may prefer a detailed cost calcula-

tion by individualising staff costs. They will, however, have to ensure that staff can

3 t3
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be reclassified into groups for purposes of comparison. The results of the exercise

will show numerous differences in cost; the main areas of difference include:

- the actual composition of each category or 9ach group;

- length of service of personnel in each grade;

- disparities connected with wage zones.

(c) As regards the third approach, the books may be examined once or more during

the year. The most accurate procedure would be tq keep close track of all changes

affecting personnel (salaily increases Connected with promotion, rise in the value of'

'the salary index point, e c.). The most rapid procedure, on the other hand, would be to

take a reading of the sit4iation of the university's personnel in the month considered

to be the most representative, but to include items of remuneration paid on a non-

monthly basis. Obviously, the fewer the months investigated, the less accurate this

.pethod of ascertaining costs will be (omission of salary adjustments by staff category,

back-pay, etc.). Between these two extreme solutions, a number of intermediate options

are open.

Dpending on the way its books are made up, each university can use the method it

`'considers appropriate. To sum up, it is recalled that in order to be able, to make

significant comparisons, the -majority of the group of French universities were in favour

of presenting at the very least an estimate of teaching staff costs in the form of an

average per "group" of staff at U.E.R. level. On the other hand, in the case, of ad-
,

ministrative, technical, manual and service personnel, the estimate of the average cost

Will have to be established at university level. Furthermore, in these calculations,

systematic reference will have to be made to the employer's contributions in order to

evaluate the amount of social and tax charges attaching to the remuneration. of personnel.

The amount of appropriations used for the remuneration of personnel and the com-

plexity of the Corresponding cost make is necessary to examine the components of this

cost in detail.

TwO types of remuneration are paid to the various categories of personnel:

- "indexed pay" (i.e., based on the public service salary index);

- various increments and allowances. '

Since it.is the real cost of personnel to the employer which'is under considera-

tion here, employer's costs will have to be added to the above remuneration components.

3.1.1 Indexed pay

Apart from personnel who receive an allowance (e.g. student monitors), the

salaries of nearly all staff are linked to an index. The two main components of remunera-

tion, paid to all staff,'are the gross indexed salary and the accommodation allowance,

which varies according to, the location of the place of work. Evaluation of these

components entails no difficulties as the former is linked to an index the value'of

which at any given time is known, while the latter is a function of the former.

In addition to these main components, there are a great many pay elements which are

awarded 'according to a wide variety of criteria.

3.1.2 Increments and allowances

'A distinction must first be made between personnel of universities in the Paris

area and personnel of universities in the provinces, in that The former receive a specific

allowance (transport allowance).

3
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A further distinction ins necessary between the different categories of personnel.

3.1.2.1 Teaching staff

Teaching staff may receive three 'broad types of allowance and/or remuneration:

- a flat-rate teaching allowance;

- an annual research increment (for certain grades of teachers) paid in two half-

yearly instalments;

- remuneration for additional teaching.

Teaching personnel may also receive other remuneration linked with their univer-

sity activities (allowance for direction,ofresearch, allowance for administrative

duties, etc.).

A number of comments Ere in order, here.

The flat-rate teaching allowance is-paid automatically...

The research increment cannot be paid to teachers whose remuneration exceeds a

given ceiling. However, since such cases are fairly rare, the cost of the research

inereb.4nt wil3, be added in for all teachers'eligible to receive it.

Additional teaching, although not systematically done by all teaching staff,''is

a sufficiently widespread practice to warrant inclusion of its cost in the remuneration

/total, which will make it easy to calculate an average cost per teaching hour per group

of teaching staff.

To calculate-this cost,- it will suffice to reckon up the number of hours (usually

expressed as a ,yearly total) worked by each teacher, the hourly rate of remuneration

being.known.

3.1.2.2 Non - teaching ,staff

Leaving aside exceptional allowances (e.g. for loss ofemployment), the'total

remuneration of non-teaching staff includes a number of increments and allowances

awarded-according to different criteria. Although these are generally awarded fairly

consistently, they should not' be regarded as automatic, since in some cases they are

determined'by the number of hours of actual attendance, while in others they are awarded

after a favourable report on the employee concerned, and so forth.

A list of the main increments and allowances received by non-teaching personnel

is given-in Annex 3.2. .

In the case of most increments, the amount awarded varies according to the grade

of the employee. However, in order to speed up the calculation proCess, it would seem

preferable to use this detailed analysis and reclassify the grades into groups, which

can be done without difficulty.

It is therefore proposed to calculate the average annual rate of the increment(s)

and allowance(s) awarded to each employee, taking his or her grade into account., This

rate is usually obtainable except in the case of the bonus for overtime work awarded

to. established administrative and service personnel, the amount of which varies accord-

`ihg to the grade of the employee and his or her position on the salary index scale.

Ii this or similar cases, a study of the situation in the university concerned will

ehable a wore realistic estimate to be made..

On the other hand, if the object is to determine the exact amounts received,

there will have to be an exhaustive survey of all the salary components paid over a full

year or in certain judiciously selected months in the case of sums which are'not paid

monthly.
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'If there are any additional increments and allowances of an entirely exceptional

nature, these can either be calculated exactly or estimated at a flat rate to be added

to the average cost per grade or per group as calculated up to this point.

3.1.3' Social security and fiscal charges

To the various components of staff remuneration shoUld be added the social

security and fiscal charges payable by the state as employer.

Before these charges are analysed, the status*of the various employees must be ,

taken into account,-since rates will vary accordingly..
-

In theory, there,are eight differentsituations as shoWn in the two tables below.

Teaching staff:

Established Non-established

Remunerated from

national budget
Professor Example:

chargé de cours

Remunerated from

university budget '(l)

Eiample:
maitre de confer-
ence - associe

(1) Since this case never arises, there are in fact
only seven situations.

Non-teaching staff:

Established Non-established

Remunerated from

national budget

Example:
University
dministra-
tion secre-
tary .

Example:
Auxiliary
clerk

Remunerated from

university budget

Agent
Comptable

-..e

Example:
Auxiliary
service employee

Contribution rates will vary from case to case., They will be applied to the "basic

-salary" of the employee, the salary components varying according to his or her, status.

.
For7established staff, the basic' alary is equal to the gross'indexed salary

before any deduction at source for pensions (principle of the same base for

employees' and employers' contributions),

For non-established personnel, the basic salary comprises all items of remunex46-

tion received, namely:

- gross indexed salary before deductions for pensions;

- accommodation allowance;

- various other allowances and increments (transport allowance, research

increment, flat -rate teaching allowance, research participationAncriment,

allowance for administrative duties, allowances for additional teaching

activities, allowances for special_duties, etc.);

- supplementary family allowance(1)

(1) Strictly speaking, this-last item is not part of the basis for calculating contribu-
tions due by the state under the supplementary pension scheme for non-established

Staff. In fact, this may be omitted from our calculations: an overall contribution
rate will be applied to all the remuneration components of non-established staff.

3:r
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Before specifying which contribution rates are to be used, it is necessary to

consider the different charges.

3.1.3.1 Fiscal charges

There are three such charges:

(i) he contribution to the housing fund.

(ii) The transport tax: in 1971-72 this was due only from employers in the Paris

area.

(iii) Thg flat-rate payment on salaries.

3.1.3.2 Social \Security charges etc.

A. Method\of evaluation

As the table below shows, there are several different ways of evaluating these

charges.

Socil Security charges etc: method of evaluation used

\ .

Status of

personnel

Social charges

Established I

staff

Non-established

staff

Remunerated

from

national

Budget

Remunerated

from

'university

Budget

Social

insurance

Sickness

Maternity

Disablement

Contribution Contribution Contribution

Old age - ., Contribution Contribution

Supplementary

retirement

pension -

A

.

Contribution9 Contribution(1)

Industrial

accidents (2) (2) Contribution

Family

allowances Contribution Contribution Contribution

Supplementary

family allowance

Benefit

payment(3)4

Benefit Benefit

payment(3) payment(3)

Retirement pensions (4)
.

(1) We disregard the fac+ that the supplementary family allowance is not
remuneration components on which this charge is based.'

one of the

(2) See paragraph (b) below.

(3) The relevant apprOpriations are levied direct from the Ministry of Education budget.

This benefit is not compulsory for universities which pay staff from their own budget.

(4) The relevant appropriations are entered under the joint costs of the national budget.
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Contribution rates

The diversity of French social insurance schemes and the complexity of the

methods of calculating contributions make a detailed analysis necessary, especially

as in some cases the state as employer does not actually pay contributions but simply

makes the cash adjustment requixed to balance the accounts.

Although the application of -official scales is perfectly conceivable in all

caseSl'it is nevertheless-necessary to weigh the expediency of using two types of

charges that raise questions of principle.

(a) Industrial accidents sustained by personnel remunerated from the national

budget,

The state, being its own insurer, pays no cr_ltributions in respect of

industrial accidents but pays out the benefits direct. It is therefore impossible to

use the contributions standpoint'. In the case of temporary disablement, the employee

concerned receives his remuneration in full and may be replaced by a temporary employee;

this second remuneration will be assumed to be the benefit. In the case of permanent

disablement (early retirement), it is unfortunately impossible to determine the cost.

(b) Retirement pensions of established staff

The state pays no contribution to the pension scheme for civil servants but

provides extra funds in cases where the pension fund constituted by contributions

from salaries is insufficient for the, purpose. Since no data is available concerning

the management of the pension fund, it has been necessary to make a calculation based

on an average career profile and to define the discount rate (approximately 6 to 7 per

cent according to category), which shows a nil cost to the state.

Consequently, in these two cases no employer's contribution can be allowed for.

Readers requiring more specific information on the processing of this data are

asked to consult the French edition of the report published by the Group.

By way of example, the tables below show the main contribution rates for 1971-72

(expre'ssed as a percentage of basic salary).
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:per cent

Nature of charges.

expressed as

contributions

Established staff Non - established staff .

Portion below

the Social

Security

ceiling

Portion above

the Spcial

Security

ceiling '

Portion below

the Social

Security

Gelling

Portion above

the Social

Security

ceiling

Sickness,

maternity,

disablement 9 2 12.45

.

2

Old age _ - 5.75

Supplementary

retirement

pension - - 1.41 4 5.10

Industrial

accidents - -
v.,

- 2.60
(1) (2)

Family 4

allowances 9.60 _ 9.60 10.50
(1) (2)

-

Housing fund 0.10 0.10 0.10 0,.10

Transport levy

(Paris area) 1.70 1.70 -

(1) For employees paid from the national budget and remunerated according to the
official index.

(2) For employees paid from the university budget or employed on a temporary basis and
paid from the national budget.
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percentage of remuneration

Plat-rate payment

from salary

Employees paid

from university

budget

Portion of

remuneration

under

Frs.30,000

per year 4.25

Portion
,

between

Frs.30,000

and Frs.60,000 8.50

Portion over

Frs.60,000

----

13.60

Employees

paid from

national budget

Total

remuneration 4.25

3:1.4 Practical methods of calculating the wage cost

The fact that there are so many different cases involved provides an argument

in favour of an automatic formula based on the construction of a series of functions

of the type

C = f(R, T)

where C is the total cost of an employee,

R is the annual gross remuneration, and

T is the gross indexed salary.

3.1.4.1 Calculation of the gross annual indexed salary (T)

There are two possible methods.

(i) The weighted average value of the index point is applicd to the remuneration

index of the employee concerned. This solution, the principle of which is very

simple, calls for equalisation in cases where there is a change of index, point (change

of grade, advancement within the grade or reorganisation of careers) in the course of

the academic year.

This method therefore offers little advantage when it comes to precise

individual calculations but is very convenient when the calculations are based on

groups of employees with common characteristics since it is sufficient to estimate the

average index for the group.

(ii) The university accounts are consulted, the real gross indexed salary for

each employee being entered each month in the remuneration ledger which each

university is required to keep. This method has to be used in the case of individual

calculations.

tS
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3.1.4.2 Calculation of gross annual remuneration (R)

The various increments and allowances added to the gross salary according to

grid in order to f,PrM the gross remuneration have been listed in paragraph 3..1.2 The

only method that can be used here s to collate from the accounts, vp'file watching for

timelags (back-payments, allowances paid late, etc.) between the 'd to of the work or

function giving rise to an allowane and the date of the relevan payment.

3.1.4.3 Calculation of the wage cost (C)

This calculation is the direct result of applying the ppropriate C = f(1R, T)

equations.'
A

The parameters in these equations are the status o the employee, the leVel. of

R in relation to the Social Security ceiling, and the leVel of T in relation to the

levels of change in the flat-ratejpayment on salary. /Each university has to construct

fifteen equations in all.

Example: Let there be an estalgished staff member/for whom

R = Frs.54,909 fr m 1st'0ctobet, 1971 to 30th September, 1972
T = Frs.39,978)

The appropriate equation " = 1.0425,R + 0.02' T + 3556 gives C'= Frs.61,594, i.e. an

All items of property which have a life of more than one year and are listed in

an inventory are regarded as tangible capital assets.

The standard accounting system of French public institutions of an

administrative character distinguishes between several categories of tangible capital

assets:

. land

. buildings

collections

. transport equipment

equipment and machinery

. other tangible capital assets

- furniture,' office equipment

fixtures, fittings, etc.

- other capital assets.

In addition there are "establishment costs" (e.g. conveyancing and registration

of property).

Three types of problems haveto be considered in evaluating the cost of tied-up

capital:

- the life-span of these assets;

- the value of the capital tied up;

- the methods of determining the cost of this capital.

3.2.1 Life-span of capital assets

employer's cost of Frs.6;689.

3.2 'Capital costs (/

i.

Although land and collections haVe what may be regarded as an unlimited life, the

choice of a realistic life -span arises -for both movable and immovable assets. Given

that there are no universally accepted norms in this regard, three possibilities exist.

4,i
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A. The life-span figures recommended by the authorities can be used. For

immovables 'they are as follows:

Nature of immovables Life-span

7RTRIEUm .Maximum

- Buildings constructed With

,good-quality materials

- Light constructions

,

50 years

20 years

,-

125 years

50: years

In the case of movable assets, a ministerialcircular dated 12th December, 1966

lays down depreciation periods for the main types of equipment used by the French

educaticn system.

One criticism that may be levelled at this circular is that the life-spans it

prescribes for certain types of assets, axe too long.

B. Use can be made of the life-spans approved by the Code General des Imp8ts

for private enterprises.

The usual periods prescribed are as follows (by major category):

Dwellings 25 to 100 years

Business or administrative buildings 25 to 50 ,years

Industrial premises -20 years

Plant and equipment 10 years

Private ,motor cars 5 years

Trucks and lorries 4 Years

Automatic data processing equipment 40 months

C. The third option Is to call in experts.

The advantage of its method is that it takes more account of individual

cases. If is therefore m flexible and more realistic.

. Where buildings a concerned, the quality of the materials used varies

ccnsiderably from one university to another.

. Where equipment is concerned, the real rates of use are also very variable.

An agreement between users and the technical services should make it possible

to determine a realistic life-span for each type of capital asset. Another

solution would be to adopt the life-spans used by the CNRS for calculating the

depreciation of its equipment(1),

(1) The life-spans are as follows:

- technical equipment (e.g. recording equipment) 10 years

- apparatus 10 years

office furniture 10 years

- office machines 5 years

- vehicles 5 years

- scientific equipment , 4 years
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3.2.2 Value of capital assets

There are two possible approaches.

(a) An evaluation can be made on the basis of purchase value. Land is also

entered at its purchase cost, changes in its value being considered; only in the event

of its transfer and therefore in the form of a capital appreciation or depreciation.

(b) If the real value of capital assets is to be taken into account, their

replacement value must be ascertained.

Land is therefore entered at its present value: this will be estimated at the

Market price prevailing in the locality. /.,he French Department of publib lands

("Domaines") 'or the departmental directorates of the Ministbre de ltEquipement can be

"consulted for this'urpose,7

In the case of buildings, a distinction has to be made between those for which.

the services concerned can supply figures for construction costs and those for which no

such information is available (e.g.. the Sorbonne). The present value of buildings in

the first category Will be expressed by applying an appropriate index to their purchase

value(1). Buildings in the second category can be revalued by estimating the present

cost of premises with the same usable floor space and in the same locality.

. The current value of equipment will be determined either by applying an index'

appropriate to the nature of the equipment, or by'reference to the prices at which

similar equipment can currently be obtadned (cf. catalogue of the Union des Groupements

d'Achate Publics, for example). For specific items of equipment (not purchased on the

official procurement market or on the wholesale market), reference will be made to the

life-spans estimated by users.

For transport equipment the market prices for second-hand .vehicles will be

consulted.'

Clearly the main area of difficulty will be the inveqtory of the different items

of equipment and their assignment to different uses, since in the new universities such

inventQries, where they exist, are of very recent date.

3.2.3 Calculating the cost of capital assets

This cost varies considerably depending on what level of decision-making is taken

as a standpoint. At the level of current management, the boOk cost concept will be

used. At a higher_level of decision-making,. on the Other hand, the cost is defined in

terms of the alternative uses which are sacrificed, which means that the concept of the

'economic cost, i.e. the alternative cost, has to be introduced.

A. 'The cost of current management

For accounting purposes this cost is ascertained from the depreciation, which

means discarding the narrow standpoint according to which the capital subsidies granted

each year cover the cost of renewing capital assets. It is therefore necessary to

introduce appropriations for depreciation.

(1) For example, the weighted Departmental index ("Index pondere departemental") which
is the coeffidient of readjustment of building prices fcr a given "D4partement".

. It reflects the trend in the prices of building materials and labbUr.
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The proposed method of depreciation is linear; the reference value is the

replacement value of the capital asset, the life-span of which is known.

For purposes, of simplification, it is possible to write off the assets acquired

in the course Of the year as from the-year following the purchase.

Thus, an asset of purchase value A with a life -span of n years will, during

year i, necessitate an appropriation for depreciation equal to:

a Ar.
1

ri being'the coefficient of re-evaluation for year i in relation to the year of purchase ,

of asset A.

B. The cost from a decision standpoint

This cost will depend on the level of decision-making taken as a standpoint:

- For the nation: all alternative uses are possible (including the transfer of

publiC buildings to the private sector).

For the government: it is realistic to consider that only alternative "public" .-

uses will be possible.

--For the Ministry of Education: alternatives exist either in the framework of

the public education system or in that of higher education, if a narrower

standpoint is adopted.

- For the university: given the present conception of. the university, the cost

will be calculated from the management standpoint, only. It is evident that

in a different fraMework the university can have alternative uses for its

assets (if, for example, it has the full disposal of its present assets). For

the time being, these alternatives apply only- to its owned assets, when it

has any.

As stated in Chapter I, several approaches can be adopte'd in order to assess

this alternative cost in money terms. For the purposes of the present study, the

economic oost.will be taken in its strict sense: ra rate of discount will be applied to

update the value of the capital assets.

'It is therefore possible to evaluate the cost of the capital assets by applying

the formula.of the constant annual allowance for depreciation,which-nombines the actual

depreciation and the finandial charge connected with the asset.

If A is the purchase value of the asset,

n its life-span (i 10,1i;..,n1)

ri the coefficient of revaluation for year i in relation to the year the asset was

purchased

and t the rate of discount chosen by the decision-maker, the cost of the capital

asset in year i will be

A.t.(1 + t)n. r.
ai

(1 + t)n - 1

or again ai = a.ri = A. t.

1 - (1 + t)-n

a being the annual depreciation allowance calculated on the basis of the non-revalued

purchase price of the asset.
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For land, the financial charge is equivalent simply to the product of the

present'value,And an interest rate which we propose should be the same as discoUnt rate,

for present purposes. Within the framework of the present study, this rate may be

10 per cent a year. It is the same as one of the rates used in the preparation of

France.'s Sixth Plan.

3.3 Operating costs

These costs figure in the budgets of the institutions we are studying -

(university, student welfare, etc.), with the exception of personnel, capital and

transfer costs.

They are commitment accounting costs, with allowance for stock variations;

only the'colis committed during the period under review will be entered.

The costs may also,be equated with the expenditures recorded in the commitment

accounts.

3.3.1 Nature of operating costs

This is specified in the budget. Costs are classified by their nature in the

following separate accounts:

. Purchases

. Taxes (i.e. the proportion not entered under staff costs)

ork, supplies and outside services

ransport and travel

se of allocated resources,

iscellaneous management expenses

Financial charges.

ere stocks are concerned, two sub- accounts, i.e. "decrease in stocks" and

"increas in stocks" will be used in order to make the transition from the purchase

standpo' t to the-consumption standpoint.

:3.3.2 Calendar year/university year adjustment

Since unit costs are calculated within the framework of the university year,

various techniques have to be used in order to express operating costs in this framework.

It iS possible, for example, to assign a standard proportion of the operating

-costs recorded over a financialrlyear to each of the university years that overlap it.
3 1 27 17The scales most often proposed.are 7 - , and . This method has the advantage of-

beingbeing rapid, but in'periods of significant cost fluctuation it may. ultimately conceal

certain trends.

It'is also possible to make up the accounts at a fixed date (e.g. fat September),

committed costs being identifiable from'the invoices unpaid as at that date. Two

difficulties arise, however: for one thing, certain expenditures for a given academic

year are pledged well before that year begins (e.g. expenditures connected with

enrolments); for another, the evaluation of stook variations will necessitate an

additional specific exercise.

We feel that this second method would be preferable to the first if it were not

so cumbersome. It is therefore proposed to use the first method of evaluation,with
1

7 - 7 as the scale,
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If it is decided to work direct from invoices, the delivery date\ will be used,

it is the best indicator of effective utilisation.

3. .3 Functional classification of operating costs

Although the accounting method provides for a functional classification'of costs

at the level of the joint services and the Units of Education and Research, the aim of

the present study necessitates much more detail. This gives rise to three problems.

(a) The interrelationships between the different services of the university

are not identified systematically: not all these services issue vouchers or-invoices.

Eveh a rough type of accounting system must be introduced.

(b) A distinction between education and research is'not,Made systematically in

the accounting records. . The accounts covering research contracts and government-

subsidised research record only a proportion of the operating costs that go through the

university budget. For immediate purposes, interviews with directors of UER5 and/or

laboratories may provide the information necessary to make a first 'breakdown of the

costs connected with these activities. \

(c) Even if these first two difficulties are resolved, the problem of breaking

down operating costs among the different elementary units of activity still remains,

since it can only be solved by extremely detailed recording of costs.

It is clear that with the present procedures for recording operating costs, the

only possible course is to use arbitrary apportionment criteria. On this point the

reader is referred 4o Chapter 6. e

3.4 Transfer costs

This heading 'covers costs which are not yet recorded and which represent.

assistance payments to the student. and/o2 his family.

These costs can be classified in two categories.

3.4.1 Direct assistance

This assistance is mainly in the form of scholarships (education and research)

The amounts of these scholarships vary in accordance with certain social criteria.

Given the differences observed in the social origin of students according to the

educational establishment attended, it is necessary'to know the amount of the scholar-

ships awarded According to discipline. In this way, the impact of this' assistance on

the student's academic career may perhaps be revealed.

The miscellaneous assistance given to students in exceptionally disadvantageous

situations must also be entered; the corresponding appropriations figure in the accounts

of the student welfare services.

Grants awarded to students of the "Institute de Preparation l'Enseignement du

Second Degre" (institutes for training secondary school teachers) constitute a special

case. The appropriations for these grants can be regarded for purposs of analysis as

a sort of pre-salary,payment connected with the students' trainee status. Althoughthi;

assistance is very useful in that it enables certain students to continue their studies,

it does not seem' appropriate to treat this type ofexpenditure as a cost that should be

brought into our analysis.' By the same token, ho4ever, it is proposed to include the

allowances received by third-cycle science students, these allowances being more in the

nature of scholarships in that they cannot be regarded as an advance'salary payment on

a long-term contract.
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Lastly, it would be desirable, to enter under the heading of assistance the cost

to the government of operations connecte with student welfare services (operating and

capital equipment subsidies, remuneration if certain staff from the national budget,

financing of new buildings).

3.4.2 Indirect assistance

Three forms of assistance may be listed ere.
s.

(i) State contribution to the students' :octal security scheme.

(ii) Loss of revenue to the state due to t e fact that .students up to the age

of 25 can be counted as dependants for 'ncome tax purposes.

(iii) Indirect cost to the state due to the fa t that students up to the age

of 20 are regarded as dependent children or the purpose of calculating

family allowances.

In accordance with the approach chosen in Chapter this type efi,assistance

will not be taken into account.

.5 U
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ANNEX 3 -

NOTE ON THE METHOD OF CLASSIFYING STAFF

The staff of a university comprises several "kinds of employees remunerated

either from th% national budget or from the university They may be broken

down as follows:

I. Administrative personnel, which in turn may be subdivided into:

- Category A staff.

Functions: analysis, planning and management: preparation and implement-

ation. of, administrative decisions.

- Category B staff.

Functions: supervision and implementation of decisions.

- Category C staff.

Function: execution of specialised assignments.
4

- Category D staff.

Function: execution Rf simple assignments.

F.

II. Service personnel coming within the public service categories C and D.

III. Technical personnel, of the CNRS type, with indexed salaries, their own

levels of recruitment and a special classification system.

IV. Contract personnel remunerated from the university budget and recruited

according to the normal operating requirements of the services concerned.

It was therefore necessary to reclassify all personnel in easily identifiable

categories. For this purpose, the public service classification was used.
-.4

Taking as a criterion the diplomeT required and the starting index of the

function concerned, we classified in the corresponding public service category auxiliary

medical staff, CNRS-type staff and contract staff remunerated from the university budget.



ANNEX 3 - 2

LIST OF MAIN INCREMENTS AND ALLOWANCES RECEIVED BY

NON-TEACHING STAFF

Overtime worked by administrative staff (index,>304) and service personnel.

Additional work under contract by technical personnel and administrative

staff.

Participation in research by technical personnel under contract.

Additional work by laboratory assistants.

Increments for special responsibilities (technical personnel, welfare officials,

etc.

Increment for dangerous, insanitary, disagreeable and dirty work (skilled

workers).,

Flat-rate allowance fpr certain bursary staff (junior and senior clerical

staff).

. Flat-rate allowance for employees in non-specialist branches.

. Allowance for heads of economic departments.

Footwear and kit allowance (service employees).

r-,
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PART II

IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITIES AND CALCULATION

OF ACTIVITY COSTS



CHAPTER 4

ELEMENTARY UNITS OF ACTIVITY (UEAs AND COST CENTRES

There are normally t methods of cost analysis:

- analysis of the input-output relationships in which only the variable costs

(direct costs) are calculated, the fixed costs (structural costs) beingdisre-

garded;'

- a two-stage analysis:

1. the input -o activity relatiOnship, to calculate the cost of the input combin-

ations designed to secure a given objective;

2. the activity 4 output relationship, designed to measure the level of activity

and thus calculate the fixed and variable costs of the outputs and, in par-

ticular, reveal the effectiveness of the input combination.,

However, it has. been shown (see Chapter 2) that most university resources are perma-

nent and limited. The university's task is to convert external inputs (as regards teach-

. ing activities, students to be trained) although they have little control over the quan-

tity of the inputs, into final Outputs (e.g. trained students), although they have little '-

or no control over thedMarket for the outputs.

In view of this situation, the second type of analysis seems more appropriate to

the objectives of the present study. In the short term the budget control system will

lay eMphasis on the use of the given quantities of resources. In the long term, the opti-

mum combinations and the structures required for handling the resources will be determined

by decision analysis (this second level of analysis will not be considered until the final

phase Of the project).

A University's activity is highly differentiated and has mainly to be analysed in

\ the light of the answers to such questions as:

WHO DOES WHAT?

WHY?

HOW?

The first step is therefore to study the University's overall functional organis-

ation chart to identify the part played by each basic unit (see Chapter 2)'.

4.1 Definitions

Elementary unit of activity (UEA): utilisationof the smallest set of resources

co-ordinated in a process designed to obtain a final'or intermediate output or service

(or several final or intermediate outputs or services).

Examples:

- semester detography course: utilisation of teaching resources designed to con-

vert students with no demographic knowledge into students with a certain standard

of demographic knowledge;
r-
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- OECD CERI Convention: utilisation of resources designed to work out a method

of university costing;

- management service for teaching staff: designed to service all UEAs employing
teaching staff;

- document-copying service: designed to reproduce or duplicate documents for

UEAs using the service.

Cost Centre% "Division of an enterprise considered as the sub3ect of a special

grouping of charges or costs"(1). A distinction iegenerally1 made between real cost

centre's, representing a portion of the enterprise :)laced under a single responsible agent

and fictitious cost centres which are simple groups of costs identical in nature but not

reflecting any material division of the university. All the UEAs are cost centres but it

is convenient for purposes of calculations to create cost centres which 4o not represent
any real UEA. For example, the creation of one or more "building costs" centres, covering

expenditure committed in connection with the ownership, use and upkeep of premises, en- 4

ables such expenditure to be broken down among the various users of the premises.

Owing to, the accounting procedure used, the basic university units must be UEAs

and cost centres at one and-the same time, which makes it possible to determjie the re-

quisite degree of disaggregation to be aimed at. For example, a document-copying centre

may be technically considered as several UEAs (photocopies, stencils, off-sets) but if

the accounting data does not enable the costs. of each differentiatcd activity to be iso-

lated the centre will have to be considered as a single. UEA (and also perhaps as a centre

providing a single output, irrespective of the technique used)..

Directly productive activity: activity designed to contribute to the production of
a final output (or several final outputs) as envisaged by the university.

Examples:

- semester demography course;

- OECD - CERI Convention,

are directly productive UEAs (and cost centres).

Indirectly productive activity: activity designed lo produce an intermediate out -

put (or several intermediate outputs) or provide a service '(or several services) for the

use of other UEAs of the agent concerned.

Examples:

- management service for teaching staff;

- document copying service,

are indirectly productive UEAs (and cost centres)'.

Non-elementary unit of activity (UNEA): any sub-set of UEAs as defined by a cri-
terion of classification.

Examples:

- UER: set of UEAs concerned with education, research and administration,

'gathered under a single responsible authority;

- degree course (filiere): set of education UEAs which when obtained by a stu-

dent constitutes a degree.,

(1) P. Lauzel: Comptabilite analytique - 3irey, 1971.



4.2 General typology

It emerges from these definitions that the concept of activity is connected with

the concept of output but not necessarily in a bijective form. Indeed, one and the same

activity may contribute to the creation of joint outputs: co-outputs, if they are on the

same level of importance (administrative function, external relations function, etc...

performed by the UEA "Presidentts Office - General Secretariat") but main outputs and

sub-outputs if they are on different levels (in an education UEA, the main output is the

education dispensed to students but there are a number of sub-outputs such as external

information, intellectual prestige, etc.). Furthermore, it is perhaps not always possible

to make a very fine breakdown of the UEAs (e.g. the document-copying shop quoted above).

Certain outputs maybe the result of activities which are too diffuse to be determined,

e.g. outputs of the "external effect" type (cultural prestige, general information, dis-

semination of technical progress, etc.)(1).

We therefore have to consider only two directly productive major activities:

- edudation;

- research,

although the outputs listed (see Chapter 8) are more numerous as we shall have to consider:

the "information" output resulting from the main activity of certain UEAs (uni-

versity broadcasting for example) or the sub-output of other activities;

the accessory outputs derived from the transfer to the outside of services which

are normally internal, e.g. the sale or donation to outside agents of computer

time where a university computer is insufficiently used.

On the other hand, there will be a multiplicity of indirectly productive activities

which cannot be exhaustively listed as they necessarily depend on the structure of the

university concerned and the fineness of the analysis envisaged.

At most it would seem possible to classify them in categories showing:

- the service activities which will be defined with reference to the fact that the

utilisation of their output by the consumer UEAs is measured or measurable. Ex-

amples are document-copying services, coMputer centres, laboratories, etc...

This category may cover the "fictitious cost centres" representing 'different

costs committed for a single objective although no tangible service is 'shown. In

this way it is possible to define a "building costs" centre covering all costs

relating to the existence, use and upkeep of a given building. This set of costs

can be broken down among the users of the building as a function of an "activity

index" which might, for example, be usable floor space (possibly quallfied by a

weighting factor for differences in height);

administrative activities whose output generally takes many forms and is there-

fore difficult to measure and more difficult still to allocate. The administra-

tive services will be broken down, according to the decision-making level,

between:

. general university services;

. administrative services of the Units of Education and Research.

(1) See Professor J. BENARD: "A Systematic Economic Approach to University Cost Analysis"-

CERI, 6th December, 1972 - p.8.

)
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- miscellaneous activities are all activities which do not dome under any of the

above categories either because their output cannot be_measured or because they

are not administrative.

They include a number of activities which though performed in the strict context

of the university are difficult to identify (for example: special services like Radio.,

Sorbonne or Radio-Nanterre and other services which cannot be shown in an output account-

ing system in the present state of available information); or such ancillary activities

as the welfare services (preventive. medicine, physical education and sports, etc...).

4.3 Teaching activities

The elementary unit of teaching activity (UEAE) is the utilisation of the smallest

set of resources co-orainated in a process-designed to convert studbnts at a given level

of knowledge to students at a higher level of knowledge, the acquisition of the additional

knowledge being normally verified by an institutionalised proficiency control.

In the prevailing French university system this elementary unit is thus a. set of

lectures supervised work sessions and practical work sessions co-ordinated around a common

theme.

This disaggregation cannot be taken further even if the costs could conceivably be

more finely analysed as all the above elements are co-ordinated to achieve a common objec-

tive and are subject to the same proficiency control.

Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that in certain cases, and particularly in

recurrent training, the elementary unit of education activity may take more diverse forms

(seminars, intensive sessions) and that the concept of an institutionalised control may

be discarded.

The resources co-ordinated in a process generally consist of:

- resources which are directly assignable to the UEAE

work performed by teachers with differing functions (formal lecti.des, super-

vised work sessions, practical sessions);

. use of absolutely specific installations or equipment;

resources which are semi - directly assignable to the UEAE, i.e. resources produced

by other UEAs (providing services) the use of which is measurable in physical

units and whose units bbst'is calculated by the accounting system'of the UEA

providing the service. TT1A,content of this.category clearly depends on the in-

formation available or likelto be available to the university. For example:

. document-copying resources (pages reproduced);

. data processing resources;

. audio-visual resources (hours per cubicle);

. laboratory resources (if an activity index exists);

. tuilding resources (hours o\use per building);

. libraries (if there is a system which gives a breakdown of publications con-

sulted and lent);

. etc.

- resources which are indirectl ass able to the UEAE, i.e. resources produced

by other iUEAs which are used but are not measurable in physical terms and cannot

be assigned to the consumer units except'by the use of more or less arbitrary

)
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apportionment (or "proration") criteria. This category therefore includes all

resources which have not been classified in the two previous categories and in

particular:

the administrative resources of the UER;

. the resources provided by the general services of the university.

4.4 Research activities

The elementary unit of research activity (UEAR) is the utilisation for a unit of

time (the university year) of the smallest set of resources which can be considered as a

cost centre, in order to create new knowledge.

It is difficult to speak of a coherent process owing to the wide range of methods

of organising research groups and the existence of individual researchers each with his

own sometimes purely subjective procedure.

From an accounting angle, the UEAR is necessarily a cost centre. To enable a re-

search unit to be considered ,as such it must be possible to assign costs to it. It is

therefore easy to embody research agreements or contracts, research centres and labora-

tories in a UEAR and it will often be possible, at the cost of considerable accountancy

work, to apply the.same treatment to the E:As or Associated Research Teams (Equipes de

Recherche Associ4e). However, informal groups and individual 'researchers cannot be iso-

lated and will have to be classified by UERs in a single UEAR.

As shown above, the resources available to a UEAR include:,

- direct resources

. the work of the researchers;

. specific capital resources.

- semi- direct resources

. Supply of measurable services;

. premises.

- indirect, resources

. supply of non-measurable services;

. use of administrative services.

4.5 Service activities

The elementary unit of service activity (UEAPS) is the utilisation of the smallest

set of resources co-ordinated in a process for the production of an essentially interme-

diate unit of goods or service or a set of essentially intermediate go&ds or services with

-common, characteristics. This unit or set of goods, :this service or set of services, must

have a physical unit of measurement and the services rendered to each UEA will have to be

measurable.

The limit of disaggi.egation depends on the accounting system. It should be poss-

ible to assign direct costs to this unit and allocate to it the indirect costs of services

received from other UEAs.

In this category we shall therefore find:

- document-copying services, broken down where appropriate by the nature of their

work;

t) 6 .
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. - computer centres;

- laboratories (science, language, etc.);

- libraries and reading rooms wherever their services can be brOken down among

the user UEAs (exceptional);

- any other services consistent with the above definition (e.g. mail service, tele-

phone switchboard, etc.).

We shall also be able to add.other more or less fictitious units to the organisa.

tion chart: I

- a section for building costs (or several sections if premises are clearly separ-

ated) covering rents, depreciation, cost of upkeep and caretaking, cost of heat-

ing and lighting, insurance and all other charges directly entailed by the exist-

ence of the premises. The unit of measurement for the services might be the

hour of occupation of the usable floor space per type of premises (depending on

height, nature of equipment and other specific problems);

- where appropriate, maintenance sections covering the costs of all-purpose main-

tenance workshops.

The resources available to these UEAPSs will be classified in the same three cate-

gories as above.

4.6 Administrative activities (UEAA)

Logically, these activities should be classified in the above category but owing

to the diversity of administrative work and the difficulty of defining its outputs it is

practically impossible to find a reliable unit of physical measurement.

A university's general administrative activities are at different levels:

- the general university services which perform various global functions: general

administration, accounting, staff management, logistics, scheduling;.etc. Each

service caters in its specific way either directly to the UEAs or through the

UERs. It is impossible to define an optimum level of disaggregation in this

general context. The least that can be done is to consider the services as a

single entity in which case the information will be very approximate. The most

is to build up a UEA office by office at the cost of considerable complication.

- the UER administrative services: it is generally advisable and not difficult to

sub-divide these services according to the organisation of each UER. It is also

advisable to open an account for the costs which can be allocated to a UER but

cannot be assigned more accurately.

- department administrative services or other bodies below UER level. Although

such bodies are infrequent this contingency must be provided for.

As they are not measurable these administrative services will have to be estimated

341.

by statistical methods (in the case of un'versities whose-present organisation is of on

standing) or by analogical criteria ft° example, the coots of the staff management ser-

vices will be broken down in proportion to the number of persons (or full-time equivalents)

belonging to the user UEA7.

4.7 Miscellaneous activities

This category will cover:

- units of activity which are specific to the university and cannot be classified

In any of the previous categories. It will normally, comprise particular cases;



units of activity from which students normally receive services but which are

not directly managed by the univeristy i.e. university Welfare, preventive medi-

cine, physical education, sports services, etc. It can also include the inter-

university libraries for which the university has no other data apart front the

fees it receives. In the absence of any sociological studies, medical sta-

. tisticsand other data it seems unrealistic to hope to break down the above

services except as an average per year per registered student, which means

that-their cost will have to be absorbed (i.e. allocated) at the final pro-

cessing level without being allocated to UEAs.

4.8 Organisation chart and files

A functional organisation chart for the whole of the univeristy (diagram No. 4.1)

should emerge from this analysis, showing the flow of services among the UEAs. The con-

siderable number of UEAs of various categories will necessitate a strict codification

(genera117 compiled for the UEAEs5" which will be sufficiently detailed to show the prin-

ciple featgres which individualise each UEA.

The UEA filea-may be manual or computerised. In both cases all the resources used, '-

directly or indirectly, must be recapitulated so as to pave the way for the calculation

of the overall cost of the UEA. The files may be limited to a description of the

physical factors or be combined with the cost-recording forms.

Gt) ,
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ANNEX 4=.1

SIMPLIFIED CHART OF INTER7UEA RELATIONSHIPS

INDIRECTLY PRODUCTIVE URAs DIRECTLY PRODUCTIVE UEAs OUTPUTS

UEAPS No. 1

Document copying service

ridUEAPS No. 2

..:.Computer Centre

UEAA Administrative

services UER 1

UEAA Administrative

services UER 2

UEAE No. 1

UEAE No. 2

UEAE No

UEAA General university

services

UEAR

-r=-rrr Internal services

Final outputs
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Accessory outputs

_transfer of services

Teaching outputs

Research outputs

External information



ANNEX 4.2

SEMI-GLOBAL NOMENCLATURE OF THE DEAR,

Code structure

The classification of the UEAs must be consistent with'the accounting procedure at

PreSent in force.
4

A more functional classification according to principles similar to those defined

linde_te_NCHEMS "Programme ClassifiCation Structure" will be required if cost accounting

is to be effectively used as a management tool.

The need to couple these two requirements will result in a numerical code which is

rather cumbersome but probably diffivUlt to reduce without sacrificing information that is

essential to the task of accountancy. The code is in three parts:

- classification by UER (3 figures);

- overall functional classification (3 figures);

- detailed functional classification (variable number of figures placed on the

left).

N.B. certain partial classifications are already used in universities there may well

be cases in which the third part overlaps with the firat two.

1.1 UER Code

1st figure: 9 (cost accounting index)

2nd and 3rd figures: number of the UER (or the service under review) in the pres-

ent accounting system of the university concerned.

1.2 Overall functional code

4th figure: nature of the activity of the UEA.

Directly productive activities:

1. Teaching.

2. Research.

\ 3. Public service.

Indirectly productive activities:

4T Services supplied.

5. Administration.

6. MisCellaneous activities.

5th and 6th figures: semi-global functional classification of the UEAs (see table).

1.3 Detailed functional code

Specific to each university in the light of its existing or future classifications.

G2
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Classification of UEAs

The semi-global classification should be valid for all universities. The detailed

classification is given merely as an example and each university must compile its own in

the light of i,ts structure and the information it needs and can obtain..

Code Semi-global nomenclature Detailed nomenclature
Possible unit

of work

.
.

900 General services 5-

900 501 President's office and

general_ secretariat

.

\

UER Budgets

900 501 1 President's and Vice-

Presiden's offices
11 2 General secretariat

II II 3

.

Services concerned with the

the development of ,

statistical and forecasting

programmes

if If 4 The "Loi d!Orientation", its

application

900 502 Personnel service Number of cate-

gories of per-

sonnel (ETP)

managed

II It 1 Director's office

fr rr 2 General questions - teaching

and research staff
II II 3

.:

General questions - technical,

manual and service staff

" " .4 Management of teaching staff

it 5 Management of administrative,

technical, manual and service
_,-

staff

I/ II 6 Welfare

900 503 Accounting and financial

services

UER budget

(including

research)

II It 1 Director's office and

secretariat

" 2 Budget questions
If it 31 General accounts 1

II
" 32 Contracts and agreements

ft
" 33 Revenue and available funds

It 1' 34 Accounts concerning the
.

inter-university libraries

" 4 Extra-budgetary questions
II II Salaries

`i
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Code
.,,

SeMi-global nomenclature J Detailed nomenclature Possible unit
of work

900 504 .

---,

Division for school and

iunversity questions

.
.

Number of stu-

dent enrolments
11 11 Director's office
11 11 2 Scholarships and grants

service
II II 3 Records, testimonials and

degrees
n 4 Transfer service
II 5' Equivalent foreign degrees,

foreign student's

" 6 Deaglrle-eu:nade::::::::thip

examinations

900 405 Building, equipment ,and

logistic division

Usable floor

space of prem-

ises (allo-

cated-to the

"building

costs" UEAPS)
11

1 Director's office

Research and programming

service
11 3 Equipment, construction and

purchases service

11 4 Technical service
n 5 Maintenance service

" " 61 Caretaking, building 1

" 62 Caretaking, building 2
I ft 71 Porter's lodge, building 1

n .72 Porter's lodge, building 2
II 1' 81 Information counter, building 1 .

900 506 Service concerned with the

,organisation of teaching

and timetables

Number of teach-

ing hours

900 507 Information, reception and

guidance service I

Number of

students
II 11

1 Director's office

" 21 Student guidance service x
n

v ' 22 Student guidance service y

" 31 Information service x

" 32 Information service y

900 508 Student reg tration service

.

Number of stu-

dents

900 409 Administrative i formation

service

Requires 1

special

survey



Code Semi-global nomenclature Detailed nomenclature
Possible unit

of work

900 510
il it

1

Para-pedagogical service

Supervised work by

correspondance

Number of stu-

dents re0s-

tered for

supervised work

by correspond-

ance

II I/ Audio-visual centre

900 511 Joint research and publi-

cations service

Research

budgets

900 312 Radio and television

programmes

Output accounts

Suppliers of services

9xx 401 Libraries
II " 11 Inter-university library 1 ,

/

" 21 University library 1
II " 31 UER 1 library

" " 411 Department 1 library (UER 1)

II II 9 Miscellaneous libraries

9xx 402 Language laboratories hours/cubicles

11 II
1 Language laboratory No 1

" " 2 Language laboratory No 2

9xx 403' Audio-visual centre

9xx 404 Computer centre . Computer centre

minute

9xx 405 Laboratories as required by each University hour (?)

9xx 406 Printing, documents-copying

and photocopying 11 It .

9xx 407 Mail service It II II Number of

despatching

operations

9xx 408 Telephone switchboards ii II II Cost per phone

call

9xx 409 Building cost It It Square metre

9xx 410 Other suppliers of services

901 UER No 1

901 501 Director's office and

secretariat

Number of

students

901 502 Pedagogic services

administration

Number of

students

901 " 1 Administration 1st and 2nd

cycles

901 " 3 Administration 3rd cycle

,901 210 Research and research agree-

ment centres

Nil

(6
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Code Semi-global nomenclature Detailed nomenclature Possible unit
of work

901 220 Individual research Nil

901 110 UEAE 1st cycle Details (6 figures) according Nil,

901 120 UEAE 2nd cycle to preceding table + nomen- Nil

901 130 UEAE 3rd cycle clature used in the .

university.

Nil

901 509 UER expenditure which cannot

be broken down

Number of

students

Miscellaneous UEAs

S`according to organisation of

each university
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CHAPTER 5

UEA ACTIVITY INDICATORS

5.1 General concept

The measurement of the level of activity of a UEA is an important problem which

must nct be confused either with the level, of input consumption or the level of output.

Moreover, the problem "Varies according to whether it is approached from a long- or short-
;

term standpoint:

short-term standpointv the technological processes and structural capacities

are fixed and current administration is controlled by:

. forecasts of potential output using constant technical Lo-efficients.

. verification of the coneumptionof inputs combined in a given'process to

achieve a given level of activity,

. productivity control based on the ratio of output level to activity level.

- Long-term standpoint: here the processes and capacities are Variable and the

' objective is to deter:tine the most effective process and adopt the necessary production

capacity in the light of the decision-making criteria.

The result is that in the long-term the decision variable is a vector expressing

the quantity of each input required to, achieve a unit of activity. But in the short-

term, this vector is
,

considered as a constant in ex-ante terms, while any variances

from the actual results provide a basis. formonitoring the input consumptions', In both'

cases the activity variable is the number of units.ofOlorocess (the process being the

combination of inputs required to achieve one unit of output) envisaged or actually

consumed to obtain the necessary output, i.e. a scalar.

It is incidentally tempting to compare this analysis with method of homogeneous

sections in private cost accounting (public cost accounting is still insufficiently

developed). The UEAs are perfectly comparable to homogeneous sections being accounting

groups in their function as cost centres and homogeneous with regard to their prodUctive

activity. There is even the distinction between principal_sections, i.e. the directly

productive UEAs and auxiliary sections, i.e. the indirectly productive UEAs.

The concept of activity iftdicators is thus identical to that of the "activity

index" which is defined by the Plan GomPtable Gen4ral Francais (1957) as the "term

currently applied to the standard unit used to measure all costs in a section and the

portion of those costs which can be allocated to output costs".

Writers on accounting problems are unanimous in maintaining that an activity

.
index ,must primarily be the quantitative expression of the actiVity'performed, by a

homogeneous section, i.e. the level of application of a given process to secure a given

output (the process being defined as a combination of inputs in given proportions).

secondly, the activity index should make it possible to find the global cost of the

section and break it down, i.e. allocate it to the outputs.
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We should therefore have to find the factor in each UEA 'which provides the best
1

explariation of variations in input consumption, the variations eing expressed in

physical units wherever possible or otherwise in monetary units (which raises the prob-

lem of the stability of the currency). ,

5.2 Indicators of teaching activity

Teaching activity consists of applying to an external inp t, i.e., the student,

a process which converts him into a final output (a student who h s preyed his lmowledge

of a given subject or a drop-out) or an input that will be processed further in the

course of the ensuing period (repeater). The process is defined as a fixed combination

of material inputs internal to the system. There are consequently as many possible

processes as there are combinations (i.e., teaching methods) for achieving a conversion

of this kind.

Certain of the inputs used are consumed in quantities which are independent of

the number of students to whom the conversion process is applied (e.g. hoUrs of formal

lectures). Others (hours of supervised work) are in quantities which are a function of

this number, in the context of a given process. Consequently, every process may be

represented by a vector of physical quantities in which certain terms are constant and

others are a function of the number of students.

Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that there are only four inputs, the

consumption of which is measured by a physical unit:

h1:

h
2

:

(12'

number ofhours of formal lectures

number of hours of supervised work per student

quantity of fixed material inputs

quantity of variable material inputs per student

If K is the average (or normal) size of a supervised work group,

and N is the number of students registered in the UEAE, the teaching process

applied to N students is represented by the vector:

/ h
1

N
v(N)=

ql

N.q2

It is perfectly possible to divide this vector into two parts:

h1
V .h2 h2

Nv2 = --With v
2

=

N,
(12 q2

If we call the input prices Pi and divide them into two vectors, i.e. P (prices

of the constant inputs) and PI (prices of the variable factors) the direct and semi-

direct global cost (see the definitions of these terms in chapter 6) of the UEAE can be

expressed as:
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C = P1 . h1 + P2 . N . h2 + P3 q1 + P4 . N. q2

in vector form:

( ( h
c = (1,

1,
P
3

)

hi
( ' N(P2, P4) v2

2,
= pt.vi, F N.ptt.v2

CI1 ( q

(t: transposition sign).

It is therefore clear that:

for a given number of students N there are as many costs C as there are teach-)

ing processes and the long-term decision will be to find an 'optimum" cost (assuming

that anoptimisation criterion has been defined) by studying all the conceivable v(N);

- for a given process v(N), C is a function of N and the ex-ante budget control

will be to anticipate C(N) while the ex-post control will be to\note and explain the
.

differences between the forecasts and actual results in terms of discrepancies in input

quantities and prices.
\

N (number of students registered in the UEAE) is therefore clearly the most appro-

priate indicator of the level of teaching activity. However, the use of other reference

units is not ruled out for statistical analysis. For example, °Wing to the importance

of the human factor in pretent teaching methods, such units as the hour of lecture per

student or the hour of contact per stu4nt, which are currently jUsed in university cost

analysis (Bradford, WICHE, etc...) are a by.no means negligible source of information.

5.3. Indicators of research activity

In the research sector it is difficult to determine the external inputs (except

perhaps the stock of preliminary knowledge) while the final outputs, although expressable

in terms of quality, are difficult to quantify (see chapters/11 and 8) with our present

means of in-restigation.

Furthermore, the inputs which' are combined to conduc research activity vary con-

siderably according to the field investigated. Between th solitary scholar engaged on

literary research and the team of phy6icists with access expensive laboratories and

powerful vomputep facilities there is an infinite range o labour/capital combinations.

As long as the output is not quantified the productivity/of the inputs cannot be analysed.

The above points suggest that until specific/re earch has been done to clear the

ground it is an illusion to envisage-the calculation oaf unit research costs. In this

first phase of our study we shall have to confine oltelves to the calculation of the

aggregate costs per UEAR.

However, there is one problem which remains te be solved: the members of the

University are both teachers and researchers - and the time they spend on these two acti-

vities must be determined to enable them to allocate their remuneration. Two initial

problems mAst be disposed of:

(1) the tasks which fall within the respective fields of education, 'research and

administration must be cleal.ly defined. The classification of these tasks

is particularly difficult as some of them cover general activities and cannot

be broken down.
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(2) time devoted by teachers and researchers to each of the tasks involved must

be measured, either individually and by personally (an illusion) or as an

average per category. Several methods may be envisaged:

- fixing arbitrary coefficients (e.g., the coefficients used by the Ministry

of Education);

- direct systematic investigation, with the use of .a "test diary" (see the

OECD -CERI test diary and also see "Cost Finding Principles and Procedures"

WIOHE - 1971 page 46);

- indirect investigation among U.E.R. directors, heads of research teams, etc.

(see the survey of the Catholic Univeristy of Louvain, the work currently

proceeding at Paris X, annex 5.1 and Paris 1).

It must be borne in mind that the degree of reliability is not very high and that

are risks of systematic bias.

However this may be, it is essential to adopt a method (the third of the above

methods is certainly preferable as it is less cumbersome than the second) and apply it

on a standard basis in all universities concerned as it would be disastrous to forgo

a possibility of inter-university comparison for lack of a standard methodology;

5.4. Indicators of indirectly productive activities

The main feature of these activities is that their outputs are the inputs of

other UEAs.

Two situations may arise: 4
- the unit is, or is assumed to be, in a state of full permanent use for the

following reasons:

. in case of insufficient intefnal use the surplus output is systematically

sold outside (e.g. data` processing units which sell their available computer

time)

. units whose costs are more or less fixed and whose activity and output are

not measurable with the available means of information (this example 3argely

relates to administrative units in a short-term analysis)

In these circumstances the unit activity copt is therefore a constant, subject to

contingencies which are analysed by budget control. On the assumption that the produc-

tivity can be considered constant, the unit cost of,the services supplied is also constant.

- the unit is subject to variations in activity the essential cause of which is

the variation in demand from the users.

In both cases the overall activity is based on the combination of K inputs in

order to obtain n units of output, where the quantity of each input may be a constant

(cost of equipment, monthly personnel etc.) i.e. a function of a variable which can only

be the activity, the output or a random variable.

In budget terms the random variables are cancelled out (as they are unpredictable)

and the technical coefficients are assumed to be constant, from which it results that

the activity is proportionate to the output.

In these circumstances it is possible to divide the K inputs into K1 inputs which

are constant and K
2
inputs which are proportionate to output. The global cost of the

unit activity may therefore be expressed as:
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0(n) = Al P1 + n A2 P2

Where Al is the row vector of the quantities of fixed inputs;

P
1
is the column vector of the prices of the fixed inputs;

A
2
is the row vector of the unit quantities of variable facto

P
2

is the column vector of the prices of variable factors;

n is the number of units of the activity indicator.

In retrospective terms, such assumptions cannot be main ':fined and the budget
r/

comptroller will have to break down the real cost by a formula which may be:

CI = AI A'2PI + an AI
t

PI
1 1 2

where a.is a coefficient of performance, i.e. the ratio of real activity to fore-

cast activity for one and the same output, which makes it, possible to carry out any

comparative analysis required.

In the long term; however, the decision-maker va_ll concentrate on Al and A
2

to

define the most productive combination.

N.B.: In the case of administrative activities whoie n is not measurable the form

will be reduced to:

C = A P ---
focussing on the assumption that the UEAA costs are considered to be fixed.
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.ANNEX 5.1.

SURVEY ON THE TIME BUDGET OF TEACHTNG STAFF, UNIVERSITY OF PARIS X

I. Do you know of any rule enabling the hours of service of teachers in your

special subject to be broken down into research, teaching and administrative

activities?

If so, which?

Please state the source.

- what do you think of it?

II. In order to determine the actual time budget of teaching staff we ask you to

give your personal estimate of the way teachers in your special subject allocate

their working time.

We have prepared three forms each of which covers a category of full-time teachers

employed by the University:

A - professeurs, maitres de conference, charges dtenseignement (humanities) and

charges de tours (law and economics)

B - maitres-assistants

C - assistants

Would you be prepared to complete a form yourself in your capacity as Director

of a UER or a Department?

Below is a list of the activities among which teachers may divide up their work-

ing, time:

(1) First and second-cycle teaching, i.e.,

- lectures, supervised work

- laboratories, organisation of surveys or practical training

- supervision of students' monographs

- preparation of lectures, cyclastyled lecture notes for students, text books

- marking, controls

- miscellaneous (please specify)

(2) Third cycle teaching, i.e.

- seminars

- preparing students for the Certificat dtAptitude Pedagogique a

l'Enseignement du Second Degre and the. Agregation

- supervision of thesis
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(3)

(4)

(5)

Research:

- connected with teaching (individual)

- fundamental and applied (frequently collective)

Administrative activities:

- in the UER

in the University

- at the Ministry of Education

Other activities:

- consultative work

- editing of publication and reviews

(6) Travel

As our study is concerned with the functioning of a university working time would

also have to be broken down as between activities financed by the university (national

budget and university budget) and those financed by any other bodies.

_
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CHAPTER 6

ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING AGGREGATE U.E.A. COSTS

This chapter is solely concerned with defining the method of calculating retro-

spective costs reflecting an ex-post situation irrespective of whether that situation is

normal or whether it reflects anomalies arising from circumstances which can be adjusted

or corrected.

The operation may be divided into three stages:

1. Assignment of direct costs to the U.E.A.s

2. Assignment of the U.E.A.P.S. costs among the beneficiary U.E.A.s

3. Apportionment of indirect costs

6.1 Assignment of direct costs to U.E.A.s

All university costs described in Chapter 3 have to be assigned to all U.E.A.s

except costs expressly relating to students (university welfare schemes, implicit coats

borne by students and their families, etc.) which will not be taken into account until

they are re-aggregated in the form of output costs (see Chapters 9 and 10).

Cost assignment should be based EJlely on real and reliable criteria but it is

ovious that many charges, by their very nature, cannot be reliably ascertained and

Antall the use of less accurate criteria. These may be:

' - charges estimated to be proportionate to a measured physical unit of consumption

(water, gas, electricity, provided there are sufficient meters);

- charges assumed to be proportionate to a type of physical consumption which

though measurable is only estimatedby sample survey (sample survey of paper

consumption);

- charges assumed to be proportionate ta a capacity (electricity expenditure

assumed to be proportionate to the installed capacity, heating charges allocated

in proportion to the number of radiator elements);

- charges which are apportioned by arbitrary proration driteria when no consumption

analysis is possible. This method should be avoided whenever possible in order

to limit arbitrary evaluations,

Cost of state-remunerated staff

Staff distribution is generally quite clear from the organisation chart.

6.1.1.1 For full -time teachers

- The teaching schedule is known

- It may be assumed that the proportion of time devoted to research and adMinis-
,,

trative tasks has been globally estimated by a time-budget survey

1:"
ti
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O
- Chapter 3 has defined the remuneration to be taken into account in respect of

each teacher.

The calculation will be different according to whether salaries are individualised

or grouped by categories.

(a) Salary costs are individualised:

For example: Ri: annual remuneration of teacher i (including all social and

fiscal charges) in respect of a normal service schedule (including research increment).

Si: remuneration for additional teaching

Ti: remuneration for special research

x,y,z: average proportions of the time of the category of teachers to which i

belongs devoted to teaching, research and administration (x + y + z = 1)

ni: normal teaching service calculated as a number of semester equivalents

ny additional teaching service, calculated as a number of semester equivalents

k: number of semester equivalents in the U.E.A.E. considered.

Two cases may be envisaged according to whether or not additional teaching service

is equated with the teaching service of outside auxiliaries.

cost to be allocated to:

additional
teaching service
equated with
teaching by out-
side auxiliaries(1)

no distinction r

between normal
service and
additional
service

each U.E.A.E. of normal

service
]

each U.E.A.E. of

additional service

all U.E.A.R.s concerned

the U.E.A. concerned

k
R
i.x

Rix + S
ik

n
i

, Si
Is. -7n

i

R
i
y + Ti

Ri z

ni + nt
i

R.y + T.
i i

R
i
z

(1 Of course this method is only conceivable in universities where there is a precise

description of the normal service.

(b) Salary costs are calculated by teacher categories

e.g.: II?: annual remuneration of the category, including all additional remun-

,erations and fiscal and social charges

n': average number of semester equivalents worked (normal or additional)

x,y,z: as above.

Distribution of costs: k per U.E.A.E.

fOr the U.E.A.R.s.

Rtz for the U.E.A.A.

N.B.: the costs thus calculated are smoothed as shown in Chapter 11.
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6.1.1.2 Part-time teachers

(associated part-time teachers, lecturers (charges de cours), and staff responsible for

practical work, etc...)

As these teachers are not assumed to be responsible for research or administrative

duties the total cost of their remuneration is allocated to the U.E.A.E.s in which they

teach.

6.1.1.3 Non-teaching staff

Generally speaking each person is allocated to a single U.E.A. in which case his

remuneration is entirely assigned to the U.E.A. But there may be special cases where

one and the same person shares his time among several U.E.A.s. It would then be advisable

to make a statistical analysis of the hours worked by each person in order to ensure that

the assignment is realistic.

6.1.2 Operating costs

The university budget and accounting services are strictly regulated. Operating

costs are shown by categories and a functional classification is superimposed (with a

breakdown by U.E.R.s and equated services).

The rules for cost assignment are listed beloW. It will be noted that the idea

of expenditure has been replaced by the idea of committed costs (i.e. commitment account-

ing instead of payment as practised in the public service)

- Current supplies are treated in terms of consumption rather than purchases, so

that: consumption = purchases + stock depletion - stock increases.

A voucher system should enable any required assignment to be made.

- Staff costs plus all salary-rel.ted taxes are treated on the same lines as the

costs of state-remunerated staff.

- The other costs broken down in the functional classification accounts will be

disaggregated as far as possible. This is important as regards general service

charges in which it is essential to determine the cost of premises accurately

and less important as regards U.E.R. charges of which only a few specific items

may be assigned to the U.E.A.E.s and research teams, the remainder being assigned

(necessarily) to the administrative services of the UB.R.s as joint charges.

- The accounts earmarked for "depreciation appropriations" and "other budget --

expenditure" will be disregarded. In the first case the method of calculation

used in the present study is not the official method while the second case

concerns capital expenditure only and this does not fall within the category of

charges.

6.1.3 Capital costs

Under an accounting system based on positive costs capital costs will be equated

with depreciation, as described in Chapter 3. The types of fixed capital entailing

depreciation costs are mainly:

- premises and their fixtures and fittings,

- equipment and furniture, Whether or not they are allocated to specific premises.

6.1.3.1 Necessary information

(1) File describing buildings (see Chapter 2, Annex 2.2)
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(2) File describing premises and their utilisation (see Chapter 2, Annex 2.4)

(3) File providing an inventory of movable goods, classified in three categories:

- equipment and furniture permanently allocated to specific premises;

- equipment and furniture not permanently, allocated to specific premises but to

a U.E.A. (e.g. vacuum cleaners for use in a specific building, car attached to

the President's office, etc.);

- equipment and furniture not permanently allocated to premises but to u group of

U.E.A. S (e.g. mobile overhead projector. available for particular courses).

Apart from the necessary physical data these files should supply the following

basic accounting data:

- date and cost of purchase (or date and result of valuation),

- annual updating of the cost of the purchase or replacement value,

- period of depreciation,

- successive annual depreciation payments.

6.1.3.2 Accounting procedure

(1) The proposed criterion of apportionment, is the square metre of usable floor

space which may be given a weighting coefficient in the case of premises with an abnor-

mally high .ceiling (amphitheatres). Additional areas, vestibules, corridors, etc. are 4

not included in the accounting system as they are directly covered by building costs and

apportioned to the U.E.A.s proportionately to their area.

(2) There are as many building cost accounts as there are categories of premises.

Each covers the following direct costs:

- depreciation or rent (real or fictitious);

- cost of maintenance and caretaking staff;

- cost of maintenance and caretaking;

- heating costs;

- lighting costs;

- insurance;

- any other charges directly arising from the existence of the building.

It is therefore possible to calculate a cost per square metre of usable floor

space or each type of building available to the university.

(3) An account is opened for each set of premises or category of premises if

there are several which have the same area and layout and are used for the same purpose

(e.g. classrooms jointly used for supervised work).

The following items are assigned to this account:,

- its quota of building costs proportionate to the area of the premises;

- depreciation allowances for movables permanently allocated to the premises;

- any costs specific to the premises.

N.B.: This simple system under which heating and electricity costs are apportioned in

proportion to usable floor space is therefore a rough and ready criterion. It can be

refined upon by passing the heating and electricity costs through special, accounts and

7 a
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apportioning them to the bizilding accounts on the basis of other criteria, e.g. the

number of radiator elements or hot-air vents in the case of heating and the installed

capacity in the case'of electricity.

(4) Building accounts are \divided among the U.E.A.s which-occupy the premises

concerned:

- entirely, where the occupation is permanent;

- in proportion to the period of occupation, where the premises are shared

(amphitheatres, rooms used for lectures or supervised work...) including

occupation by outside bodies (accessory output).

The problem which then arises is the rate of utilisation. Either the premises

are sufficient for the requirements of the university and do not represent a scarce

factor or they are more or less inadequate and any spoilage must be penalised. Admittedly

this problem is not important where positive historical costs are concerned as the latter

are only a reflection of the situation but it arises where costs are smoothed or normative

(see chapter 11) and involve the concept of normal or, optimum utilisation of premises.

It would seem that this problem cannot be solved satisfactorily unless there is a model

for the allocation of premises(1).

This difficulty might be overcome by an alternative procedure under which the

activity index adopted in the case of shared premises (necessarily assumed to be teaching

premises) would be one hour's occupation. This unit would be weighted according to the

number of students concerned. In the case of classrooms used for practical and super-

vised work where the groups of students are more or less the same size this solution

would involve little change but where amphitheatres are concerned it introduces a criter-

ion which eliiinates the incidence of errors in the allocation or the choice of premises.

(5) Depreciation allowances for rivables not permanently allocated to specific

premises are apportioned to U.E.A. accounts in proportion to the time they are used by

each U.E.A. (time observed or estimated according to available information).

6.1.3.3 Brief numerical example -NN

Let us take the example of a university whose buildings include the following

premises:

- 1 amphitheatre with seating for 800 (600 sq. metres, coefficient 2);

- 1 amphitheatre with seating for 300 (300 sq. metres, coefficient 1.5);

- 5 identical classrooms for supervised work (each 40 sq. metres);

- 1 office for the Director of U.E.R. No. 1 (30 sq. metres);

- 2 student registration offices for U.E.R. No. 1 (70 sq. metres combined);

- 1 unit of premises allocated to the U.E.R. research centre (60 sq. metres).

Their annual cost and utilisation may be summarised as follows:

(1),In this connection see the HIS Model, in K.M. HUSSAIN and H.L. FREYTAG - Resource,
Costing and PIanning,Models in Higher Education - Verlag Dokumentatlon Pullach bei 4

MUnchen - 1973.
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Premises Depreciations
for premises(1)

Depreciations
for equipment
and furniture(3)

Proportion
of costs

(2)

Total
costs

Total
hours
per
year
of util-
isation

of which

Amphi 800 60 000 8 200 43 200 111 400 1 200 1.01 80 H

1.02 40 H

1.03 40 H

1.04 40 H

1.06 40 H

Amphi 300 22 500 4 000 16 200 42 700 1 500 1.05 40 H

Classrooms
for super- 2 000 460 1 440 3 900 6 500 1.01 810 H
vised work 1.02 400 H

1.03 410 H

Office of
director-
UER 01

1 500 1 200 1 080 3 780 full-
time

-

Student
registra-
tion office

3 500 140 2 520 8 160 - -

Premises for
research
centre

3 000 2 000 2 160 7 160 - -

LB: (1) Depreciations for premises,asa.whole are divided by the number of weighted

square metres of usable university premises i.e. Frs.50 per weighted square metre

in the present case.

(2) The cost of water, electricity, heating, maintenance, insurance, caretaking

for the university as a whole which is assumed to be installed in a group of

homogeneous buildings represents Frs.36 per usable weighted square metre.

Depreciations for equipment and furniture allocated permanently to each unit of

premises are calculated individually. Example: Office of the Director of U.E.R.I:

(3)

Equipment Present cost Period (Years) Depreciation

2 cupboards 900 10 180

1 filing cabinet 600 10 60

1 director's desk 700 10 70

1 secretary's desk 500 10 50

2 armchairs 400 10 80

4 chairs 100 10 40

1 typewriter 3 600 5 720

Total 1 200

8 u
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Administration: 901 - 501

901 - 502

Research: 901 - 200

Teaching

(600 Students): 901 - 101

(600

Students) : 901 - 102

(600

Students) : 901 - 103

(600

Students) : 901 - 104

(200

Students) 1 901 - 105

(400

Students) : 901 - 106

U.E.R. No. 1 covers the following U.E.A.s

Director's office

Student registration office

Research Centre

Year's course with 24

supervised work groups

Semester course with 24

supervised work groups

Semester course with 24

supervised work groups

Semester course with no

supervised work

Semester course with

no supervised work

Semester course with

no supervised work

U.E.R. No. 1 also has an overhead projector (cur ent value Frs.3,000 amortizable

over 5 years) used as follows:

901 - 101: 60 h

901 =-102: 40 h

901 - 104. 20 h

901 --106: 40 h

Total: 160 h

(1) Allocation of Capital costs in proportion to floor space

901 - 501 Director's office:

901 - 502 Student registration office:

901 - 101 (42444 .80 +
.
810

901 - 200 Research centre:

901 - 102 (124.4 . 40 + 4-44g . 400 +

` 1 2
400 400 410) .901 - 103 (111 00 40 +

60 )

40) =

3

8

7

8

4

3

3

1

3

780

160

160

138

103

959

788

139

863

.

177

11(1 400 00 A

'-
n 4 20) .901 - 104 1 2

901 - 105 ( 4-174 40) =

111 0901 - 106 (
. 40 * . 40) =

(2) Allocation in proportion to the number of student hours

This solution does not change the calculation except in the case of the amphi-

theatres as the supervised work rooms are assumed to be identical.

In addition to the previous data the number of student hours has to be calculated

for each amphitheatre.
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Premises Overall utilisation Utilisation by U.E.R. 1

Amphi 800

Amphi 300

Total

600,000 student hours

329,000 student hours
's

136,000 student hours

8,000 student hours

920,000 student hours
.

144,000 student hours

The average cost per- sLuaeIt hours of amphitheatre is:

111.400 + 42,700 = 0.1675
920,000

The capital costs for the U.E.A.E.s are therefore as follows:

+ 810 + 44 . 60) = 8 751

+ . 400 I 44 . 40) = 4 410

- 901, - 101: (0.1675 . 80 . 600

- 901 - 102: (0.1675 . 40 . 600

- 901 - 103: (0.1675 . 40 . 600

- 901 - 104: (0,1675 40 . 600

- 901 - 105: 01675 . 40 . 200 =

- 901 - 106:/(0.1675 1 40 . 400

+ . 410) =
6 500

+ 44 . 20) =

4 266

4 095

1 340

+ 45 . 40) = 2 830

As coMpared with the previous method, this solution clearly reduces the,j-aCIdence

of using premises too big for the number of students occupying them and ipefeases the

cost of premises utilised to full capacity. This solution is theref logical if the

premises available are considered as a constraint and if it is e imated that their

occupation is an optimum one. If this is not the case theacTlantage of the first solu-

tion is that it prompts universities to improve their, apace management:

6.2 Treatment,of semi-direct costs

At the conclusion of the allocation stage some dissatisfaction may logicall

felt on examining the significance of the direct costs obtained, since:

- the directly productive U.E.A.s have been assigned nothing more than staff costs,

and this is quite, inadequate for any kind of analysis.

- practically all operational costs will be shown in the accounts reserved for

general services, U.E.R. administrative services and costs in respect of

premises.

- the only accounts likely to be realistic, except as regards overheads costs and

costs in respect of premises, are those of the service U.E.A.s. But as these

U.E.A.s are defined by-the fait the use made of their outputs is accurately

known, it would seem worthwhile calculating the direct cost of these outputs.

This direct cost will be considered as a minimum internal transfer price, except

of course if the university concerned has already adopted an internal pricing

procedure as part of a/definite policy (as in the case of the data processing

services of the Catholic University of Louvain). In the absence of a policy of

this kind which would incidentally mean having income statements for each. U.E.A.

and is hardly compatible with the present management, of French universities, it

is interesting to make a Preliminary sub-apportionmeht of direct costs, allowing

for reciprocal services, from the service U.E.A.s to the U.E.A.s which use their

services. The users would thus ascertain the proportion of costs which can be

be

r'
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calculated as a practical certainty and which we will call semi-direct costs. It is

worth noting that this gives the cost of transfers outside the university (hiring out or

loaning of premises, sale of computer time, etc.) for which aoessory output accounts

have to be opened as in the following,&xample:

Example of calculation:

Activity and direct cost of service U.E.A.s

U.E.A.P.S. Direct Unit Output

Beneficiaries

Premises Dec.
Copying Computer Other

U.E.A.s Outside
.

__

Costs in
respect of 300 000 Weighted/
premises sq. metres 5 000 100 200 200 4 000 500

Document
copying

181 476 Sheet of
paper.

1000 000 10 000 - 50 000 940 000 -

Data-
processing

100 000 Minute of
computer
time

100 000 - - 90 000 10 000

N.B. The university has lent or leased 500 sq. metres of premises per year to outside
bodies and has sold 10,000 minutes of computer time.

Using the letters x, y, z to represent the semi-direct global costs of the three
service U.E.A.s we have the following equations:

100
'x = 300 000 +

1
10
000

000
000 y

I 5 000
,

y = 181 476 + 200
5 000

z = 100 Poo +
200 50 COO

--m--5 u00 x I 1000 000 4

N.B. Self-service, i.e. the proportion 2 their own services consumed by U.E.A.s, Must be
taken into account.

The solution. of the equations is:
c.

x = 308,100

y = 193,800

z = 122,014

The unit costs 'amount to:

Frs.61462 per weighted sq. metre per year

Frs.0.1938 per copied sheet

Frs.1.22014 per minute of computer time

The breakdown per user will be:

Other U.E.A.s. Cost of accessory outputs
(Transfers to outside)

Premises 246 480, 30 810

Document copying service 182 172

Computer Service 109 812.60 12 201',40
s

538 464.60 43 011.40

The total costs distributed to the other users (Frs.581.476) are equal to the

direct cost of the service U.E.A.s.

8
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Mathematical formulation:

(1) General solution: There are n U.E.A.P.S.s, i

Let Ci be the direct cost of U.E.A.P.S.i

ni: number of units produced by U.E.A.P.S.i

nij: number of units consumed by U.E.A.P.S.j

nik: number of units consumed by the other U.E.A.k

nti: number of units transferred outside the university.

n
i

= n
ij

+ nik + nti
j k

The object of the calculation,is to find Cll.: cost of U.E.A.P.S.i, allowing for

inter-services.

U.E.A.P.S.i receives from the (n 1) other U.E.A.P.S.j n
ji

units of output or

invoiced services -, and its semi-direct cost is therefore:

c,i = C i
c, . nij

0 nj

or, in matrix form for the n U.E.A.P.S.s:

(Cti) = (Ci)+ (11.4) . (Cti)

nj

11,4

thesollitioribeing
(Ci)

A solution may be obtained,ty the standard method for a system of n equations with ,n

variables.

(2) Simplified solution:

It should be noted that if there are no reciprocal services, i.e. if the matrix

L7I) -(124.117 can be arranged in triangular form the mathematical calculations can be
nj

considerably simplified. It may therefore be interesting to see whether reciprocal

services cannot be disregarded at the cost of a very slight approximation (see WICHE

pages 67-69). For this purpose the U.E.A.P.S.s which provide most services for the other

U.E.A.P.S.s (document-copying services, for example) would have to be considered first

and those which provide few services (language laboratories) would come last. When there

are reciprocal services between two U.E.A.s i j the smaller of the two services may be

disregarded.

Whereas the general method requires a computer as soon as there are more than five

or six U.E.A.P.S.s the simplified calculations can be done manually with ox4y a very small

margin of error.

(3) Mixed solution:

The general problem may be handled in two stages:

U.E.A.P.S.s with reciprocal services are separated from the others

- each group is handled separately: the group with reciprocal services as under

(1) since it is'very small and the group without reciprocal services as under (2).

Whatever thiprocess used it is easy to calculate the semi-direct unit costs of
Ct

service i and apportion CI
i
to the user U.E..&.s other than the U.E.A.P.S.s (whose

ni

8,i
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accounts are now closed) and to the accessory output accounts (services transferred to

outside).

6.3 Apportionment (or proration) of indirect costs

In theory, the costs of the U.E.A.s we have not yet considered i.e. general

services, U.E.R. administrative services and miscellaneous services, should have been

apportioned on the same lines as the costs of the service U.E.A.s. They are treated

separately owing to the absence of any clearly defined unit for measuring the supply of

services. It is therefore indispensable to have two categories: one for activity costs

based on reliable or practically reliable criteria and the other for costs oalculated by

ti
processes which are often arbitrary.

As the apportionment problems for each category are not identical each must be

studied in detail.

6.3.1 Apportionment of general service costs:

As administrative activity is not an end in itself, administrative output must be

considered as an intermediate output.

The degree of disaggregation of general service in U.E.A.s is left to the dis-

cretion of each university in the light of its own organisation and methods of data

collection and processing.

The determination of apportionment criteria obviously depends on this degree Of

disaggregation. The greater it is the more logical the criteria will be but the more work

their calculation will require.

Admittedly, the apportionment or "proration" Criteria might be refined by job. ana-

lysis and regression analysis but apart from problems of currency erosion this would assume

that university structure remains unchanged for at least ten years.

It may be noted that in any apportionment proration of general services, it will

be-possible to allow for self services and that costs will very often be absorbed by

directly productive U.E.A.s through the channel of "U.E.R. costs for apportionment".

Hence the need to divide up the overall problem.

N.B.: the mathematical formulation is similar to that for the U.E.A.P.S.s

6.3.2 Miscellaneous general U.E.A.s

This category contains all the services which are ot attached to a U.E.R. and

cannot be classified as providers of services or as general administrative services.

This means .hat it will only contain special cases and that no standard solution can be

envisaged.

Apart from the para or peri:uni4versity services already mentioned whose costs are

sub-apportioned to outputs we may find a number of special services. A few examples may

be taken from Paris I:

sc,Inter - university libraries for which the university has no data except its annual

revenue.

In the absence of any other global cost estimate this must be accepted, but at the

prese time there is no information, even statistical, on the breakdown of consultations

and loans as between universities using the library services or the categories of users

(students, teachers, researchers). A further problem is how to evaluate the depreciation

of the library assets:
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- Radio-Sorbonne: the cost of this U.E#A. is entirely assigned to the "informa-

tion" output..

. Similar problems will be encountered in all universities and each will have to

define its own cost apportionment or assignment rules.

6.3.3 The administrative services of the Units of Education and Research (U.E.R.$)

The indirect U.E.A. costs for each U.E.R. generally cover:

- the cost of running the U.E.R.

- the cost-of student registration services (this can sometimes be shown by cycles)

- the U.E.R. costs to be apportioned (particularly the general services quota).

Here again there is no logical criterion and it is obvious that the following

suggested apportionment criteria are highly arbitrary:

- cost of running the U.E.R.: interview with the director of the U.E.R.

- cost of student registration services: in proportion to the number of students

registered in each U.E.A.E., with a weighting factor for the period of study concerned

(years or semesters)

- costs to be apportioned: certain costs lend themselves to logical criteria

which can be refined upon by interviews with the teaching staff (pr,thises for the use of

teacher - researchers) but most will be arbitrally apportioned likg the costs of the

student registration services unless it is clear that research is included.

6.4 Summary

After the assignment of direct costs and the various proration operations,

Diagram 6.1 below shows how the costs appear as a whole in the directly productive U.E.A.s,

except for the portions of cost already apportioned (miscellaneous services) or absorbed

(cost of services sold as accessory outputs).

In compiling the complete cost records of the directly productive U.E.A.s those

which are logical i.e. the semi-direct costs must be clearly separated from those that

are arbitrary, i.e. the indirect costs.

The process may be summarised as follows:

1st Stage:, Assignment pl the charges to all U.E.A.s

2nd Stage: Distribution of the d ect and semi-direct costs

all the user U.E.A.s (directly indirectly Troductive)

3rd Stage:,, 'Apportionment (o proration) of the costs of the

services to all user U.E.A.. s. The indirect costs of the U.E

appear are apportioned only to the directly productive U.E..A

the material serivices the latter receive

4th Stage: Apportionment or proration of the costs of the U

services to their directly productive U.E.A.s.

8 6
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CHAPTER 7

UNIT ACTIVITY COSTS

The concept of 'unit activity costs is of course bound up with the concept of a

measurement unit for UEA activity. Forthis -reason the present chapter will deal only

with the unit costs of UEAs whose activity is measurable, i.e. the teaching and service

UEAs.

Mathematically, it is always possible to work out unit costs by dividing overall

costs by any quantity related to the overall system which has borne the costs. In

economic terms, however, it is important to realise the significance of the quotient,

since causality takes precedence over correlation. Hence the close link between calcu-

lation and analysis.

The present chapter is concerned with positive costs. It must be bopne in mind

that as far as possible the latter reflect the 'actual situation and particulerly'its

anomalies. Caution will therefore be necessary- in making place and time comp risons and

\7the reasons for any anomalies will have to be taken into account (see Chapter11 for a

closer analysis).

7.1 Unit costs of teaching activity

7.1.1 Mathematical notations:

For a UEAE is

n.: number of students registered for courses

c.: cost directly allocated
i

Ct
i

= C.
k

+En
ki

P
k'

semi-direct cost (direct cost plus semi-direct cost

Pk of nki services received from UEAPS k)

Ki: total indirect costs received in respect of the general administrative and

UERservices(C. "i=Cti+K.1, is the total UEAE cost)

The distinction between fixed and variable costs would give the following:

cti = Fi + ni vi

Fi = semi-direct global fixed-cost (p
t x V1)

Vi = semi-direct variable unit cost: (pit x V2).

7.1.2 It is useful to determine the following costs for any given UEAE:
C"

(a) Total cost-per student registered for the course: 1
ni

This is exlusively an accounting cost and hardly lends itself to comparisons as

it reflects anomalies, economies or diseconomies of scale (absorption of fixed costs)

and the arbitrary lines on which indirect costs are apportioned.
CI.

(b) Semi-direct cost per student regibtered for a course: ni
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which eliminates the influence of the administrative costs and must be regarded as the

cost of the teaching resources. Geographical comparisons (intra or inter-university

-comparisons between comparable subjects and levels) or time comparisons (relating to the

same UEAE) are particularly rewarding provided the anomalies are carefully taken into

accuunt.

(c) Semi-direct variable cost per student registered: Vi, which eliminates the

problem of the rate of at-Iprption of fixed costs and facilitates any comparisons.

Furthermore, this cost may be equated with a short-term marginal cost within the limits.

-of the available student capacity.

It may also be interesting to calculate special university costs with reference

to special units for the measurement of activity:
e C'i

WseTro.--directcostperteachinghourperstudent77-x/I.whenek.is the number

of hours of formal lectures and practical work in respect of a course i. This unit cost

lays emphasis on the human factor in the teaching process. The only meaningful com-

parisons are between UEAEs where teaching methods are comparable.
e C'i

Wsemi-directcostperstudentcontacthour.c..xiTilwhere l: is the number

cf contact hours between teachers and students (hours of teaching + hours spent by

teachers interviewing students outside lectures and supervised work periods). This cost

which is a very fashionable concept in the Anglo-Saxon countries is unfortunately less

meaningful in French universities where these- contacts are far from being

institutionalised. nki Pk
(f) Cost per registered student of the use of service k by UEAE i. n.

These special costs (cost per student respect of premises for course i, cost

of documents per student in course i, ...) may yield particularly interesting informa-

tion on the use of intermediate assets, on any spoilage and cn the teaching methods

7.1.3 For any given teaching UNEA, i.e. for a set of UEAEs grouped together on the

basis of a particular criterion of homogeneity, it is. interesting to calculate average

costs. These averages do in fact make it possible to smooth any anomalies peculiar to a

given UEAE and they are consequently a more reliable source of comparison.

There is no question of listing all the. possible groupings here as they are

innumerable and their significance often depends on the specialisation or de-

specialisation of the university concerned, but the most generally useful are:

(a) Average semi-direct cost per student in a discipline: the discipline maybe

represented as the group p UEAE i and the average cost is:

E c
P

a
n

P

This average may be'refined upon by taking teaching cycles or levels into account.

(b) Semi-direct costs per student in a 'Complete university course (filire), the

'latter being, in tie strict sense of the word, a. set of s credits which go to make up a.

degree. The semi-direct cost of this particular university course-will be:

8 Y
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This aggregation is closely related to the idea of output costs, in the sense that

it represents the minimum semi-direct cost, of a degree (minimum-as repeaters and

dropouts are assumed to be excluded) on the basis of a given list of options. The com-

parison between the different courses leading to one and the same degree is obviously

very important.

(c) Variable cost per student working through a university course: c .Ev

where c represents the marginal cost of registration for a given course for which all

UEAEs have available capacity.

(d) Average semi-direct cost per student for courses leading to the same degree.

The problem is to define the type of average to be used and two solutions are

possible:

- average weighted by the number of students registered in a year in each uni-

versity course t:

.... . E E.d =
Ent t s

n
st

t

Et Cist
-

En
tt

Ctst

net

Apart .from the fact that information concerning the direction taken by students in the

course of their studies is difficult to obtain it is well to note that any breakdown of

the student body by courses (and particularly optional courses and minor credits) varies

considerably from one year to another for reasons which are often irrational (e.g.

unfounded rumours regarding the marking system used by a particular teacher).

- a non=weighted average for t university courses,

EEc'st
t ,s n

st

may be more meaningful than the previous average although it does not allow for the

permanence of certain predominant choices.,

(e) Average variable cost per student on a rumber of university courses leading

to the same degree, in which we find the same problems as above.

(f) Average cost of the'UEAEsAn the same UER and/or the same cycle (the UEAEs

being weighted by the number of semesters) involving the same teaching resources. For

example, any comparison between courses"with or without sdPervised.or practical work is

ruled out. The problem of averages arises as under (d) but its interpretation is of

course different as the reasons given for the divergencies no longer exist.

ti
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This list could be continued indefinitely for other groupings, complete costs

(including overhead costs) and other units of measurement (hour of teaching x students).

In this connection it is not unrewarding to consult "Cost-finding Principles and

Procedures" - National Center for Higher Education Management Systems at WICHE -

November 1971 (Appendix F: Unit costs).

7.2 Unit costs of service activities

In the absence for the time being of a system of normative references, the pre-

dominant information concerning U.E.A.P.S.s is their intermediate output and the first

unit cost to be considered is obviously:

(a) The semi-direct cost per unit of output as defined and calculated in

Chapter 6 (6.2 mathematical formulation).

The apportioned administrative costs (see Chapter 6.3) can also be easily added

to the foregoing in order to obtain the:

(b) Complete cost per unit of output

If further analyses are desired, use may be made of performance indicators or

indicators showing the full utilisation of the dominant input e.g.

if the dominant input is work:

- quantity of output per employee;

- quantity of output per employee/hour,

if the dominant input is equipment:

- quantity of output per hour of equipment utilisation;

- rate of utilisation of eqUipment (real time/potential time), this analysis

,being particularly useful in laboratories (language or scientific laboratories

using heavy equipment) or computer centres.

If there is also an independent accounting system which enables cost variations

to be analysed it will be possible to calculate the costs of full utilisation (or costs

f rational allocaticm, of fixed :tharges).

7.= Provisional conclusions

It emerges from this chapter that the analysis of retrospective costs is instruc-

tive but limited:

- because it does not enable referenoe to be made to any norms;

- because it reproduces existing structures and does not enable the consequences

rf any alteration in these structures to be considered,

For these reasons the approach adopted will be comparative cross-section or time

analysis but there is no question of using this method to derive basic information for

budgetary control and still less for decision-making.

19
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PART III

A PRELIMINARY APPROACH TO OUTPUT COSTS
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CHAPTER 8

INDENTIPICATION OP UNIVERSITY OUTPUTS

The transition from the analysis of university activity to the analysis of

university outputs calls for a precise definition of these outputs. We will consider

the final outputs only i.e. those which are or can be used by agents other than the

university either on a market (labour market for students leaving the university) or

irrespective of the organised market (knowledge made available to the community).

The traditional functions of any university suggest the following categories:

- teaching outputs

- research outputs

to which we will add the categories:

- public service

- accessory outputs (transfers of intermediate outputs)

8.1 Teaching outputs

The objective of teaching activities is to convert a student with a given level

of knowledge into a student with a higher level of knowledge i.e. a certain number of

units of verified knowledge which represents a degree.

But:

- a degree may be obtained through a large number of different university

courses (optional subjects)

every student encounters successes and setbacks

If we start from the assumption that the activity expended to train a student

entails the same costs whatever the result of the examination, i.e. success or failure,

we may say that every student considered as a final output i.e. graduating to a higher

cycle or leaving the university, ha.:tia cost individualised by his choice of optional

subjects and his failures. A system of information of this kind obviously requires

a file showing each student's individual university career. Chapter 10 (10.1) will

show the accounting use which can be made of this file to ascertain not only the costs

of the final outputs; - graduates

- drop-outs

- leavers

but also the costs of the intermediate outputs i.e. all students who are undergoing

training and have not stated their intention of leaving the university.

1 Two problems arise at this point:

8.1.1 Extent of disaggregation of-degrees

11.e degrees awarded by universities may be classified according to two criteria:

(1) by level:

t")'
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- 1st-cycle Degrees, e.g.: Dipl8me Universirlire d'Etudes Litteraires (D.U.E.L.)

DiplOme Universitaire d'Etudes Scientifiques

(D.U.E.S.) (replaced since 1974 by a single DiplOme

d'Etudes Universitaires Generales c'u D.E.U.G.).

- 2nd-cycle Degrees:

- 3rdLcycle Degrees:

Licence et Maitrise

- Diplome d'Etudes Superieures

- DiplOme dtEtudes Approfondies

- Doctorates

- Dipl8mes dlInstituts

Miscellaneous: preparation for the qualif certificate for teachers in

secondary or technical schools, preparati_. 2 the "agregation" (competitive

estate examination) etc'.

2. by;discipline:

Can it be saidithat a degree in economics with econometrics as an optional

subject is identical to a degree in economics with development economics as an optional

subject? The answer is no, not only because the inputs are somewhat different but be-

cause the labour market does not consider the two optional subjects to be equivalent.

But in that case, how far should a degree be disaggregated? One and the same optional

subject may be made up of different credits. Disaggregation'to t1.is level seems some-

what excessive apd we therefore propose that degrees shp-dd be defined on the basis

of the institutionalised options, considering that aelabour market level employers

are not sensitive to closer definitions.

8.1.2 Success and failura-

'
The result of the activity of a U.E.A.E. applied to a student may be represented

by the following chart:

Student for
Training

Teaching activity a d proficiency controls

Je
Success Faiture

'IV Nk 4, 1,
Continuation Transfer Drop-out Drop-out Transfer Repeat

. 1

Degree Subsequent studies
in the same cycle, etc.

A repeater can in .no case be considered ns a final output and the cost of

repeating has,to be apportioned among the other outputs of teaching activity:

- success

drop -out or transfer (it is difficult not to consider students dropping out

or changing universities in the course of their studies as final outputs).

;
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If we generalise the problem to any group of U.E.A.E,s which have to be obtained

before a degree can be awarded we have two final outputs:

- students who obtain their degree,

- students who leave the university,

and we apportion the repeaters between these two categories.

N.B. Special cases:

. (1) Students registered for two degrees at the same time:

These cases can only be detected in the same university. If there is no common

U.E.A.E. the problem presents no difficulty, 'he outputs being produced as if there

were two separate students. If certain U.E.A.I .s are common to both degrees, it would

seem logical to regard one of the degrees as t e main one, bearing all the U.E.A.E.

costs necessary to obtain it, while the other s accessory and bears only the costs

of the U.E.A.E.s which are specific to it.

(2) Trainin: without croficienc controls:

Certain types of permanent training do--n t involve any proficiency controls.

Apart from the students who rapidly end openly drop out, can it be concluded that there

are no failures in this kind of training?

(3) Credit structure and year structure:

Some degrees have a credit structure success in one credit is independent

of the results obtained in others. The system outlined'in the present study :s based

on this structure. But other degrees have a yearstructure i.e., the result depends

on an examination in all subjects studied over a single year ,Chapters 9 and 1Q are

concerned with the methdds Proposed for dealing wi h these two different cases4

9 1.3 Recording of information

The basic information is therefore, the numb

or transfers at the end of each year in respect of

be reorded as a time-series '.e. a reconstitution

cross-section i,e., the calculation of percentages

same year. This will be dealt with in Chapter 9.

Whatever the method adopted, it is necessary.

students and a file of registrations and results per

files an integral part,of the student records mainten

(see for example the description of,the SYGESCOnSyste

April 1973).

8.2 Research Outputs

Research outputs may be defined as "the creatio of new knowledge, the re-

organisation of knowledge and the application of knowl dge"(1).

r of successes, repeats, drop-outs

achU-.E.A.E. This information may

f average university careers or as

at different levels during the

o maintain an individual file of

.E.A.E. The need to make these

nce system needs no emphasizing

note by M. Portal,- Grenoble,

This output may take the form of discoveries, p licaticns, patents or Licences

etc.

(1) Wiche, Programme classification structure NCHEMS

9 5
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In fundamental research, which is the special rovince of the-universities, it

is generally ponsidered that the quantification of research reS\ults is particularly

difficult at the present time. At its present! stage, it is possible that the work of

the Group can he limited to the calculation of the global costs of activity per U.E.A.R.,

whatever the output may be.

8.3 Services to the public

A university's public service activity is generally consid able but rarely

specific. Although it is possible to enumerate the services rendered to the community

or its individual members, there are two olstacles to the calculation.of the cost of

these services:

(1) Certain services are obtained as by-products of an activity which is geared

to a principal objective (e.g. the 'irculation of information to non-students; when

they attend courses organised for students).

(2) Certain services are too diffuse to be perceptible'(e.g., general I.nfor- .

nation and cultural Influence).

We therefore propose that calculations should be, restricted to public services

arising from a specifie Pctivity and!. that the costs of'those which are obtained as

on-recordable by-products should be estimated as 1-0. A non-exhaustive list of the

services considered with reference to this type 9 criterion might be as folloWs:

(1) Public educational services:

- Circulation of knowledge to non -students (lectures, courses organised for non -

students, commercialised -ducational publications etc...);

- Libraries open to non-studentv,,, in as much as a disfunction between the two

categ5ries of users is possble;

University radio or televibion programmes:

- Etc....

(2) Services to the corm4Unity:

Scientific consultatY e work in the context of the university's activity'

(excluding private consultative work undertaen.hy teachers og researchers);

Medical services provided by a university hospital.

.(3), Services to former students:

- Placement services;

- Associaton of former students;

Etc.
8.4 ,Accessory outputs:

This category covers the portion of normally intermediate outputs, which are

transferred or sold outside the university.

This portion is generally known and measured and its cost is calculated withoUt

/difficulty as the unit costs of the U.E.A.P.s are related to the quantities of services

!used. 4

An exhaustive enumeration is not normally possible but we may quote the

following examples:

if )
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- sale of computer time

- hiring out of classrooms or amphitheatres

hiring out of university sports installations

- etc....

It will be clear from this rapid description of a university's output that

Chapters 9 and 10 will deal only with the methods of calculating the unit costs of

teaching output.

Diagram of the various type of output:

,Teaching Research Public Accessory
Output Output Servpe Output

- intermediate

- Final

- education

services to
the community

- services to
former students

9 (
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CHAPTER 9

STUDENT FLOWS

The transition from unit activity costs to unit output costs necessitates

information on the student flow obtained by two different approaches:

- cross-section approach, showing the breakdown of the :,tudent. flow ii,apy

particular year among the U.E.R.s and the various university courses or crs.dits-3

- time - senses approach, showing the flow of students from one year tbrailiother

leading either to a degree or to a' decision to drop our or leave.

As regards the term student, there is frequently a choice between four different

possibilities. Students may be seen as:

- registered by the administrative services

registered for teaching purposes

- registered for examination either at specific level of studies or in a specific

subject

- present at an examination

In certain universities two types of registration may overlap (e.g. students

registered for teaching purposes and students registered for an examination). To ensure

consistency with the rules used in calculating activity costs it is suggested that,the

first type of registration should be used here, providing a complete breakdown of the

U.E.A.E.s chosen.

9.1 Breakdown of students in year t among thevarious U.E,R.s or credits

From the output standpoint, a university may primarily be defined by the degrees

it awards. Although these degrees are statutorily awarded by the President of the

University it is the U.E.R.s or perhaps their departments which are responsible (by

compiling marks and setting up examining toards). Although a U.E.R. is of course

responsible for several degrees in most cases, a degree generally depends administratively

.n a single U.E.R. and sometimes a single-department (injective mapping of U.E.R.s and

degrees)

Example:

U E R

Philosophical and

political studies

Degrees

Diplome universitaire
dtetudes litteraires

Licence

Maitrises

Doctorates

Others

Although the courses or credits are attached to a U.E.R. or department for

teaching purposes, many of them may be on the curriculum for several different degrees.

There is consequently no exclusive connection between a course (or a credit).

and a degree.

9 6
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The breakdown of the students registered at the university in a given year is

of course very simple, when at one and the same time:

H1 - the degree concerned has a year structure (for example transition to the

second year after overall success in the first year)

H2 - all degree courses and credits are provided by the same U.E.R. or the same

department. .

A
In this case the students' options remain within the U.E.R. and the students can

be kept under review by reference to degree year they have reached:

Example: U.E.R. W

450 third-year students for a degree X involving two optional subject Y and Z

4 common-core credits

8 credits distributed over two optional subjects

U.V. X 3 - 1 450 U.V. X 3 - 5 200

U.V. X 3 - 2 450 U.V. X 3 6 200

U.V. X 3 - 3 450 U.V. X 3 - 7 200

U.V. X 3 - 4 450 U.V. X 3 - 8 -200

U.V. X 3 - 9 250

U.V. X 3 - 10 250

U.V. X 3 - 11 250

U.V. X 3 - 12 250

In this case, knowing the average cost per student in a given credit (chapter 7),

an output cost such as the unit cost per third-year student working for a degree X can

easily be obtained by simple addition.
If hypOthesis H2 is dropped the problem becomes complicated because the students'

"choices" (often unavoidable)- will have to be traced throughout the university.

If hypothesis H1 is dropped the probleni becomes complicated because the number

of credits chosen by the students is 'omparatively unrestricted and the number of actual

students working for a given degree is different from the number of full-time equivalent

students

9.1.1 Breakdown of students by U.E.R.s and credits and calculation of global costs

The preliminary student breakdown may be made from their actual presence in any

given U.E.R. For example, for first-cycle students at a university with four U.E.R.s

the following two-dimensional table can be compiled.

Table 1:

Students' host U.E.R.s

1 2 3 4

1 all a
12 8 13 a14

Students' base U.E.R.s 2 a 21 a
22 a23 a24

3 a31 a32 a33 a34

a41
a
42 a43

a
44

The aij (i / j) represent the number of students in their base U.E.R. i who

have taken at least one credit in a host U.E.R. j. The aij (i = j) represent the total

number of students attached to U.E.R. j. This of course gives us a.
j

N, the total
i

E) it
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/number of students actually enrolled at the University.

For every i, aii ai3. In hypothesis H2, only the main diagonal has a number of

students which is not nil (aj. 0 when i i j). This matrix, however useful it is,
i

obviously does not supply the information necessary to enable unit activity costs to

be used. An additional dimension must be brought into play, i.e., th credits chosen
. . e

in each U.E.R.

a
k represents the number of first-cycle students who have chosen credit no. k of

U.E.R. j in the course of year t. This number of students can be broken down according

to the students' home U.E.R.s. In the case of credit k of U.E.R. j we then get:

ak + ak + ak + ak aj = a
k

lj 2j 3j 43 .

For U.E.R. 2 with m credits which can be chosen by first-cycle students, we

would then have:

Table 2:

U.Y 1 2 k . in

U.E.R.

a
1 2 jc m

1 a
12

a
1212 -12

1 k m
a2 a

2
a22 22 a22 a22

1 2 k m
3 32

a32 a32 a
32

_ a
1 2 k m

4 a42 a42 a42
a
42

1 2
Total a a

2
a
2

a
22

Line 2 represents the number of students in U.E.R. 2 who have chosen the credits

of this U.E.R. Lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 represkIt students from other U.E.R.s who have

chosen the credits U.E.R. 2.

A vertical addition gives the total number of students for credit k in U.E.R. 2.

A horizontal addition would show the number of students per credit coming from U.E.R.

i (i 1, 2, 3, 4). But this figure presents no interest as the credits are very

heterogeneous in "weight" and content.

Related to its plane in the overall picture, this third dimension gives the

following breakdown:

Table 3: Host U.E.R.s

1

2

ase U.E.R.s

3

4

U.E.R.

.1

1 credit

p

U.E.R. 2 credit

1 k m

U.E.R. 3

1

credit

9

U.E.R. 4 credit

1 r

a
1

21
pa21

1 k m
a
12'

..a
12

a12

1 k m
a22'"a22 a22

1 k m
a32a32 ?"32

1 k
a42a42 am 42

1

a23
q 1 r

a24 a24

rotal
1

a 1
ap

1

1 k m
a
2
....a

2'
.a

2

1

a3 4a3
1

a4
r

a
4

-
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T' theory all the ,boxes in this table which is on a very big scale (several

hundred columns) may be "non-empty". In practice there is no doubt that many of the

boxes which are not along the main diagonal will be empty. In.each of the credits the

students could no doubt have been broken down not only by origin but also by the type

of proficiency control (continuous or periodical) which they chose. Does the cost per

student differ according to the type of control he chooses? As this distinction wag not

made in connection with unit activity costs (chapter 7) we shall not make it here unless

the Group recommends otherwise. Two points should be clarified in connection with the

above table: .,-,..

1-) In compiling the tables it has been at least implicitely assumed up to now that

each U.E.R. is responsible for a single degree. Let us take the example of a history

degree, or "DUEL d'histoire", whose first cycle we shall consider here. In manycases

the U.E.R.s are responsible for several degrees, starting from the first cycle .e.g.

history and history of art, in the case of U.E.R. 2:covering history, archeology and

history of art. We must therefore come down from the ievel of the U.E.R. to the level,

of the degree. For example for credit k of U.E.R. 2 the following distinction will have

to be made:
k

la 32, the number of first -cycle students taking the curriculum for degree number 1 of

U.E.R. 3 and taking k credits of U.E.R. 2:
k

2
a 32, number of first-cycle students taking the curriculum for degree number 2 of U.E.R.

3 and taking credit k of U.E.R. 2 where 1a 32 + 2a
k32 = a

k
32.

2) It may be wondered what credits should be considered in a table of first-cycle

students. The answer obviously is that all credits should be considered. which they are

likely to be taken either by first cycle units of the U.E.R. to which the credits belong

or by first cycle students at other U.E.R.s. In certain universities it has emerged

that although there is no. doubt about the cycle tc>wh-kc'E certain credits must be

attached (first cycle, second cycle) there is less certainty about other credits which

may well be chosen by students from different cycles.

To sum up, the choices of university students can be analysed if there is a

system of open U.E.R.s which have no fewer than 5 dimensions:

- host U.E.R.s: e.g. modern arts

credits at host U.E.R.s: e.g. from 1 to m

- U.E.R.s basa(optional): e.g. foreign languages, literatures and civilisations

- curricula offered by base U.E.R.s: e.g. German, English, Spanish, Italian, stc.

- level in the course: e.g. DiplOme universitaire d'etuples litteraires (D,U.E.L.)

Licence_

Mattrise

Doctorate

Other courses

This analysis enables us to reply to questions of the type: what is the unit cost

in year t of DUEL students of U.E.R. 2 assuming, for example, that this U.E.R. deals with

a single degree course (e.g. philosophy)? The overall cost of the students is-quite

easy to calculate in view of the unit activity costs already calculated.

Let be the unit cost per student of credit k of U.E.R. j. The DUEL students

of U.E.R. 2 account for a total cost of:

- in U.E.R. 1 a2 cl + aP cP
1 21 1
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1 1

- in U.E.R. 2 a22c2 +
m m

a22 c2

1 1
- in U.E.R. 3 a23c3 +

a23c3

1 1 r
in U.E.R. 4 a24c4 + a2r 4c4

Total = C
2

It may, of course, only be necessary to add up the direct costs or the semi-direct

costs, or the total costs, according to requirements. The transition to unit costs is

more difficult.' 1

9.1.2 'Calculation of the unit costs of outputs awaiting allocation

The term "output awaiting allocation" refers to students who are registered in

'year t for a year or a credit (whatever the result of the control) and have not yet

taken a decision regarding year t plus 1.

In a system-af study in which students register for a year before registering
__-

for their courses and credits, the transition to unit costs is not theoretically difficult.

For example, let us assume that the DUEL in question involves registrations on a yearly

basis. Let N be the overall number of students in the two DUEL years at U.E.R. 2. The

unit cost of a DUEL student at U.E.R. 2 is quite simply C2/N.

But, even in this case certain students enjoy 'the advantages of a long course,

which enables them to do one year's degree work in two years. In these circumstances

they cannot be shown as full-time students and when the number of students is being

totalled, they might, for example, be given a weighting of i,

Cases where there is no year structure (dropping hypothesis H1) are more difficult.

For example to obtain a particular degree 24 credits are necessary but in an extreme case

a student could obtain his degree in 24 years taking only 1-credit per year. It is-

obvious in this case that if the total cost were divided by the number of students

...-enrolled at the university the real unit cost would be underestimated. These part-time

students must therefore by converted into full-time equivalents. The task would be

easy if all credits could be considered to have approximately the'same "weight". The

number of students per credit at a certain level in a particular course (for example

the philosophy DUEL) would be calculated by merely adding up the number of these

students in the various credits they'have taken (horizontal addition in table 3) after

which the number of students per credit would be divided by the number of credits which

it is considered normal to-tak, in the course of a year (for example 8).

As the credits are actually very heterogeneous they must first be standardized.

A credit representing a semester course of three hours per week without any supervised

work sessions would be given a coefficient of 1, while the same course with 'supervised

work sessions of 1i hours per week would receive a coefficient of 1.5 and a year's

course of 3 hours a week without supervised work sessions a coefficient of 2 etc

The number of students per standardized credit would then be calculated. The last step

would be to determine the divisor in order to find the number of equivalent full-time

students. Here again an analysis of the "normal" choices of students is essential. If

it is considered that 3 of the 8 non-standardized credits are annual and that 2 entail

supervised work sessions while 5 are semester credits two of which also entail

supervised sessions the divisor will finally be:

(2.3 + 1.2) + (2.1.5 + 3.1) = 14

1 02 1:
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Only a detailed analysis of all the courses at a university would enable

adequate weighting coefficients to be calculated. These methods therefore make it

possible to calculate certain costs in respect of outputs registered in the course of

a given year. But other output costs necessitate an analysis of student flows year by

year until they are awarded their various degrees or leave the university.

9.2 Analysis of student flows over time

This method is based on the observation of an intake of students from the time

they enter the university system (or a cycle of studies) until they leave the system

(or obtain a degree at the end of the cycle of studies).

As far as the method is concerned, a distinction must be made between two cases

i.e. courses which are organised with intermediate levels of study and courses which

are not. In both cases three factors will have to be taken into account:

- cost variations during the period of observation;

- students who repeat the course;

- students leaving and arriving during the period of study.

9.2.1 Case in which the course is organised with intermediate levels of study(1)

The unit in which a teaching course is organisgd in this form may be represented

by a chart in which the yearsunder review .are shown vertically and the levels of study

horizuntally. For example, we may consider a university which has organised its course:

for a certain degree in three levels of study and is observed over a five-year period.

The chart will show the successive situations encountered by 50 students registered for

the first time.

Flow of 50 students registered for the first time at the beginning of university

year 1960

Graduates 17

Study Level III ----1 27

Study Level II 30 1

/
4 110

./-

___----1

otudy Level I 50
^

.."/

2

3 --.---715

.........,,2

3 ------)t 4 4 ______, 0

Students
i leaving

.

11
v

Initial entrants

1960-61

Key to arrows

1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65

Departure or cessation of studies by two students after success

1) For a simulation of this case in terms of the ME,-....kov process please consult
"Application des chaines de Markov aux chances de succes des 4tudiants" par A. BABEAU
et C. BOCQUET, Annales de l'Universit4 de Lille, Faculte de Droit et de Sciences

Economiques, 1970.
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Departure or cessation. of studies by one student after failing the examination at

1 the particular level of studies

............10rahsition to the next higher level (success)

_ Repeat

fSuccess at the final examination (on which the degree, is awarded)

For example,,out of the 50 students registered for:the examination at the first;'

level of studies 32 will pass and 30 of these will register for the second level in-the

same institution while 2 will leave. On the other hand 18 will fail and of these 15

will repeat the year in the same institution. Three will leave.

We will.call the group of 50 students the "1960-61 intake".

The chart also shows students who arrive in the course of the year. The diagram

below records the arrival of two students who were directly registered in the second

level of studies in 1961-62 and 3 students directly registered inLthelthird level of

studies in 1962-63.

III

II

I

3 2

I
2-

190-61 1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 , 1964-65

It will at once be seen that although this method gives a clear picture of the

student flow it has two drawbacks:

- the cost of a graduate from this intake cannot be worked out until all the .

students have moved on out of our chart and this calls for observation over a

considerable number of years;

- the costs of a graduate cannot be worked out for a specific date.

The curriculum at a given level of studies can be organised either in the farm of

compulsory and optional subjects or, in the form of credits. In any event the U.E.A.E.s

are clearly identified.

If the cost per student is not required with absolute accuracy it will be sufficient

to show the total cost of the courses organised at the given level and the number of

students registered at that level. This procedure will be justified when there are no

optional subjects at the level of studies concerned.

But if a much more accurate picture of the costs is required it will be

necessary to pin-point the courses taken by each student at each level of studies. This

method of costing will be more or less compulsory in cases in which a wide range ot

options are taught at a particular level of studies.

1O Li
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9.2.2 Courses organised without 1-,f.c.,nediate levels of study

A student will be awarded his degree when he has obtained a certain number, of

credits. Certain credits are sometimes compulsory 'for the award of certain degrees but

there is no systematic order ofpriority in the credits to be chosen.

In this case the credits which are chosen by each student in the intake under

review must be noted. The cost per graduate is calculated by adding up the costs of the

..--)-6redits chosen. Repeaters and drop-outs may also be costed. It is more diffidult for

costs in respect of students arriving in mid-career to be allocated to-one or other.

intake.

The total cost per intake can be determined in this way provided that all the ele-

ments of the intake have completed their cycle of studies (or until it has been promoted

:to a higher cycle if the costing procedure is concerned with a degree awarded at the end

of a cycle of studiTirn-

In any event the statistical analysis will be much longer in this case than if

a course is organised with very specific levels of study.
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CHAPTER 10

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON

THE COSTING OF EDUCATIONAL OUTPUTS(1)

Chapters 8 and 9 have focussed on a number of difficulties encountered in

assessing the quality and quantity of educational outputs-and have proposed a number

of optiOns-

The options may be summarised as follows:

1. For each level and type of education there are only two categories of final

outputs:

gradua-tes.

- drop-outs and transfers

- a category of intermediate outputs:

students in course of studies.

2. There are two approaches to aggregation:

- cross-section approach: cost of the output in a given year

- time-series approach: cost of the output which it has taken several years

to produce, production conditions not being necessarily

thEl same each year.

The major difficulty is th t each student follows a course of studies which is

specifi-c to himself not only with regard to the optional subjects he chooses but also

the rate at which he passes his e aminations.

Two calculating procedures may be adopted:
11P,

1. Costing by individuals and calculation of averages;

2. Direct calculation of average costs.

10.1 Individual costs and averages

Undoubtedly this method is conceptually the simplest and most accurate but

it calls for a particularly Voluminous data processing equipment.

It is based on the principle of combining the results of a calculation of

uni.t costs of teaching activity (as previously described, for example) and the costs of

a student records management system (SYGESC0,7see notes on M.'PORTAL, Grenoble, 1973).

In this way each student is allocated the costs which relate to him in particular and

costs are aggregated by a simple calculation of the averages per category.

(1) For a preliminary approach to educational costing reference may be made to
Page (Andre), 11E onomie de l'Education (Economics of Education), PUP,
Paris 1971, p. l73-l96.
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10.1.1 Individual costs

The information required is a student file showing each student's course in

detail, registrations in U.E.A.E.s and passes and failures each year. 'A time-series

approach has to be adopted. All that is then required is to allocate the costs of the

U.E.A.E.s in'which eackstudent has been registered (these costs may either be total

or partial, retrospective or prospeCtive, according to the requirements of the cal-

culation) and to add the costs directly allocated to students in each university year

(see chapter 5). The cosh in respect of each individual student at whatever stage of

bis studies (intermedi e 'or final) and in the light of his own options, Choices and

results caghen_be calculated by simple addition.

The method of calculation is of course the same whether we are considering a

degree with a year structure or a'degree with a credit structure.

Example of an individual file

Name: DUPONT

First name: Alain

Born: 25th June, 1951

lief. No.:. 1.51.06.75.101.001

Date of registration: 15th September, 1970

Degree: 1st -cycle economic sciences

Year: 1970-71

-

Year: 1971-72 Year: 1971-73
1st year 1st year (repeat) 2nd year

Compulsory credits Compulsory credits Compulsory credits
.

Economic analysis
(3) 1660.0 '1830.0 Economic analysis

National accounting .

(2) 1300.0

(1)

Statistical

580.0 d 600.0 Money and
credit (1) 1 540.0

Mathematics (2) 1400.0 1510.0 Statistical .

Mathematics (2) 1400.0

Business
Accounting (1) 560.0

Optional credits Optional credits
1Optional credits

Economic history , 380.0 Economic history 400.0 Commercial law 440.0

Political science "410.0 Sociology 420.0 Public law 420.0

International ' International Public

relations 360.0 relations 350.0 finance 360,0

General principles Demographic Computer
of economic law 700.0 geography 380.0 science 360.0

Direct costs
1

700.0 Direct costs 680.T Direct costs 710.0

Total for the year Total for the year5910.0 6170.0 Total for the year 6090.0

Degree awarded: 'June 1973

Cost of degree: 18,170 francs

N,B.: A complete file would mention the result: pass (P) or failure (F)
per credit and per year.
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10 1.2 General calculation

The average output costs must be calculated by both the cross-section and time-

series methods.

1. Cross-section method

The purpose of this calculation is largely to verify that the overall cost of

teaching activity in a given university year plus the costs directly assigned to

students is equal to !the costs absorbed by the educational outputs (final or intermediate).

This means that in a given university year the cost of educational activity is fully

apportioned among:

final outputs: - students awarded their degree at the end of the year

- students dropping out at the end of the year

- students deciding to change universities in the following year

//
intermediate outputs: - students in course of study remaining in the same university

the following year.

Tlie last three categories are in the nature of outputs awaiting allocation

pending a decision with regard to the following year.

The average per student/year is a concept which has a certain significance in the

case of degrees with a year structure, providing the decision to drop out or repeat in

case of failure is taken into account. The concept can also be used to deduCe, by

addition, the cross- section cost of the amount of output representing a degree, a drop-,

out at a particular level or a student in course of study, provided that-the average

. repeat rate for the year-is taken into account.
1 ,

In the case of degrees with a credit structure, the nature of the calculations

depends on the flexibility and diversification of the system. In normal cases, i.e.

where credit costs are not comparable, it is possi)61e to compile average cross-section

costs of complete degrees (final outputs) or partial degrees (intermediate outputs)

allowing for all possible diversifications.

2. Time-series method

This method calculates the cost of the final outputs in a given year, excluding

outputs in course of production in that year (i.e. students in intermediate years or

students who have announced their intention of repeating the final year in case of

failure).

It is possible to calculate the followilig average costs for a given degree

awarded in a given year, whatever the year of the initial registration:

- -average cost of a graduate

-'average cost of a student leaving in the course of his training: the

various levels of partial training can be shown in sub7categories

- average cost of a student in training at a given level. \

N.B.: With the time-series approach it would seem essential to work in constant units

of currency.

10.2 Direct calculation of average costs

As all universities do not necessarily possess individual student files they

cannot employ the method we have outlined aboVe. It is therefore important to con-

sider whether a more global method can be envisaged.

1U
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Chapter 9 showed that/the flow analysis differed according to whether a time

series or a cross-section approach was adopted and the method must be expected to be

somewhat different in each case.

10.2.1 Cross-sectiun method
. ,

The method of calculating the output awaiting allocation described in para-

graph 9.1.2 cannot be automatically applied to final or intermediate outputs (after a

decision regarding the ensuing year), because aggregation by thd cross-section met}'iod

has to take account of repeaters./

However, although there is no known statistical study on this problem it would
7

seem necessary'to envisage the existence of two different repeat rates for a given level

of studies, i.e., year, Dr credit. The first is the rate for students who finally 3

graduate and the second the rate for students who eventually drop out before the end

their course. The number of degrees which have to be obtained within a given time

imit (e.g. 3 years iii the case,of first-cycle degrees in law or economics) make this

act unmistakable. But it would be unrealistic to differentiate between these two

'repeat rates except by, reference to individual students'andthis calls for the

maintenance of a student/file and brings us"back to the previous case.

However, let us assume that it is possible to ascertain these two rates by a

'global method.

1. Degrees with a year structure

n

Ni

: number of years' study for the degree

(i E 11 , ,nr)

: number of students registered in year A;

Ni is split into two sA-groups: Ni for students who will finally graduate

NI for students who will drop out;

ai
1
=R1i : average repeat rate in year i for students graduating;

NTT

ai,=R"i

(average number of repeaters in year i who will finally graduate divided

the number of graduates);

: repeat rate in year i for.studenis,,who will drop out;

(average number of repeaters inArear i who will drop out divided by the

number of drop-outs);

K
i

: sum of the costs of the tTEAEs in year i;

: average annual unit cost directly allocated per student.

The average unit output costs way now be estimated:

- cost per graduate:

= 1

K
i (1 + ail) +,
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- cot per student abandoning his studies after success in year (i) and leaving at the

ena, of the (i + 1)th, whatever the result,of the (i +1)th year is:

'1 I +
+ aj2) + E aj2)Y

j = 1: j j . 1

2. Degrees with a credit structure
)

m : number of credits required for the degree (k c(1....m))

number of students registered for credit k
mk" :

crk. :

ak
2

:

Ok

average repeat rate for credit k in the case of students graduating

average repeat rate for credit k in the case of students who drop out

: global cost of credit k

: average unit cost directly assigned per student

average number of credits taken per year

- cost pel. sraduate:
.

\ .

11]11 _lch_ 0 + aki) + : 0 +. ak1) 4_

[ .k.1

- cost per student dropping out after successfully passing credit p:

[

E Ck (1 + or k2) 1+ 22( + crk2) 3
-7

Yis.added tu this cost if the student has obtained no credit in the last year.

N.B.: The signids not indexed as credits may be chosen in any order apart from a few ,

exceptions, and it is therefore not possible to indicate any order of precedence

as between p and m.

It is obvious that in a credit'structure the cost of drop-outs cannot be

accurately determined unless it is possible either to treat the credits collectively

(see 'chapter 9) or personalise them completely: This deficiency is emphasized by the

looseness of the pseudo-mathematical notations used.

10.2.2 - Time-series method

The investigation of the student intakes described in 9.2f makes it possible to

envisage a system for calculating output costs over a period of time. The student flow

chart will undoubtedly enable the method outlined in 10.1 to be applied 'without a

personal student file provided only that the global costs of the UEAEs are known.

Owing to the difficulty of sing the intake method for degrees with a credit

structure we propose to confine o rselves to degrees with a year structure in the

present study..

Two approaches to the costing of finished outputs may be adopted:

- costing the finished outputs for a given year, irrespective of the initial

year;
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- costing a given intake irrespective of the final year.

It is obViousthat the average figures will be identical in both cases over a

long period even if the annual results are different.

In both cases it will suffice to consider the overall flow chart in which the

peaks are evaluated with reference to the cost per student of all the UEAEs representing

one year. In the first case we shall consider all flows arriving at the same final

point (irrespective of whether they are passes, drop-outs or departures) and in the .

second case, all flow starting from a common initial point.

A numerical ex ple will help to Clarify the method. The diagram in paragraph

9.2.1. will be used as\a basis although it isAincomplete as regards the costs at the

final point as it deals with ai common Initial point.

Let us, now combine it 4ith a matrix of costs per student ,per year of study

(including the costs directly assigned to students).

Year 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Level 1961 1962 - 1963 1964 1965

III . - - 6 000 6 500 7 000

II 5 000 5 500 6 000 -

I 4 000 4 200 - 4 300 - -

r: - Costs with reference to final point: (example: cost of graduates in year 1963-64)

(see chart page '112)(1)

The average cost of a graduate in 1963-64 is therefore:

C =
1r +

6 6 6 6N
. 4 000 . 50 . 4 200 . 6 . ± 5 000 (20 .

2
77 17;. + 4

+ 5 500 . 6
6

.

6 6
6 000 . 2 . + 6 500 . 8 . = 20 765

2. - Costs with reference to common initial points: a distinctidn must be made between

the various final points:

(1) Method of calculation: Each arrow concerns a number of students starting from
-a common initial point in the flow chart (9.2). The number of students at the
\final point-of the same arrow can be obtained by mathematical expectation. For
I example, if there are six students out of the original eight at the final point,
the mathematical expectation is 8. 6. Similarly, the transition from the second

to the third year in 1962 shows two students out of the 20 in the second year,
i.e. an expectation of 20. 2. In the light of subsequent developments the

20
overall expectation is 20. 2 . 6. It will be seen that at any given moment the

vertical sum of the arrowe is always 6.
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Results at Number Unit Cost Averaga cost per

7ina1 Point Category

. graduates

D

r

o

P
-

o

_
u

t

s

.

I -

I +

II -

II +

\

III -

1962-63

1 1963-64

1964-65

1960-61

1 1961-62

1962-63

1960-61

1961-62

1961-62

1962-63

{ 1961-62

1962-63

1 1962-63

1963-64

.

17

6

2

3

3

4

2

2

2

1

4

2

1

1

15

20

27

4

8

12

4

8

9

14

9

14

15

20

000

765

392,50

000

200

500

000

200

000

020

000

020

000

765

3

/

I

17

8

6

10

10

17

375

660

100

673,33

673,33

882,50

It will be seen that the total cost of the intake, i.e. 677,200 frands, is

indeed the sum of the average costs of the various outputs.

The matrix of average aggTegate costs is:

15 000 20 765 27 392.50

9 000 14 020 20 020

4 000 8 200 12 500

The costs in each box are obtained by weighted averages of previous costs and

costs for the present year.

Example: costs for the second year in a three-year period:

9 000 . 4 + 8 200
Tu

. 7; + 5 500 = 14 020

It is obvious that this latter method also makes it easy to calculate the cost.

of an-intermediate output at a given level obtained over a given period. In the

previous example a student who has taken four years to get to the end of the second

year of a 3-year course costs 20,020 francs.

10.3 Conclusion

This rough analysis shows that although the individual method (10.1) is very

cumbersome owing to its information system, global methods require very complex

calculations to produce results whose accuracy often leaves much to be desired.
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PART FOUR

AN APPROACH TO BUDGET CONTROL
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CHAPTER 11

EX-ANTE ACTIVITY COSTS

The twofold objectilve: budget control

decision making

implies the calculati 'pn of three types of costs per UEAE:

1. Retrospective costs representing the costs of an actual situation considered at

its most elementary.level. They will reflect all types of cost incidence whether nor7

mal or abnormal (see ch pters 6 and 7).

2.- Smoothed costs w ion are intended to reflect an average or budget situation.

The present structure i maintained and the costs are.. absorbed in their Conventimal-

structure by the UEAs i the form of averages designed to even out any anomalies. It

now,has to be decided what field to adopt for the calculation of the averages. TwO

approaches are possible: . \\.

- to adopt the:whole university; in which case the smoothing .prOcess wil elimi-

nate a considerable number of divergencies,which may be considered norm 1 from

A short-term standpoint (different levels of remuneration among, the teac2 ng

staff classified by subject or discipline);

- to adopt a more restricted field, i.e. the UER or even the department, in which

case the diVergencies revealed by the retrospective costs are forefewer-:

This type of cost should logically be an ex-ante cost. and consequently .be cal-i,

culated from the budget data, but it may be wondered whether this approach is possible

as the budget breakdown is not very detailed and whether it is even desirable in view

'of the way in which the/blanket appropriations in the budget are decided.

3. Normative costs frilieh arise from the need to revisemethods and structures to

determine optimum productive combinations or types of combination-which are more effec-

tive than those now used. The calculation of these costs is based on a comparison of

possible output systeMs in the light of the type of output desired and A-standard.pricing

system, This third type of costs calls for research into the output quality and the

elasticity of input substitution and,it is obvious why this third approach is not con-

sidered here.

The emporia= between the first two types of costs is tpfeAbasis f budget con-

trol in the strict, sense of the word, An analysis of the -variehiChirms of the third

type would make it-possible to decidethe combinations to be adopted and the structural

constraints which might be revised.

11.1 Calculation and use Of "smoothed" costs

This type of ex-ante costs is therefore desi ed to eliminate the anomalies which

actually arise while maintainingthe present struct re,as far oa:ppssible.

The accounting context will therefore be exactly as for the retrospective costs

but in'the assignment of the, direct costs and the apportionment of the,aemi-direct costs,

corrertiv.e will appear to ensure the desired "smoothing" procedure by:
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- replacing the actual conventional charges by budget charges whenever the uni-

versity budget appears aa'an accurate and impartial forecast;

-.smoothing aberrations arising from abnormal situations, spoilage or shortages

observed at the level of a particular UEA.

It is difficult to give any ready-made rules for the leVel of smoothing of each

conventional charge as everything depends on the particular situation prevailing in

each university at a given time and the usa to be made of these costs.

As a rough guide the following system may be suggested for UEAEs in the context .

of an inter-UER comparison in the same university or between universities which are of

the same size and work on the same lines:

- lecturing staff: smoothing by departments (and by cycles 'if the subjects are

taught by senior staff) of the,global remuneration, the average number of seme-

sters of teaching, the proportion of time spent on research (if this has not

already been done'atthe level of the retrospective gists) or on administration;

- staff in charge of supervised work sessions: average per department between

assistants and staff in charge of supervised work on the basis of the number

of 'supervised work groups defined by application of the norm specific to the

UER or the university;

- premises: real costs per square metre applied to premises assumed119 be ade-

quate in number and size;

- services: real cost or rational absorption cost (Cost of full utilisation)

applied to a quantity of services, excluding errors and spoilage.

11.2 Numerical example relating to teaching staff (as set forth in chapter 6, 6.1.1.1)

11.2.1 Data

A department includes four lecturer's for which the following information is

available:

-Teaching service(1)

- normal

- additional

Remuneration(2)

Lecturer
A

2

0

Lecturer
B

2

3

Lecturer
C

2

0

Lecturer
D,

2

2

-, salary .

+ research,allowance 47,000 47,000 82,000 .82,0ft

- additional courses 12,000 8,006'

- research agreethents 10,000., - 12,000

TOTAL 57,000 59,000 94,000
---_:
90;000.

\ .

. Overall breakdown of working\time (based for example on an indireA time. budget
.

survey):

- teaching: 70%

- research: 25%

- administration: 5%

(1) In semester. equivalents without supervised work sessions (one semester with supa.T.-
vised work being, forexample, equivalent to two, semestersWithout.supervised work).

(2) Annual remuneration including all salary charges and taxes paid by the employer.



11,2.2 Individual calculation, equating additional teaching service with courses by out-

side teachers

Lecturer Lecturer Lecturer Lecturer Smoothed
A

Semester of normal teaching 16,450 16,450 28,700 28,700 15,431

Semester of additional teaching 4,000 - 4,000 1r

Repearch 21,750 .11,750 32,500 20,500 21,625

Administration 2,350 2,350 4,100 4,100 3,225

TOTAL' 57,000 -59,000 94,000 90,000 75,000

The figures are smoothed on the basis of individual Allocations.'

IndiVidual calculation, making no distinction between .normal teaching service and

additional .teaching service

Semester of teaching

Research..

Administration

TOTAL

lecturer Lecturer Lecturer Lecturer Smoothed
A B. C D

16,450 8,980 28,700. 16,350 15,431

21,750 11,750- 32,500 20,500 21,625

2,350, 2,350 4,100 4,100 3,225

57,000 59,000 94,000 80,000' 75,000

The smoothed figures are of course'sxactlyas in the previous case. These two

solutions are not .advocated for interuniversity comparisons as smoothing would lead to

different results from thothe obtained_by division into. categories or groups.

11.2.4 Individual calculation 'based on global undifferentiated salaries

Semester of teaching

Research

Administration

TOTAL

Lecturer
A

Lecturer
B

Lecturer
C .

Lecturer.
D

Smoothed

19,950 8,260 32,900 15,750 16,154

14,250 14,750 23,500 22,500 18,750

2,850 2,950

3iti557,000 59,000 940Z00 75,000

The result of the smoothing process is of course exactly as in the following

solution:

11.2.5 Calculation by categories

AVerage salary: (57,000 + 59,000_+ 94,000 t 90,000) x

AVerage number of semesters of teaching: =.3.25

Average.cost per semester: 75,000'x x 37t, = 1-6,154

Average cost of research per teacher: 75,000 x = 18,750

Average cost of administration per teacher: 75,000 x = 3,750
-

100.

As this calculation is a form of smoothing,, assignment is the same for retros-

peCtive costs as for smoothed costs.

11.3 Numerical example for a EEAE

Course X1: semester course with supervised work sessions.

Number of students forecast before the beginningif the university year:

,,Number of students registered (registration for course;;):

Theoretical size of a,supervised work group:

119

600

360
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Actual number. of groups:

Formal lectures: actual 'cost assigned:

(Lecturer A, normal teaching service) smoothed cost of one course:

20

32,900

30,862

(solution 11.2,2)

Super ised work sessions: two full-time assistants in charge of planning and respon-

sible ..'or six groups,'fourteen groups being run by outside teachers.

Smoothed cost per hour of supervised work: Frs.100

Material faCilities: amphitheatre with seating for 1,000 (in-Stead of 500) owing to a

forecasting error (the university is assumed to be over - occupied).

Documentary brochure, 80 pages, 700 copies (norm = number of students plus 10 per cent)

The example in the following Table describes the utilisation of the smoothed

costs calculated for an internal budget management objective in the strictest sense of

the word, A broader comparison would have been possible byasing the smoothing pro-

cedure on the anticipated figure of 600 students, but would have been meaningless except

in terms of unit costs.

The inter-university comparisons using smoothed costs based on real physical

elements but average input prices will be more revealing than comparisons based on

retrospective costs. Indeed, the anomalies which are specgic.;to a given UEA will be

evened out bY.the calculation of averages.
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Comparison of retrospective and smoothed costs

'Retrospective Smootbed Comments

1'. Staff costs:
_

.

,

32,900

10,000
,

7,200

.

16,632,

33,832

30,862
.

.

28,050

.

...

Average

number of

students 18

instead of

25 low

teacher/

student rate

.

,

- lecturing

-: supervised work sessions

staff: Mr. Duval (in charge of

planning)

Mr. Dumont

staff incharge of supervised

work sessions: 14 grouPi71,

16i hrs. at Frs.72 per hour

Total retrospective cost of

, supervised work sessions

-,:. Smodthed.supervised work
;', sessions ,

44' ... 2. (planning staff) = 17 groups,

16i hrs. Frs.100

Total staff costs . 66,732 58,912

2. Premises
.

.

',

5,196

340 .

.

,

. 12

.

,

'',

2,080

255

.

,

10

3,b00 sq.

metres, height,

coefficient: 2

1,800 sq.

metres, height

coeificient: 1.5

',.

.

. .

.

,

Amphitheatre, f,000 Places,

39 hrs.

Amphitheatre, 50G places,

37i hrs.

"' Classrooms for supervised work

seesiOns:

, 277;77; hrs. at 1.03

15 x 16i hrs. at 1.03
.

Meetings:

12 hrs. at 1.03

10 hrs:. at 1.03

5,548 2,345,

3..,Document - copying service

10,853

,

.
. .

.

.

6,140

.

.

.

too many copies

made owing to

an error in

forecasting

the number of

students in

June

. ,

80,x 700 x 0.1938 .

80 (360 + 10%.360) x 0.1938

.

.
.

.

____

c. .

4. etc. . I

- /

.

.
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CHAPTER 12

FINDING THE UEA COST FUNCTIONS

_

As a preparation for the statistical analysis,af UEA cost functions and particu-

larly_the task of finding variables whiah will explain the semi-direct global costs of

the UEAs data will have to be 'classifiedin groups which obey the same principles.

-Although in the short-term (budget management with an unchanged structure) the

significant variable is the unit of measurement of activity, this is not the case in the

long-term where all input factors are explanatory as their combination is no longer

considered constant.

12'1,1 What.UEA cost should be adopted for an analysis of variation?

Two approaches may be considered in this investigation:

- a logical analytical approach;

- a global statistical approach.

In both Oases the investigation is possible only in a field where the cost-

activity relationship is meaningful. It follows that cost elements which depend on

arbitrary or chance factors do not lend themselves to analysis, whether they are logical

or statistical. 40,

'There are consequently two requirements for the calculation of,the UEA cost:

(1) Elimination of arbitrary absorption

All cost elements absorbed by the use of empirical apportionment criteria must be

eliminated from the field of the investigation as their scale does not depend on the

level of the activity of the UEA. It therefore follows that the field of study,in cost

terms, will merely include:

- directly assigned costs which have a clear connection with the existence of the

UEA;

- semi-direct costs, or costs of measurable. services representing real invoiced

consumption (somewhat vitiated by the arbitrariness of the price element).

(2) Elimination of anomalies

SUbject to these restrictions we have two types-of-costs:

- retrospective'costs which acc rately reflect the real conditions under which

the UEA in question, operates, with al their anomalies and hazards;

- smoothed costs where the 'bp ating conditions reflected are averages based on

presumably normal operations. If t se averages are calcUlated from a`sufficiently

-'bmal/-gruulr-tp--avoid emoothring.na- 1:difference's (examples: it may be considered nor-

mal for a number of years that they/lecturing staff of an economic science UER should

have more seniority than the staff of a management UER and that the staff of mathemati-

cal departments should have other types of recruitment and consequently remuneration
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than the staff of history departments), it would seem that they define a cost which is

statistically and logically more meaningful than a cost calculated by allowing for all

anomalies arising in an actual situation.

For this reason it is 'proposed that the reference cost for the analysis of varia-

tions should be the smoothed direct and semi-direct UEA cost.

12.2 Time-series analysis

There are a few universities which at present hatre the same structure as when

they were faculties and can therefore envisage historical statistical analyses. This

approach is required for the analysis of physical flows (student intakes, for example)

but involves considerable, difficulty when the problem is to discover explanatory cost

variables:

(1) the price system is not stable over time and the analysis can only be

carried out in constant currency, which calls for the use of'appropriate deflators.

In the French case three price indices may be used:

- the general index_of public service salaries issued by INSEE (1962 = 100).

This will be uPed to deflate staff costs;

- the GNP price index. This will be used to deflate operating initial equipment

and transfer costs;

- the weighted Department index (adjustment coefficient for building prices in a

particular Department of France). This will be used to deflate capital costs (premises).

r-
(2) Records are not always kept of the physical level of input consumption

Two types of documents may be consulted:

- accounting records relating to the university.and UER accounts and also to the

Ministry's accounts (staff);

- teaching records: courses provided (nature of course, place, teacher, number,

of students...).

The first category of records is available over a long period brit the teaching

records are very rarely kept. There will consequently be considerable errors in the

assignment of costs to intermediate activities and outputs.

(3) Output systems are constantly changinK'-and this is particularly true, of

teaching methods. Here the modifications seem very'small at first-sight but have no

little effect on the resources utilised.

But thiP historical statistical investigation of the principles governing cost

variations can hardly be carried out vcept by multiple regression and this implies:

- long series (10 years seems a/minimum);

- data which are precise and perfectly 'comparable to avoid the introduction of

adjustment bias.

As it therefore seems difficult to obtain meaningful results by this method it

should be possible to consider the use of cross-section analysis the advantage of whiCh

,is to stabilize the productive combinations as far as time and price distortions are

concerned.

12.3 Cross-section analysis

In the absence of a time-series analysis or in support of a study of this kind,'

12k.
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the data for a single university year may conceivably be used to obtain additional

information regarding the variables of the different types of cost in relation to

certain other variables, i.e. number of students per UEAE, number of students per

supervised work group, number of hours of teaching or hours of supervised work. All

these are decision variables w10 may be more or less rapidly modified and their effect

on the unit cost trend is important to ascertain.

The objective would be to work out empirical cost functions. If such functions

are to be meaningfulWe feel that they must undoubtedly apply to teaching processes

which are sufficiently related or.even identical. The UEAEs should not therefore differ

except as regards the figures for the variables we have listed above (number of students,

etc...). A number of homogeneous UEAE sub-groups can be formed: for example, SEHUEAEs

covering for example, all UEAEs in the same cycle, in the same UER and more generally of

the'same type (e.g. formal lecture accompanied by supervised work, language classes for

small groups with laboratory sessions, etc). These categories may be formed from sub-

divisions which already exist e.g. those referred to aboVe,' but more sophisticated

methods may be considered (different segmentation processes, etc). Once these categories

-"-----have been established, the method used would be-multiple regression of dross section

data using an endogenous variable (total cost of the UEAE, unit cost and various kinds

of costs using the exogenous variables we have already mentioned). These relationships

should not only highlight economies of scale resulting from the presenceof a large

number of students in certain UEAEs but also reveal the sensitivity of costs to such

variables as the length of a course or the ratio of supervised work sessions to fOrmal

lectures. It is,.however, obvious that the greatest caution must be exercised in using

all the results obtained on these functions of costs, so long as there is no means of

testing the "quality" of the output (knowledge acquired in the context of a UEAE).

1 2
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GLOSSARY

Activity

Organisation of resources in Er technological process designed to contribute to '

the production of an output (or,severai outputs) or a service (or several services).

Administrative activity
44

Indirectly productive activity whose outputs are administrative services and

caAnot be measured.

Miscellaneous activitilq

Directly or indirectly productive activities which cannot be classified in the

chart adopted, either because their objective is not covered by the basic definitions

or because the information available.dode not enableytheir level of activity or their

output to be measured (see miscellandous.UEAs).

Service activity

Indirectly productive activity whose outputs and whose consumption by the Uses

UEAs (see this term) are measured quantitatively.

Directly productive activity

(see page 54)
/

Activity designed to contribute to the production of a final output (or several

final Outputs).

Indirectly productive activity

(see pace 54)

Activity designed to contribute to the production of an intermidiate output (or

several intermediate' outputs) or a service (or several services) for the use df other

UEAs (see this term) of the agent concerned.

Direct assignment

Accounting operation which.consiSts in assigning to a cost account the'charges

directly relating to that account.

Time-series approach

This approach analyses the trend of a set of data over Several successive periods

(e.g. in respect of costs, enrolments, etc...). The reconstitution of a recent trend

may enable a more reliable forecast to be Dads by extrapolation than might be possible

by cross-section analysis.

Cross-sectional approach

This approach is concerned with only one period; if certain precaUtions are taken,

it is possible to restore a certain dynamic content to th.i, conclusions drawn from a

cross-section analysis.

123
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Group, (of staff)*

A more detailed classification of staff than by category. For example the cate-

gory of teaching staff may be sub-divided into three groups: first group:- professors,.

maitres de conferences (senior lecturers) and charges d'enseignement (lecturers);

second group: maitres-assistants (junior lecturers`); third group: assistants. Within

each group there is normally a certain homogeneity based on status and/or the service

required from the staff concerned.

Cost centre

(see. page 54)

"Division of an enterprise considered as the subject of a special grouping of

charges or costs." '(F. Lauzel - Comptabilite analytique - Sirey 1971).

Fictitious cost centre

Simple group of charges identical in nature but not reflecting a physical division

in the economic agent concerned.

Real cost centre

Real division of the university (service or group of services) to which it is

possible to allocate the charges relating to their operation.

Employer's salary-related eharGes

Social and fiscal charges which are due from an employer and kre expressed,

According to complex procedures, as a function of certain element's- in the remuneration

of the employee (see basici salary).

Intake
A

Set of students defined by the fact that they have initially experienced the

same event at the same date (e.g. registration for the first time in the first year of

a first cycle in 1970-71). An intake is studied by following the history of the set of

students as from the event in question.

Commitment accounting

System of accounts where a charge is registered as/soon as an order is booked as

distinguished from payment accounting where the charge is/ registered on receipt 'of the

invoice.

Cost

"A cost is the expression in monetary terms of the consumption pf one or more

operating resources." (F. Lauzel - Comptabilite analytique - Sirey 1971). The term

"opportunity cost" (q.v.) goes beyond the accountancy concept of costs in'that it is the

expression in monetary terms of a decision not to use for s me other purpose an operating

resource allocated to the, university.

Incfemental cost

Cost increase resulting from the increase in a production run or in the activity

of a UEA. It includes the extra structural charges which may be necessary but excludes

any change in technology.

Accounting cost

Cost calculated from all the items,described by the accounting system used by

the economic agent concerned, and only these items.
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For example: in the context of a university the accounting cost is limited to

the items,in the operational budget; in the context of the French educational system it

also includes all staff costs but excludes oapital costs as the patrimqnial accounts are

not kept.

Direct cost

Set of items which can be aSsigned (see assignment) with absolute certainty to a

unit of activity or production as these. items represent a known consumption of inputs

by that unit.

Economic cos-C(0r opportunity cost in thefwideot sense)

Cost resulting from a given economic activity whether or not the items in the

calculation are provided by the accounting system. The differerice between economic

costs and accounting costs consists 9f:

- costs: or costs resulting from actual consumption by the agent whose

economic activity is described. although the consumption is not explicitly shown

in the accounting system the agent uses;

1

opportunity costs in the strict sense.

Operating costs

The term is used here in a narrow sense: it excludes staff vutas which are some-

times shoWn under this heading. These 'costs are largely financed from the univertity.

budget.

Global cost. of an ,elementary unit of activity (UEA)'

Set of semir'direct anfl indirect costs charged to this UEA after the assignment

and apportionment operations.

Indirect cost

Set of cost items apportioned (see apportionment) from the indirectly productive

units to the directly productive units.

rarginal cost

Cost of the production of one additional unit (marginal production cost)'or cost

of the application of one additional unit of activity (marginal activity 'cost). In the

short-term (invariable structures) and on the assumption of a linear variation in

charges, the marginal cost is identical to the average variable coot. In the long-term

(variable structures), the marginal cost is equated with the derivative of the cost

function (if it is known) in relation to the quantity of output or the quantity of

activity. If the structures are rigid a distinction may be made between a marginal

development cos and a marginal regression cost.

Nominative cost (As opposed to a positive cost)

Cost resu ting from the use of an optimum combination of inputs in the manufacture

of a given outpu,. The normative, cost can therefore only be,calculated at the conclusion

of an _optimisation process. The term "standard cost", used in accounting, is inter-

mediate between positive cost and normative cost. In a given process (with afixed

input utilisation ratio) it is the cost resulting frqm the total elimination of spoilage.

There is consequently a standard cost for each process. For a given level of production

the optimum (minimUm)..etandard cost 'is therefore the normative cost.
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Positive cost (As opposed to normative coat)

Cost describingor estimating a real situation. In the context of this study, a
distinction will be made between:

- real positive costs: describing the actual consumption of inputs, evaluated

at their real price, by the ,production_ unit concerned;

- "smoothed" positive costs: describing the average actual consumption of inputs

(evaluated at their average price) of a set of production units with common
.characteristics.

Ex-ante cost

Cost calculated beforehand from forecasts.

Real cost

Cost calculatedhistoriCallY-by using real quantities and values. The term real j

is not used here, as in economic terminology, in opposition to nominal but in opposition

to ex-ante cost (q.v.).

Opportunity cost

"In the last analysis, the real cost of anything is what has to be forgone in 1

order to have it. Hence the real cost of higher education is what could have been pro-1

&tided or enjoyed had the means involved - the use of buildings and materials, the
/

1services of staff and students - been available for other purposes... The ultimate
1

cost of higher education is what is forgone by-devoting resources, including the poten4

tial earnings of studepts; to this purpose rather than to something else..." \s, I

U.K. Committee on Higher Education, Higher Education, Cmnd 2154 (The Robbins

Report) HMSO 196. 4
1

Semi-direct cost

(This concept does not exist in traditional accounting theory).

In "tis-study the semi-direct cost of,an elementary of activity is the sUm

of its direct costs and the semi-direct cost of the measurable and measured services' it

has actually ,,nsuMed.

Standard cost 1

Ex-ante cost estimated from items which are valid as standards and with which the

items used to calculate real costs will be compared,

Transfer costs

Direct and indirect aid granted by the state or other public authorities to/the

student and/or his family (scholarships, tax reliefs...).

'Unit activity cost
!

Global cdst of a UEA divided by the number of units of activity provided dUring

the period under review. This cost may be complete or Partial and-divided inte fixed

and variable costs. It may also be average, marginal or incremental (q.v.).

Degree with a year structure

The courses leading up to this degree are organised at different levels. The

levels are.indePendent as regards proficiency control. A student normally rema ns at

each level for a year and if his proficiency is confirmedhe is promoted to theinext

higher level. 1

1
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Degree with a credit structure

A student is not obliged. to study a series of subjects in strict sequence as in

the case of degrees with a year structure. According to the degree he is working for,

he acquire8 a, number of, credits which are either freely; selected or partly compulsory

and/or taken in strict sequence. For each credit there is a separate proficiency test

and students who pass a number of these tests successfully are awarded the degree.,

Curriculum

Set of credits which students are required to obtain for the award of a degree.

or one and the same degree there is often a very wide range of possible curricula owing

to the numerous choices and options frequently available.

Grade (staff)

Group of employees with an identical status. Administrative nomenclature covers

a very large number of grades (example: professor, assistant, grade 1B technician,

etc...).

Absorption

Accounting operation which consists of assigning the costs of directly productive

UEAs to the output cost accounts in proportion to the,cansumption of activity indices

(units of activity measurement).

Rational abso tion of fixed char es

Extension of the method of homogeneous sections based on the:distinction between

fixed charges and charges proportionate to the level of activity.in each section; the

rational cost of the activity itdex (see this term) is calculated solely from the fzac-

'tion of fixed charges proportiOnate to the level of activity (ratio of real activity

to normal activity).

= v + a
, real C = v + a°ratio

`It therefore tends to be the'cost Of the full utilisation of the section. The

abborption Of that.cost in the output accounts enables output costs to be calculate/in

a situation of full utilisation.

Option

Set of specialised- credits among which students make a certain number of regulated

choices with a view to obtaining a degree mentioning their special subject <e.g. degree

in economic science, special subject: econometrics). Not all Optional-subjects lead

to a specialised degree under existing regulations. This can be awarded only in subjects

approved by the Ministry of Education.

Services (self- consumed)

This term is used to describe the situation in which an indirectly productive

homogeneous section(orIJEA) consumes part of its own production in order to operate.

This factor is generally overlooked irviraditional accounting methods but may be allowed

for by the use of algebraic methods (see page 83)

Reciprocal services

This term is used to describe a situation in which two indirectly productive

homogeneous sections (or UEAs) provide each other with reciprocal services. In the

12 A
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apportionment procedure (see this term) the result is4that the cost of each section

concerned includes a proportion of the cost of the other section and that algebraic

methods are generally used (see pages

Output

0 Item of 000ds or services resulting from the combination of Production inputs in

a process.

Final output (or finished output)

Output designed to by yffered on the market (whether or not organises) to an

economic agent other than the producer.

Intermediate output

Output designed to be consumed by a unit of the economic agent concerned.

Joint outputs (often: joint products)

Different outputs obtained at the conclusion 'ofthe same manufaetaring:process..

Rohe following terms are used: . `.;

- joint outpivER: when the different outpits.obtained are of comparable economic

importance;

- principai output and sub-output (or by-product): when the two types of output

are, marketable but one has greater economic importance than the other;

- principal output and spoilage: when the second type is not marketable.

Output awaiting allocation'

An output which at the time of the analysis has not completed the manufacturing

cycle so that it is uncertain whether:

- it will continue through the cycle to become an intermediate output;.

- or whether the manufacturing process will be stopped at that point and the out-

put Will leave the system in its present state as a final output.

Trd,exed remuneration

The various components of the salary paid to Irench public servants and determined

by the official salary index.

Principal remuneration

Remuneration paid to each employee for the me spent in perf arming his normal

service (see normal service).

Apportionment (or provation)

"Sorting process enabling cost components which cannot be directly assigned to

cost accounts to be re-classified in charge or section accounts". (Plan Comptable

General Francais 1957)

In4university cost,,accounting the terms "apportionment' or "proration" are

limited to the allocation of the costs of indirectly productil, UEAs to the accounts'

.
of the UEAs which benefit from their activity.

Homogeneous section

"Real or fictitious group of charges formed to enable the total charges comprised

to .be expressed in terms of a common unit facilitating-verification and subsequent

assignment". (A. Rapin et J. Poly - Oomptabilite anklytiple d) exploitation - Dunod 1972).
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A homogeneous section must therefore have the following 'characteristics:

(1) Activity Centre: for a real portion "Of the enterprise activity must be

homogeneous and measurable by an "activity index" (q.v.).

(2) Cost Centre: see this term

£3) Responsibility Centre: in budget management a homogenous section must be

placed under a single responsible authority.

Normal service (of an employee)

Service rendered in return for the Principal` remuneration. If the service ex-

ceeds the remuneration it generally carries additional remuneration.

Basic salary

This covers the components of the emplOyeels remuneration which are used as a

basis for.calculating-the salary-related charges. The number of components varies

.according to the status of the employee (whether or not established).

Elementary unit of activity (UEA)

(pee page 53)

Utilisation of the smallest set of resources co-ordinated in A process designed

to produce final or intermediate output or service (or several final or intermediate

outputs or service),

ElementarYtnit Of administrative activity (UEAA)
p

Utilisation of the smallest set of resources co-ordinated in a process designed

to produce. an administrative service (or several administrative services):

Elementary unit of miscellaneous activities (UEAD)

Utilisation of,the smallest'set of resources co-ordinated in a process designed

to produce an output or a service (or several outputs or services) which are not

classifiable in one of the four preceding categories.

Elementary unit of teaching activity (UEAE)

(see page 56)

Utilisation of the smallest set of resources co-ordinated in a process designed

/ to convert students at one level of knowledge into students at a higher level of know-

ledge, the acquisition of the additional knowledge being nmrmally verified by an

institutionalised proficiency test.

Elementary unit of service activity (UEAPS)

(see page 57)

Utilisation of the smallest set of resources co-ordinated in a process designed

to produce an essentially intermediate item of goods or services or a set of essentially

intermediate goods or services with significant common characteristics. The item of

goods, the service or the set of goods or services must have a physical unit of measure-

ment\and the services to each UEA must be measurable.

Elementary unit of research activity (UEAR)

(see page 57).

Utilisation for a unit of time (the university year) of the smallest set of

*resources which can be considered as a cost centre in order to create new knowledge,
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-Unit of education and research (UER)

A new division which emerged from the university reform of 1968. It may be de fined

as an organised group of human and material resources generally designed to perform cer-

tain types of training and/or certain research. The university may create, alter or

abolish these structures as its programme proceeds. In our terminology the UER is a ,

'non- elementary unit of activity (see this term and see page 54)

Activity index

(see page 67t seq.)

"Unit used to measure and to assign to each of the costs concerned the proportion

of charges (of the section) which actually relates to it." (Plan Comptable General

Francais 1957)

For present purposes the activity index is the unit of measurement of the level

- of activity of the UEA concerned.

Credit

Term normally reserved for the subjects studied for degrees with a credit struc-

ture (q.v.). A credit, is usually treated as an independent portion of a degree for

purposes of proficiency control. However, in certain universities the term is used in

the English sense as an- indication of the comparative importance of a subject in a

curriculum or even a unit (e.g.: a semester of English philology; a year's course of

'industrial ergonomics):

Non-elementarY unit of activity (UNEA)

(see page 54)

Each sub -set of elementary units of activity (q.v.) as defined with reference to

a criterion of classification.
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